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Volume One
These stories are dedicated to all the local friends who make life joyful
for each of us. They were published between December 2016 and
December 2019 as episodic fiction on the author’s blog.
Any resemblance to any real people, living or dead, is entirely
coincidental.
This is a work of fiction. No, really. I swear.

1
Moving house in December - what a silly idea, Franny thought. But if I can
survive my first winter here, perhaps I will know this is home. She looked
around at the nearly empty apartment, nestled on a corner in her newly
adopted town. The large north-facing windows gathered in as much
pale wintry light as the sun deigned to make available. Thanks to her
one local friend, Franny had two camp chairs, a small dining table, a
crock pot, and a loaf of very good bread. The grocery store was only
three blocks away. She’d ventured out for some basics, and could
supplement the bread with inexpensive butter.
Inexpensive would be her watchword for this winter. Franny turned
the electric wall heater down and pawed through a box for a warm
sweater. Being on her own meant being unsure how much anything
would cost, and even more uncertain about how much money she
would earn. She had several teaching assignments at the state college in
town, and some freelance writing projects, enough to last about three
months. After that, she would be scrambling for more work to keep the
home fires burning. Strange, to be over forty (okay, well over forty) and
scrambling to earn a living. That’s what you get for deciding to start your
life over, Frances Emma Morehouse. You actually have to start your life over.
She folded a blanket and plopped it on the floor of her living room,
in the corner where the signal from the open wireless network provided
by the coffee shop across the street was strongest. Sitting on the blanket
allowed Franny the luxury of gazing out those enormous windows at
her view of the downtown streets, gradually being buried by the
season’s first snowfall, as the sun set, and the streetlights came on. The
corner light poles were adorned with giant electric snowflakes, the
town’s way of encouraging holiday joy in the dark months of winter.
Looks as though I’m not the only one short on cash, Franny mused. Every
street pole held at least one non-working bulb, creating the impression
of broken snowflakes, and a town with better intentions than execution.
Franny found this strangely comforting. It seemed far more likely she
would eventually find a way to belong in a town of half-realized good
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intentions than in the large city she’d left, a city chock full of completely
fulfilled ambitions that crowded the streets and parking lots with fancy
SUV’s, and the housing with young people intent on making all their
trendy dreams come true.
Franny turned on her laptop, tilting it toward the window to hold the
coffee shop’s wireless signal, and ate a hunk of very good bread with
inexpensive butter, believing that she had, in that moment, everything
she could possibly need.

Franny’s local friend had checked out the apartment for her, before she
made the trek over from her city to sign the lease. She remembered the
phone conversation. “You’re going to love the place, Franny,” Leo had
said. “There are huge windows in the living room, and the best coffee in
town is right across the street.”
“Are there windows in the bedroom, too?” Franny had asked. Gazing
out at the moon when she couldn’t sleep (which, to be honest, was more
often than not), had been one of the few ways she’d held her grip on
sanity the last few months.
Leo had paused. “I’m not sure. I think so. To tell the truth, I was
paying more attention to the work going on, the renovation.” He’d
explained that his visit had coincided with repairs to the apartment
prompted by the previous tenant’s failure to report a water leak in the
bathroom. “It’s the cleanest job site I’ve ever seen,” Leo added, a note of
marvel in his voice.
Franny smiled. Leo was a sweet guy, and she wasn’t surprised that
he’d failed to notice things like windows in the bedroom, if there was
carpentry going on and people to talk to. Guys mostly failed to notice
things like window placement vis a vis the moon, in her experience.
They paid close attention to things like electrical panels and access doors
to crawl spaces and the cleanliness of job sites. Or at least Leo would
pay close attention to those things. He proved woefully ignorant about
the color of the walls.
“Kind of white, or off white,” was all he could offer. “But the new
shower door is absolutely level and plumb. You can be certain of that.”
When Franny made it over in person, ready to sign the lease, she saw
what Leo meant. The coffee shop sat directly across the street. The
apartment’s repairs had been made by someone who truly cared about
things like level and plumb. The walls were a warm vanilla, contrasted
with a more linen-y white of the cabinets and trim. While the apartment
manager told her all about the lease and the inspections and the rules of
the place, Franny surreptitiously checked out where the moon might
appear through the window in the bedroom - not as large as those in the
living room, but large enough.
She signed the lease and wondered what size van she would need to
move her few things, and whether the good weather would hold long
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enough for the drive of the van to be uneventful, or whether her move
would take place across a landscape of snow and ice.
Leo had been delighted to help Franny pick out an apartment. Living in
the town for as long as he had, he knew just about everyone, and while
he would never be so rude as to say he was bored with them all, a new
person in town would be a welcome diversion from the familiar dramas
playing out around him.
Although boredom dampened the edges of his spirit, if he were
completely honest, Leo would have to admit he often found himself
surprised to realize how many people in town he did not know yet, even
if they’d lived there nearly as long as he had. It was harder than you
might imagine to meet every one of twelve or so thousand souls. And
Leo, probably one of the most outgoing of those souls, drew the ones to
him who were lost, lonely, odd, eccentric, or otherwise out of the
mainstream. He knew the local royalty, of course - the property owners
who hired him to take care of small repairs at even smaller hourly
wages, the college professors who also hired him and paid him far more
for his assistance, because they loved conversing with him, and the
women who ran the downtown. The town was surrounded by ranches
run by gray-haired cowboys, but the historic downtown itself was the
province of strong, capable women with big dreams for the place. They
led the downtown association, the chamber of commerce, and owned
most of the art galleries, boutique shops, and restaurants. Leo knew
them from his days of hanging out in the downtown between odd jobs,
playing his ukulele on corners for tourist dollars.
Tourists were in short supply in these days of recession. Leo hadn’t
played his ukulele in a long time. A few weeks before, an old friend had
called to say his little sister, Franny, was moving to town and would Leo
help her, show her around, be her local friend. Leo jumped at the chance
to meet someone new, although technically he’d known Franny since
they were both in junior high, when Leo had still been called Leonard
by his parents and teachers. Their life paths had taken them in very
different directions, him to this small town and Franny to the big city,
and they hadn’t seen one another in years. They’d gotten together once
or twice when she’d been driving through town on her way to meet her
brother, Leo’s old friend. But she would be new enough to bring some
sparkle to the dark months of winter, and some interest to the short
days.
Leo whistled as he walked home after checking out the apartment for
Franny. For some reason he could not explain, he counted the blocks
between his place and the place that would soon be hers.
College town economies present oddities to the newly arrived. One of
the biggest is that rentals command as much, or more, per month as
places to buy. At least the good rentals do - the ones within walking
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distance of campus, the ones in historic buildings, the ones with good
plumbing that have not been trashed by college students. Or have been
recently repaired from such poor treatment.
Franny’s apartment was one of the good rentals, she realized after
living in the town for only a few weeks. That likely explained why her
neighbors on her floor remained a bit aloof. They wanted to see if she
would be a good renter, like them, or if she would be a flash in the pan,
someone they had to tolerate until she moved on to a rental of her own
level.
Next door, to the east, a girl (anyone younger than Franny seemed
like a girl to her) whose petite presence reminded Franny of an elf
princess in one of her favorite fantasy novels, was the first to break the
ice. Or rather, she allowed Franny to break the ice. Franny was making
dinner, using her local friend’s crock pot to heat some soup, when she
heard strange noises on the landing. Rattling noises, and muffled
swearing.
Either, Franny thought, either a burglar is trying to get into my neighbor’s
apartment, or my neighbor has locked herself out. She tried to peer out the
peephole in her door, but the hole had been installed for someone about
four inches taller than Franny. She could only view the ceiling or a very
tall visitor. Uncertainty paralyzed Franny. Having lived in the
apartment just a few short weeks, she did not know what local etiquette
would require. A call to 911, to report a potential break in? A call to the
apartment manager to ask whether an emergency call was in order? Or
just opening the door, poking one’s head out, to see where the truth of
the situation might lie?
Checking her big-city-shaped instinct to simply ignore the noise until
someone else dealt with it, Franny determined to go to the other extreme
- small-town friendliness. She stepped back from the peephole, took a
deep breath, and opened her door.
“Hello?” Franny called softly. The girl next door turned, an
expression of mixed relief and embarrassment on her rosy face.
“Oh. Hi,” the young woman said. “I, um. Well. I’ve locked myself
out.”
“Can I call someone?” Franny asked. “Or do you need to use the
bathroom? You can use mine.”
The young woman’s face reddened, and Franny regretted mentioning
the bathroom. But, she thought, if the roles were reversed, and I was locked
out and had to pee, I’d be too embarrassed to bring it up. Yet if my neighbor
offered…
“No, thanks,” the woman said. “I’ll call my boyfriend, but, well, I do
this all the time.” The sheepishness was about her repeated key losses,
then, not about the bathroom.
“I have a butter knife. Sometimes that works,” Franny said, grabbing
one from her still nearly empty kitchen drawer, and heading over,
making sure to leave her own door ajar. Each door had a deadbolt,
which could only be locked from outside with the key. Safe enough. But
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they also had little button locks in the doorknobs, which could easily
turn accidentally, leaving the tenant high and dry. If Franny’s neighbor
had locked herself out like that, a butter knife might work to pop the
little latch open.
And it did. The two of them giggled conspiratorially when the door
opened. “Thanks. My name is Allison,” the elfin neighbor said.
“I’m Franny,” Franny grinned. “Maybe you should get a hide-a-key?
I know I need one. These little doorknob buttons are wickedly easy to
lock accidentally.”
“I’ve got a hide-a-key,” Allison said. “My boyfriend gave me one
because I lock myself out so often. But I forgot to put the spare key back
after the last time, and, well…”
“Say no more,” Franny grinned. “Boyfriends can be wickedly
annoying when they are right about something more than once.
Nothing shall be spoken of this from me!”
“Thanks,” Allison said. “Have a good night.” She slipped into her
apartment and closed the door, leaving Franny on the landing,
wondering if she’d made a new friend or if she’d alienated Allison by
insulting her boyfriend.
As Franny went back to cooking her soup, Leo sat by his telephone. In
this day and age of mobile phones, “sitting by his telephone” meant he
was parked in a camp chair on the back porch of his building, with his
cell phone in the pouch made to hold the camper’s beverage. This
particular camp chair was lopsided, the canvas on the left arm worn
nearly away, but he’d given his two best camp chairs to Franny as
temporary seating for her place. Leo wore his parka to stay warm on the
cold night, sipped his beer, and stared at his phone.
He liked being outside, even when the temperature dipped below
freezing, as it was doing this evening. About six inches of snow lingered
on the ground in places where cars or feet hadn’t yet crushed it into
sheets of dirty, lumpy ice. Leo breathed in the cold air and sighed. He
felt in his pocket for a coin - heads he’d call her; tails he’d drink more
beer until he forgot how bored he was.
But no coin appeared, no magic to relieve him of having to make his
own decisions. “Damn,” he said out loud, his breath floating a clump of
steam in front of his face. His own decisions nearly always led him
astray, he reflected, and, oddly, he did not feel in the mood for going
astray this beautiful winter night.
Oddly, because he could barely remember any time in the last five
years he’d not been in the mood for going astray. This realization
unnerved him enough to grab another beer from the six pack beside his
camp chair and stash his phone in the pocket inside his parka.
You haven’t really moved in to a place until you’ve hosted a dinner party. That
thought lingered in Franny’s subconscious. She couldn’t explain why 5
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her own parents had not been given to throwing parties of any kind,
seeing the world as a fairly dangerous place that was best left outside
the securely locked and bolted doors to one’s home. And as an adult am I really an adult yet, Franny pondered, whatever that is - Franny’s circle
of friends in the city tended to meet over coffee or brunch at a restaurant,
or share drinks in one of the many bars meant for busy professionals
who had no time or inclination to cook.
Yet there it was, emerging from perhaps a collective unconscious, as
Jung had written about, the notion that securing herself in her place
required hosting a dinner party. But other than Leo, Franny could think
of virtually no one to invite. Maybe that’s it, she wondered. When you have
an actual guest list, it’s a sign you’ve made yourself at home.
Franny surveyed the two upper cabinets that served as her pantry in
the tiny kitchen. Amazing, how little you need to start life over. Leaving
her husband of ten years in the house they’d shared, Franny had packed
only her clothes, half the bedding, the red and white dishes she’d been
given by her mother, and her books and papers. Oh, and the giant,
expensive, multi-functional pasta pot with steamer and strainer that she
and her ex-husband had talked themselves into buying from a far too
fancy kitchen store for far more money than they could spare, and then
had stashed in a lower cabinet and ignored. The stainless-steel pot was
pristine, and Franny could hardly wait to stain it with use.
That was another reason to throw a dinner party - she could use that
pot. Perhaps make a multi-level meal of pasta and steamed vegetables,
well-seasoned, and doused in a delicious sauce. Franny felt that she
needed delicious sauces and lots of seasoning on her food. Bland was
over for her.
What about her neighbor, Allison? Franny had not encountered the
young woman since helping her gain entry to her apartment with one
of Franny’s few butter knives. The butter knife had disappeared into
Allison’s apartment along with Allison. Perhaps if she invited the young
woman over for dinner, the butter knife would come back.
But I’d have to invite the boyfriend, Franny thought, the one who Allison
was too embarrassed to call for help.
She closed the cupboard doors and set about dressing for the cold. A
walk. I’ll take a walk, and I won’t come back until I’ve thought of eight people
to invite for dinner. Okay, six, Franny determined as she put on her snow
boots. By the time she was two blocks away, Franny reduced the size of
her required list to four.
Leo, Allison, Allison’s grumpy boyfriend, and one other person.
Franny thought about the apartment manager. She’d been nice enough,
but Franny knew little about her. Would she also have a boyfriend who
needed to be included? And would he also be grumpy? Franny did not
think she could tolerate two grumpy boyfriends at her very first dinner
party.
Then a thought struck her as a bolt from the blue. Maybe Leo could
bring a guest. Leo knew everyone in town, and, for all Franny knew, he
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might have a girlfriend. That’s it! Franny pounded one mittened fist into
the other mittened palm. She dug her mobile phone out of the inner
pocket of her parka, stripped off one mitten, and dialed Leo’s number.
The dinner party itself went off beautifully. Leo added three folding
chairs to the furniture collection, and Franny had purchased some large
cushions at a local shop. Everyone was able to find a comfortable perch
to eat the supper Franny anxiously served.
Although Leo claimed he had no girlfriend, he brought a woman one of the local eccentrics who gravitated to his nonjudgmental
friendship. This eccentric was an older, semi-retired art professor at the
college, and she was eccentric because of the type of art she did - giant
paintings of giant squids, pulsing along the sides of any building she
could find. Her own garage was the best example, but she had also
painted giant squids on the shops and garages of several friends around
town. One garage door she’d completed early in her squid phase, she
explained with a giggle, hung in a gallery in New York City. The art
professor wore her gray hair clipped short, and, combined with the
bright red frames of her oversized glasses, the effect convinced Franny
of the truth of her story. New York City would love an old art professor like
her.
Leo had met the art professor years before, when he posed for the
anatomical drawing classes she taught. “Posed in the nude, of course!”
the professor proclaimed to the party guests, slightly embarrassing
everyone in attendance except for Leo, who simply flexed an arm and
laughed as he described the difficulty of holding still long enough for
the students to do their assignments.
Allison’s boyfriend decided not to be grumpy at all, or perhaps,
Franny considered, he never was, and Allison’s embarrassment at
locking herself out of her apartment was all in her own mind. He was
charming and praised the hostess. Franny’s pasta and steamed
vegetables were cooked perfectly, seasoned richly, and dressed in
delicious tomato and garlic sauce that every guest wiped off their red
and white plates with slices of the crusty bread Leo and the art professor
brought with them. Allison contributed a bottle of very good red wine,
and Franny hid her surprise at the thought that Allison was old enough
to buy alcohol, much less to know good wine from bad.
“It could be dumb luck,” the old art professor whispered to Franny
when Allison excused herself to use the ladies’ room. “She might have
bought it from the sale rack at the Grocery Outlet and lucked into a good
label. Or perhaps someone gave it to her as a gift, and she didn’t know
enough to enjoy it herself.”
“Or she’s generous enough to save it to share,” Franny whispered
back, but she smiled, recognizing a kindred spirit in the art professor’s
cynical take on life. To atone for their whispered conversation, both
Franny and the art professor made a profuse show of thanks to Allison
about the wine after she returned.
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There was just enough food that everyone felt sated but not overfull,
and just enough wine for them to share a lightly buzzed sense of wellbeing. When Leo asked about dessert, causing Franny a moment of
panic, and then announced he was joking, the art professor came up
with an idea that turned out to put the perfect coda on the evening.
“Ice cream!” she cried. They stared at her, shivering at the thought of
frozen dessert in the subfreezing outdoor temperatures. But she
insisted, and they all bundled up and walked to the newly-opened ice
cream parlor, one that served ice cream made by a dairy that had been
in the county for generations, in a hip new coffee shop setting intended
to draw in the college students.
Franny scooped her vanilla out of the dish, as Leo sidled up to her.
“Vanilla,” he said, clinking his dish against hers. “It’s the only ice cream
flavor you need.” Franny beamed at her guests, who beamed back at
her.
Home, she thought.
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Not for the first time, Allison closed her apartment door behind her
departing boyfriend with a sense of relief. He was a grand person,
really, she knew, but she adored her privacy and dreaded the day he
would bring up the idea of moving in together. They’d had a lovely time
at her new neighbor’s dinner party, even if the pasta had been a bit
gummy and the vegetables a touch over-seasoned. Allison’s wine had
helped smooth over any flaws in the meal, and her boyfriend’s welltimed jokes and stories had helped smooth over any gaps in the
conversation.
Still, the quiet of her own apartment felt heavenly after all the noise
and bustle of the party next door. Normally Allison would end her day
with some jazz on the radio, but tonight she determined to enjoy the
silence. She brewed a cup of peppermint tea to help her digest the ice
cream they’d ventured out for. Allison’s stomach and dairy products
were not the best of friends, although so far, the scoop of rich chocolate
she’d eaten showed no signs of creating a digestive rebellion.
The peppermint tea was steaming hot, and Allison sipped it carefully,
enjoying the aroma as she gazed out her window to the street below.
Living in a historic building had its restrictions, and its distinct benefits.
One of those benefits was created by all the apartments being on a single
floor - no footfalls above to disturb one’s sleep, and no concerns about
disrupting the peace of neighbors below. The ground floor held shops
that kept their heat on at night, another benefit in the cold winter,
helping to keep Allison’s electric bill moderate.
Soon classes would start again, and Allison would renew her
commitment to herself to finish her master’s thesis by the end of the
spring term. If she were truly honest, Allison would have to admit she
loved the simple life of a graduate student, days spent in libraries and
seminars, and her delays in finishing her thesis were mostly about her
comfort with the status quo. But tuition money would not last forever,
and the time loomed when Allison would need to face the question of
what comes after graduate school.
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Franny, the new neighbor, seemed quite nice. The fact that she was
twenty years older than Allison was the main obstacle to a deeper
friendship - Allison did not possess any ageist impulses, she reassured
herself, but it was discomfiting to see a vision of her own possible future
in Franny’s life. “Reinventing myself,” Franny had laughed selfdeprecatingly at one point in the conversation at the ice cream parlor,
when someone (perhaps Allison’s boyfriend?) asked what had brought
her to this little town. “Starting life over after a breakup. What could be
more trite?”
Indeed, Allison thought, it’s so common as to very likely be in my future,
too. She drank the last of the peppermint tea in her mug and prepared
herself for bed.
After putting on her pajamas and turning off her light, Allison twisted
the blinds open so she could see out her bedroom window. It faced east,
and she loved waking to the morning light streaming in. Unable to drift
to sleep right away, Allison reflected more about the party at her
neighbor’s place.
That guy, Leo - he’d brought an older art professor as his “date,” he’d
said, but Allison saw sparks fly between him and Franny. Leo was older
too but with a boyish face and a well-formed body. Allison felt no guilt
thinking of Leo’s body - she was not at all attracted to him, not at all she was merely observing, reflecting that Leo had the body of a man
who made a living with his muscles more than his mind. It was the kind
of neutral observation anyone might make after meeting Leo. Even
another guy would notice those muscles, Allison thought.
And his smile - the way it made his eyes twinkle. The way Leo flirted
with everyone in the room, male or female, old or young, creating a
sense of excitement and silliness. Allison wondered if Leo was gay. He
didn’t seem gay, but then one never knew. In fact, even “seeming gay”
was an outdated notion. Allison had taken enough electives in women’s
studies and sociology to know that. Leo was just Leo, and his sexual
orientation was a fact about him the same way his hair color was a fact,
although at least one could see his hair color.
Allison sat up, stretched her arms, and checked the clock. Before her
imagination could run away with her, she flicked on her reading lamp
and picked up the book on her nightstand. The thick volume held key
information related to her master’s thesis, Allison had been told by one
of the stodgier professors on her committee. The professor had been
maddeningly vague about just what that information was, or where in
the book it lay hidden, but reading it was a sure-fire way to get to sleep.
By the time Allison had read the third page three times, her eyelids
fluttered shut and she drifted off, rousing several hours later to turn off
her light, remembering a sweet dream about chocolate ice cream
melting in her mouth.
Several days after the dinner party, Franny ran into Allison at the coffee
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shop across the street from their building. Franny’s initial reaction to
encountering anyone she knew, but did not really know, was to duck her
head and gaze into the middle distance, giving the other person the
choice of recognizing her or not, as that person saw fit. Allison saw fit
to recognize Franny and called her over.
“Join me?” Allison said, nodding to the empty chair at her little table.
“Sure,” Franny answered from the order line, feeling both warmed
by the welcome and a bit anxious as to potential topics of conversation.
Allison was twenty years younger than Franny, and this made Franny
nervous. The younger woman with her petite elfin appearance made
Franny recall her own callow youth and optimism, her belief that she
could make choices that would last forever, and the weight she’d gained
since she’d shed that optimism.
Of course, twenty years ago, one year seemed like forever, Franny thought
as she gathered her cup of creamy espresso and made her way to
Allison’s table.
“Thank you again for the dinner party,” Allison launched the
conversation, to Franny’s relief. “I had a really great time.”
“And thank you for the wine. It was delicious. Just right. Perfect, in
fact.” Franny seemed unable to stop adding adjectives. She took a sip of
coffee. “And for bringing your boyfriend. He’s really nice.”
“He’ll do,” Allison said, and Franny wondered if there was a twinkle
in Allison’s eye or just a reflection of the sun coming through the coffee
shop window. “What are you doing today?” Allison went on, and
Franny momentarily panicked that her neighbor might be getting ready
to invite her to something, perhaps a lecture on Allison’s thesis topic, or
a rowdy drinking party with her set of younger friends. Either option
presented Franny with a sense of dread, and she scrambled to invent a
busy day for herself without coming across as off-putting.
“Oh, not much. I’ve got to restock some groceries, clean the
apartment, and, well, I plan to do some writing.” Franny cringed
inwardly. She had not meant to bring up her writing with anyone here,
not yet.
“Oh? What are you writing?” Allison asked with perfect innocence.
How could such innocence survive the twenty years (at least) that separated the
moments in the lives of we two women? Franny pondered. I would never,
ever, ask a writer what they are writing, not now, not now that I know what it
is to try to write something that is not directed by school or work. I would
simply say, how wonderful, or how exciting, or I hope it goes well, or break a
pencil.
“Nothing to speak of, yet,” Franny answered, and hurried on to
another topic. “And, I think I’m meeting Leo later. He mentioned
something about getting together for a bite to eat before some music
thing he’s playing at.”
This clearly piqued Allison’s interest, judging by the flush in her elfin
cheeks and the slight widening of her elfin eyes, and Franny sat back in
her chair. Does she have a crush on Leo? Franny wondered. And then, in
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the next instant, do I have a crush on Leo?
But Allison only said, “Oh, that sounds like fun. I wish I could go out
tonight, but I’ve got loads of reading to do for my thesis, if I’m going to
get back on track.”
That evening, after successfully avoiding most of the apartment
cleaning and all of the writing she’d used as cover with Allison, Franny
met Leo at a tavern that served legendary burgers along with beer
ranging from cheap Coors Light for the college students to expensive
craft beers for the professors and property owners. She was early. She
ordered a glass of dark stout from the local brewery and a side of French
fries, which came quickly, hot and crispy and piled high on the thick
white china platter that sported a chip or two on its rim, speaking of its
long service. Without having to be asked, the server included little paper
cups of tartar sauce, ketchup, and fry sauce, and a pile of extra napkins.
Heaven, Franny thought, and looked up to see Leo making his way to
her table. He had to stop and say hello to at least six people before he
finally arrived, making apologies for being late, although he wasn’t,
really. From the way his eyes stayed less than focused, and his nose
stayed a bit red even after warming up, Franny knew he’d already had
a beer or two. She took a pull on her glass, trying to catch up, wondering
if that was wise or foolish.
“Hungry?” she asked Leo, who laughed.
“Always,” he said.
“Have some.” She nudged the platter of French fries toward him. “No
way I can eat them all.”
“Oh, I’ll bet you could. No hill for a climber,” he smiled, but took a
few anyway. “Man, this place is noisy.”
Franny realized the tavern had filled with younger people, and all
three televisions were on, tuned to different sports events. “Very,” she
agreed, and they ate and drank in silence for a while, not trying to
compete with the ambient noise.
Then Franny leaned forward and asked, “So, what is this music
thing?” She had to repeat her question a time or two before Leo
understood.
“Oh, just some friends and me, playing for a private party.”
“Private party?” Franny frowned, confused. She thought he’d invited
her to listen, but now she wondered if this was it, he’d only wanted to
meet for food beforehand.
“Don’t worry, you’ll be welcome,” Leo smiled. “I checked it out. Plus,
my friends are bringing their wives, so don’t worry.” Then a look of
concern stole across his face. “If you want to come? I mean, I’d love you
to, but maybe you made other plans?”
“No, I’d love to,” Franny answered, feeling the alcohol flush her
cheeks. “I mean, if you want me to.” Lord, she thought, would someone
Allison’s age ever be this awkward with a guy?
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The music thing turned out to be a birthday party for a friend of the art
professor’s, held in the large banquet room of a local hotel. Franny
heaved a sigh of relief at the sight of the art professor’s wonderful gray
hair and red glasses. Someone to talk to, at least, she thought, as she
watched Leo make his way to the stage to set up his equipment. Marilyn,
Franny reminded herself. The professor’s name is Marilyn, as in Monroe.
“Hello, dear,” the art professor said. “Delighted to see you here. Do
you know the birthday girl?” Marilyn put her hand around Franny’s
wrist and pulled her toward a knot of people standing near the bar area.
“Penelope! I have a new friend for you to meet.”
The knot gave way and Franny saw a large woman, swathed in a dark
maroon cape, holding a glass filled with wine of nearly the same color.
“Marilyn,” the large woman who must be Penelope beamed. “Did you
get a glass of this wine? Someone recommended it to Smitty, who
recommended it to me, and it’s fantastic. And fantastically expensive.
It’s my birthday gift to myself, you know. I bought gallons of it.”
“This is Franny.” Marilyn touched Franny’s arm. “She’s new to town;
be gentle, Penelope. Perhaps she would like a glass of your birthday
present to yourself?”
“Of course! There’s more than enough for everyone! Glad to meet
you, Fran.” Franny clenched her teeth at that version of her name, her
least favorite. It sounded like a 1950’s housewife to her. But she forced
a smile.
“Happy birthday. Thanks for letting me join the party.”
“Of course! All are welcome. This is my ninth fiftieth birthday party,
you know.” Penny winked. “I decided to stay fifty until I turn sixty.
Who knows - once I turn sixty, I might decide to stay sixty forever.”
Close enough to shake Penelope’s hand, Franny caught a whiff of
sweat covered by perfume, tangy body odor blended with something
profoundly chemical. She noticed the beads of perspiration on Penny’s
broad forehead and wondered if the woman was drunk or having a hot
flash, or simply overcome by the crowded room.
Franny felt another tug on her arm, and Marilyn steered her back to
a quieter corner, where they could sit on high stools around a tiny round
table. A single white tea candle flickered, providing another layer of
perfume to the room’s already stifling atmosphere.
“Penelope is a good sort, really, but beware. You won’t see her best
side tonight. She’s already had a few too many glasses of wine, her
health is not good, and her sense of humor is rather vicious. Still, she’s
been quite generous to me. I’m happy to celebrate with her.” Marilyn
waived over a young waitress with a tray of wineglasses filled with dark
liquid. “And she does have marvelous taste in wine. Drink up, dear.”
Franny took a glass and ventured a delicate sip. The rich wine slid down
her throat with remarkable ease.
“I’m not much of a wine drinker, I’m afraid,” Franny said, taking a
longer pull. “But this does seem awfully good.” Her head felt lighter,
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and the divot of her top lip, right beneath her nose, began to hum.
Franny looked down and realized she’d drained the glass.
“Careful, dear. It can sneak up on you.” Yet Marilyn deftly scooped
another goblet from another waitress’s tray and placed the glass in front
of Franny. “Meanwhile, between gulps, tell me more about yourself.”
“I’m not sure what to say, exactly,” Franny began. The music started
with a loud chord, a bluesy-rock number that Franny could somehow
smell as well as hear. But she couldn’t hear anything else. She and
Marilyn leaned back on their stools, sipped (or gulped) the very nice red
wine, and listened.
Penelope’s “vicious” sense of humor displayed itself that evening as she
mocked anyone who tried to dance. Even though the band played some
eminently danceable tunes, music from the last era in which Franny
remembered really loving music, no one danced more than one song’s
worth. As soon as a couple would take to the floor, Penelope would
follow, performing her own exaggerated version of their dance moves
when she believed they were not watching her. At one point, a group of
about six “women of a certain age,” as Franny’s mother would say,
formed a tight circle on the dance floor. The song was Long Train
Running, and Leo’s harmonies were high and lovely with the lead
singer, and the women managed to enjoy their dancing for a whole
minute or two before Penelope began to prance around them.
Penelope also joined in on vocals, with a harsh high soprano that had
not benefited from the loosening of the vocal cords caused by too much
very good red wine. The women in the circle shuffled back to the tables,
and Penelope did not appear to notice she no longer had company on
the dance floor. Franny watched in horror as Penelope’s large shape
tilted and whirled with less and less ability to anchor itself to the floor.
She seemed to fall in slow motion and then suddenly she was in a sitting
position, wine glass still held high and proud.
Marilyn made her way to her friend’s side, helped her up, and led her
gently to a chair. Some of the other guests took the opportunity to dance
without Penelope’s intrusion. Franny stayed in her seat, fighting
vertigo. Is this what it means to be fifty-nine? Is this what I have to look
forward to? And who would help me off the dance floor, if I made a spectacle of
myself like that?
Against her better judgment, Franny waived the waitress over and
took another glass of wine.
By the time the music was over, and the party was winding down,
Franny felt as drunk as she could remember since her college days. No,
wait, she prompted her memory. There was that trip to Central Europe, the
Slivovitz in Prague… Franny shuddered at the recollection and tried to
focus on Leo. He seemed to have gained energy rather than spent it, as
he bopped between packing up equipment, hauling it out to the various
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trucks and trailers of the band members, and inhaling large plates of
food from the dregs of the buffet.
Food seemed a good idea, but when Franny arrived at the buffet
tables, most platters and serving dishes were empty. There was a bowl
with some broken chips, and dinner rolls that were a bit stale around
the edges, and some cheese that looked suspicious. Franny nibbled a
roll, thinking even stale bread would absorb the wine in her system. As
she happily spied a small wooden bowl of almonds and reached for a
handful, she felt a touch on her lower back. Marilyn, she thought, come
to check on me.
“Hey there,” Leo’s voice reached her ear. “How you doing?” He left
his hand on her lower back long enough for heat to build there.
“Fine. Great. Fine. Just fine. Great.” Jiminy, she thought, how drunk or
stupid can I sound?
“Good, good. I should be done in a little while. Are you okay to hang
out until I can take you home?”
“I can walk,” Franny said, suddenly nervous about being alone with
Leo. Warmth from her lower back radiated up her spine, around her
neck and into her cheeks, and she knew her face was flushed. “I’m fine.
It’s not far.”
Leo’s face fell. “Oh. Well, if you’d rather. But I’m happy to take you,
if you can wait a while. Just a little while.”
She smiled. It occurred to Franny that she wasn’t entirely certain how
long a walk it would be, although she was convinced she knew the right
direction. Probably. And it was cold outside.
“Well, it is cold outside,” she said out loud. Leo’s expression changed
to hopeful again.
“Great. I won’t be long, I promise,” he said, and melted away.
By the time he really was done and ready to take her home, Franny
believed another hour had passed. The banquet room was empty except
for band members and their wives, waiting for their spouses as Franny
waited for Leo. Her wine buzz was wearing into a post-drunk chill, and
her head had begun to throb. She was nearly ready to venture the walk
home when he came up to her, coats in hand.
“Ready, finally,” he grinned.
That smile of his, damn it, Franny thought, as she took her coat and
followed him out to his van.
The next day, Franny’s head yelled her awake with lectures about
mixing beer and wine, no matter how good either of them was. “I am
way too old for this,” she muttered to herself, sipping some weak tea
with lemon, trying to rebalance her internal systems. “For heaven’s
sake, I’m nearly as old as Penelope.”
That thought, of being a peer with the aging diva, sweating in her
cape at her ninth fiftieth birthday party, sobered Franny up better than
any hair of the dog. And just in time. Her mobile phone buzzed at her
with only “Private Number” on the screen.
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“Hello?” Franny answered tentatively, wondering who might call her
this early. But the clock on the microwave oven chastised her. It was
already nearly eleven.
“Oh good, you’re alive,” Marilyn’s voice sang through the speaker. “I
hoped that would be the case. Are you ready for our date?”
The memory of agreeing to meet Marilyn for lunch and a walk
through town, looking at some of her giant squid paintings, surfaced.
“Of course. Well. Um. What time were we supposed to meet?” Franny
glanced at her slightly sweaty t-shirt, realizing she’d not troubled to
change into pajamas last night. “I still need to shower,” she blurted,
immediately thinking it far too intimate a thing to say to a new
acquaintance, especially one as elegant as Marilyn.
The art professor’s laugh filled her ear. “Of course you do, darling. I
thought I’d better call a bit ahead of time, to give you fair warning, or a
chance to beg off, or admit you don’t recall a thing about last night, after
all.”
Franny let Marilyn’s laugh ease her embarrassment. “I’ll be ready in
an hour. Where shall I meet you?”
“Let’s meet at the coffee shop and fuel up on caffeine. We’ll both need
it.”
Somehow Marilyn looked as elegant as ever, even in her weekend
jeans and ice blue fleece pullover. Franny felt underdressed, wishing her
own old but comfortable puke-green sweater fit her better, and wasn’t,
well, quite such a puky shade of green.
Marilyn chatted with the girl who took their orders, introducing her
to Franny as “Kassandra, who took a painting class from me.” The two
women gathered up their coffees in to-go cups and walked out into the
clean, chilly, pale midday air. Franny breathed deeply, inhaling ozone
and roasted coffee odors that cleared her head.
“See? It’s not so bad, is it.” Marilyn smiled. “Let’s head that way,” she
nodded north, “my first wall is about three blocks from here.”
The two women walked in silence, sipping hot coffee, matching their
pace, a bonding ritual carried out by scores of female friends over the
decades. Walking together with coffee is a peculiarly feminine pursuit.
Men do not do this, as they feel the pressure to be purposeful far too
keenly. Men, poor things, are forced to bond over making something or
fixing something. Women are allowed the gracious luxury of bonding
as they walk, smiling gently at the world and one another, steaming
cups in hand.
By the time the three blocks had been traversed, and Franny stood
enchanted by the wall of a small garage filled to the edges with a
grinning, winking giant squid, these two women were fast friends.
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Pine Street stretches the length of what most people who have lived
there for most of their lives call “town.” Even though the town has
grown on three of its sides - north, south, and east, the highway keeping
it fairly well contained on the west - they think of “town” as the central
square mile or so. Pine Street is anchored by an older supermarket at the
south and its pavement reaches all the way to the edge of the college
campus at its north end, jogging once or twice to accommodate grade
school playgrounds and offset city blocks.
Along its wide sidewalks, older homes gaze benignly through large
windows across well-maintained lawns; downtown shops and cafes
bustle invitingly; and cars travel slowly, anticipating the stop signs at
nearly every intersection. It is not the oldest and finest part of town, but
it is not one the new and cookie-cutter neighborhoods, either. Pine Street
holds its head up high but not too high. Boutiques rub shoulders with
doughnut shops and dollar stores. Established families live next door to
student renters. Historic brick buildings hug low-slung cheaply built
retail spaces. Young people and aging cowboys gather on corners to
smoke the cigarettes not allowed indoors.
Franny liked walking the length of the street in decent weather,
watching the history of the town unfold in front of her, learning where
the sidewalk lost its battle with old tree roots, discovering the smells of
barbecue, frying dough, roasting coffee, even lingering cigarette smoke
and sour beer from the previous evening’s revelries.
In a college town, she learned, every evening except Monday was a
night for students to get drunk. On Mondays they were like Quakers.
On Sundays, they did their drinking at the dorms and apartments and
shabby rental houses. Every other night of the week, Tuesday through
Saturday, students and their friends and hangers-on gathered in the
bars, playing drinking games like corn hole and beer pong, competing
in trivia nights, and participating lustily in karaoke. After last call,
young men and women would spill onto the sidewalks in front of the
bars and the alleys between them, yelling at one another about meet ups
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and arguments, hurling sexual invitations and insults, and once in a
while throwing a punch or two that would bring the local police cruisers
with lights flashing to break up the fights.
That’s why, if Franny took her daily walk in the early morning, she
could smell sweat, alcohol, cigarettes, vomit, fear, and sex - not
everywhere, but in occasional bursts, and she learned they were as
much a part of this town as the historic buildings, boutiques, and
gracious homes.
Kassandra loved her job at the coffee shop. Her bosses were generous,
her customers were patient and funny, her co-workers were the same.
Although she studied hard for her economics degree at the university,
secretly she wondered if she’d already found her professional calling.
Barista in a small town had no ring of glamor to it. The coffee shop
was not a part of a huge national chain, and there was no possibility that
it would start serving wine and beer, or generating its own hip music
collections, at least not in Kassandra’s lifetime. Age twenty-one was too
young to commit to a boyfriend, and probably to a job, too. Kassandra
knew her parents would be aghast if all the money they’d contributed
toward her tuition led to a career in food service. They had visions of
her becoming a professor, leading a think tank, like her father, or
heading up projects for a vast non-profit, like her mother.
But with every pull of the steamer and clamp of the espresso grounds,
Kassandra grew more certain that she was already doing exactly what
she wanted to do.
One of her favorite customers was an older art professor who painted
giant squids on outdoor walls. Kassandra had introduced her parents to
this professor the last time they visited. They’d come to pick her up from
work to take her and her roommate to dinner, and the art professor had
just finished her usual - double shot Americano with room for cream.
Kassandra could not understand how anyone could sleep at night after
a double shot Americano at five pm, but the art professor thrived. With
her short cropped gray hair and fashionable red glasses, the art
professor seemed to Kassandra like the kind of person who would
impress her parents. The giant squids might puzzle them, but also
introduce the idea that there were hidden depths of artistic expression
in this small town.
The introduction did not go as Kassandra hoped, however. Both her
mother and father seemed reluctant to even shake the art professor’s
hand, and they were strangely unable to understand the phrase
“paintings of giant squids.” Her father repeatedly asked the professor
about her kids, and her mother thought, she reported later, that the
professor was addicted to offering too much for paintings on eBay.
“Giant bids?” Kassandra’s mother pondered over their dinner. “How
much does an art professor make, anyway? I hope she gets some help.”
That sort of miscommunication occurred often between Kassandra
and her parents, as if their words had to go through Google translate to
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another language and then back again, so that her sentences were
hopelessly garbled by the time they reached their audience.
Kassandra was glad to see the art professor, Marilyn, in the coffee shop
with a new friend. The professor had seemed a bit different lately, to
Kassandra’s practiced barista eye. A little off. Sometimes, not often, but
once in a while, Kassandra would have to prompt Marilyn with her
usual order. Or remind her to add the cream that she’d left room for
when pouring the rich Americano liquid into the extra-large to-go cup.
Because Kassandra was very young, still in her early twenties, to her
Marilyn inhabited a territory of “older” that stretched from about age
forty-five to somewhere north of eighty. Even so, Kassandra thought it
awfully early for Marilyn to show signs of memory loss, and hoped it
was just the stress of life getting to her, rather than that terrible
Alzheimer’s disease.
Kassandra watched Marilyn and her new friend - Franny? Was that
the name Marilyn had used? - gather up their to-go cups and leave for a
walk, looking softly happy, setting out into the chilly winter afternoon.
She smiled. Friends were good, hers always helped her feel less stressed,
and she wished the same for Marilyn.
The next customer repeated her order in a rather grumpy tone,
Kassandra thought, but she didn’t mention it. She simply smiled more
broadly and apologized for her momentary lack of attention, and
hastened to ring up the drink’s cost. Grumpy customers rarely got to
Kassandra, especially this type. The customer wasn’t quite in that
“older” territory, probably still in her thirties, trying for all the world to
look like a cross between a soccer mom and a Barbie doll. Her hair, skin,
and teeth were all unnaturally altered in color - hair too blond, with dark
roots; skin too tan, with an orange tint; and teeth far too white. The type
of customer, Kassandra reflected, who would complain about a drink
taking more than two minutes even if the apocalypse was happening
around them.
The kind of customer who could complain about the coffee shop
being dark when the whole downtown was out of power, or who would
moan about having to wait to sip her non-fat soy vanilla latte with extra
artificial sugar, ordered extra-hot, because the drink was delivered to
her “extra-extra” hot.
Kassandra smiled through it all, because those customers were in the
distinct minority. Most of the people who came through her line were
friendly, patient, funny, and kind, and especially generous with their
tips when they knew Kassandra was in college. Most of her customers
were more like Marilyn, the regulars becoming like a family, almost.
Kassandra could tune out the grumpy artificial hair-artificial sugar
types, and smile at them without ever really taking in their grumpiness.
Little did she know this made them even more grumpy. For what is a
good entitlement tantrum with no appreciative audience?
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A college town has its share of bars and taverns. Leo found himself at
the door of the one that sat at the crossroads of the older highway that
formed the entrance to the town before the interstate bullied its way
through. It was housed in a small building, smaller than most of the new
houses being built in the developments on the town’s edges. The bar
hunkered in its spot next to an auto body shop, with only a small sign
noting its purpose there. “Beer,” the sign said plainly, in faded red
letters on a faded yellow plank. Its interior would be equally small and
dark, filled with odors of nicotine and spilled beer and sweat, the floor
always a bit sticky, the windows painted shut.
Leo’d been invited here by an old friend to share a beer and
conversation. Well, he considered, friend might be too strong a word. James
called when one of two conditions was in place: his latest girlfriend had
dumped him, or he needed help on a project. Still, Leo was up for a beer
and male companionship. After his band had played at the birthday
party, he took Franny home, and, like the gentleman he truly was, he
left her tucked safely inside, although he’d longed to stay and hold her
until daylight.
In the cold afternoon, Leo felt the threat of being overwhelmed by her
feminine wiles. That is, he could not stop thinking about what might
have happened, what he hoped would have happened, if his scruples
hadn’t sent him back out in the cold that night. Franny’d had a lot to
drink, and Leo never took advantage of a woman. Never had, never
would. It sickened him to hear other guys talk about those kinds of
events as opportunities. For Leo, coercion or violence of any kind left
him limp and disgusted, not aroused. But a thoroughly willing woman?
What could be more thrilling?
Most of this hovered around the edges of his consciousness. What
stayed foremost in his awareness was the power of the attraction he felt
for Franny. His history with women, gentlemanliness notwithstanding,
held story after story of failure. Almost always, the heart most deeply
broken was his own. And yet he rebounded quickly, ready to believe in
a remarkably short time that the next woman was, finally, his true love.
This attraction felt different. Before, Leo would pursue the object of
his affection in a way he might describe as reckless. But Franny… if he
were to be brutally honest with himself, Leo would confess to being
afraid of her.
A beer and conversation with a buddy, overflowing with testosterone
and carelessness, seemed just the right antidote to that fear. Leo decided
to turn off his cell phone. He saw on the screen that there was a voice
mail waiting for him, and a missed call from Franny’s number.
He blew warm air into his fist and dithered about calling her. Maybe
he should, just to let her know he wouldn’t be available for a while. Beer
and conversation with James meant several beers and more
conversation, probably at several bars, and it was bound to be a late
night. Leo loved late nights and had no regrets about spending one with
James, but maybe it would be okay to just let Franny know. She
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wouldn’t worry, or think he was upset, or something like that.
“Leo!” A slap on his shoulder roused Leo from his considerations, as
James reached to open the door to the bar. “Good, you’re just getting
here too. Thought I was late. Come on, buddy, first round’s on you.”
James’s raucous laugh annoyed Leo, but he snapped his phone shut,
turned it off, and followed him into the darkness of the bar.
A clear Sunday morning as January prepared to turn itself into February
lured Franny to the window. She opened it a crack and smelled spring
in the air. Although it was cold, hovering around freezing, the sun shone
brightly in a pale blue sky, melting snow where its beams landed. The
sky seemed taken over by birds, big hawks circling high, small
songbirds darting from shrub to tree eating whatever the melting snow
revealed.
She was pulling on her boots to protect her feet before heading out
for a walk in the slush when her phone buzzed.
“Hello, Franny dear.” It was Marilyn. “I wonder if I could ask you a
very large favor.”
“Hi, Marilyn - what do you need?” Franny tried to keep her slight
irritation at the interruption out of her voice, and was glad of it when
Marilyn went on.
“Well, I seem to have got myself into the hospital for a bit. Nothing
serious, dear, before you worry. Just a touch of dizziness that made me
faint, and Penelope brought me here to be on the safe side. They want
to watch me overnight tonight. I need someone to walk my dog.”
Franny’s irritation eased immediately. Precious was a sweet old dog.
Well, perhaps not sweet. Perhaps Precious was a little crotchety, but as
an old girl, she’d earned her chance to be a diva. And Franny had fallen
in love with her when she met the dog at Marilyn’s house, after they’d
walked around looking at her giant squid paintings. Precious was about
knee-high, a Heinz-57 mutt as Marilyn described her, with coarse grey
short fur turning white around her muzzle, and an incongruously
graceful tail with a white tassel of fur at the end.
“Of course. Shall I swing by the hospital and get the key?” Franny
asked.
“No, I’ll tell you where my hide-a-key is, and you can let yourself in.”
Marilyn told Franny where the key was hidden, a place Franny thought
any would-be burglar would find in about five minutes. Marilyn went
on to explain where the dog food was, and how much to feed Precious,
and Franny wrote herself a note to be sure she’d remember. Franny took
dog-sitting very seriously, knowing how, well, precious dogs were to
their owners. Family members. Franny had felt the same about her own
dogs over the years. Someday, perhaps, she’d be ready to invest her
heart in another dog. Not yet.
“Are you sure you’ll be all right? Is there anything else you need?”
Franny asked Marilyn before hanging up.
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“Oh, I’m fine. You know how these doctors are. Like little old women.
I’ll be in touch in the morning to let you know when I’m coming home.”
Franny thought Marilyn’s voice sounded suddenly tired. She wished
her well and rung off.
She put a bit of cheese in her pocket in case Precious needed a treat to
ease her passage into her house. But she needn’t have worried about her
reception; Precious met her at the door, tail plume wagging, and ready
to go outside. Franny gave the old dog the cheese anyway, just to cement
her place in Precious’s heart.
They walked the trail near the professor’s house for nearly an hour,
not covering a lot of ground, but covering the ground they traced very
thoroughly. Precious sniffed every shrub, rock, and stick that poked out
of the slush, picking her way around the deeper piles with delicate
precision, occasionally sticking her entire graying snout into a pile of
snow left by a plow or shovel. Franny didn’t get the vigorous exercise
she’d planned, but found she achieved something much nicer: the peace
that, in her experience, only came from seeing the world through the
eyes of a dog.
And the smell of spring lingered in her nostrils after she took Precious
home and tucked her inside with a blanket and fresh bowl of water.
One Saturday afternoon, strains of music reached up to Franny’s
window, open an inch on the unseasonably warm late February day.
The sound created a welcome distraction from the student papers she
was trying to finish grading, forty-odd papers all on the same assigned
topic, and Franny closed her laptop to listen.
A thin baritone voice crooned over a twangy guitar. “It’s only three
miles to Mary Ann…” Although the voice stretched noticeably off key
on the high notes, somehow it resonated into a full, sweetly sad tone on
a minor chord. The song told the story of a cowboy who died on his way
home in a terrible blizzard, buried by snow just a few yards from his
sweetheart, Mary Ann. Years of living in the big city had layered a
cynical skin on Franny. The sensation of a tear sliding down her cheek
surprised her.
Crying over an old cowboy song. What has this town done to me? Franny
tried to go back to her papers but could not concentrate. Black squiggles
instead of letters and words floated in maddeningly indecipherable
patterns on her screen. Frustrated, Franny put on her jacket and headed
out to find the source of the sad tunes. As if she could regain her
cynicism by facing down whatever old cowboy was out there singing
songs that made her cry.
As it turned out, Franny walked into the middle of a large cowboy
song and poetry festival. The streets filled with sturdy men wearing
clean cowboy hats and dirty boots, and sturdier women with long
braids hanging down between their shoulder blades and sparkly
sequins on the back pockets of their jeans. Franny took a free flyer from
a volunteer on the corner. Shops hosted performers, singers and poets,
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all free warm-up acts for the big (and pricey) hoedown scheduled for
that evening.
The thin baritone and twangy guitar floated out of the furniture store
just up the street from Franny’s building. She edged her way into the
crowd inside to listen. A tidy cowboy about sixty years of age perched
on a stool decorated with horseshoes, strumming his guitar and gazing
at the audience from under a big black Stetson.
Franny could not rebuild her cynical skin, not when every damn song
ended in the death of a cowboy or, worse, a horse. Why are they all so
tragic? Franny wondered. Why are cowboys so morbid? Is there nothing to
think about on the wide-open range other than untimely death? And how is it
possible that these cheesy tunes turn me into a complete and utter puddle?
Franny pushed the glass door of the furniture store open and
retreated to the sidewalk, drinking the fresh outside air in big gulps. She
wanted to go back inside and shout a request for “Free Bird.” Or
expound on the brutal extermination of the Native Americans by those
tragically heroic cowboys starring in the songs and poems. Or decry the
inhumanity of the cattle industry, its money made from slaughter.
Instead, she wept for dead white men wearing dirty hats and boots,
and the beautiful, strong horses who carried them to their doom.
Just about the time Franny tried to collect her wits about her on the
sidewalk, Leo was setting up his own guitar on his own stool (plain,
undecorated, and slightly rickety) at another venue. He did not know
any cowboy songs or poems, but he knew how to win this kind of crowd
over. He tuned up his favorite black acoustic guitar and launched into
“Folsom Prison Blues.”
Johnny Cash to open, Elvis in the middle, and Waylon or Willie to
close. In between, he could fill his fifty-minute set with his own
originals, the songs that mattered to him. His own tunes played in the
territory somewhere between folk and rock and blues, and told stories
of lost love, of course, but also of found dogs, and happy days, and good
friends.
The audience in front of Leo consisted mostly of retirement-age ex
ranchers and their wives, and one or two young families with small kids
in tow. They were busy with their conversations and their children, but
every once in a while, for a single moment, they all paused to listen.
These were magic moments for Leo, when he could make eye contact
with a retired rancher, an old woman, a young mom, a grade-schooler.
He would sing the next line just for them, directly to them, and adapt it
if he could so they would know he was singing to them.
On pauses from singing, while playing simple but lovely patterns on
the guitar, he’d encourage the little ones to dance. And the old ones, too.
He’d make jokes about football or politics. Most of the time, his jokes
went over the audience’s head. Or maybe they just ignored him. It didn’t
matter.
Leo’s heart and soul were in his voice and fingers, and his guitar
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connected his voice and fingers to one another, and to the audience.
Nothing felt better than sharing his heart and soul with a few friendly
people.
If Franny had stopped by the cafe where Leo performed, she would
have noticed that his audience was the smallest of all. Most people in
town for the festival wanted the tragic cowboys and twangy guitars.
And if she’d asked Leo if that bothered him, he’d laugh and twinkle
his eyes at her, and say he’d rather play for three people than three
hundred, as long as they were the right three people.
As it happened, Franny walked by the cafe, heard the opening guitar
chords for “I Can’t Help Falling in Love with You,” and thought she’d
spare herself another sad song. She didn’t see Leo’s eyes light up as he
saw her pass, and to see the light in them fade just a bit when she did
not turn his way.
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Allison, Franny’s elfin neighbor, had also followed the sound of music
outside, away from her muddled work on her master’s thesis. She’d
lived in town long enough to know about the cowboy festival, and also
to stay away from the larger venues like the furniture store. Allison had
heard enough tragic cowboy songs to last a lifetime, but nonetheless she
was grateful for a chance to escape her studies. The thesis itself she
loved; the writing of pages and pages of summaries of other people’s
research Allison found deeply tedious. When, she thought, do I become
worthy of inflicting this suffering on other poor graduate students, who have to
read my interminable thoughts on my topic? When do my own ideas about it
become valid - how much to I have to endure to achieve that status?
Thus, lost in the kind of self-pity familiar to every thesis writer at
every university in the world, Allison trudged through the crowded
sidewalks, avoiding eye contact. She planned to circle the downtown,
end at the coffee shop, fuel up on a strong espresso, and use the caffeineinduced energy to return to her reading and writing. The whole
excursion would only take about twenty minutes, not enough to create
any guilt about the break.
A simple melody on an acoustic guitar somehow rose above the din,
causing Allison to look up. She saw Leo perched on a stool in the cafe,
strumming and smiling at the audience. On a whim, Allison went into
the cafe. I can get coffee here, too, she told herself, and maybe a treat. But she
did not go to the busy counter to order. Instead, she took a seat near the
front, where Leo focused his smile on her.
His singing voice, imperfect but strong and soulful, elated Allison.
When he finished, another thirty minutes had passed, but no guilt crept
up her spine. She watched as he seemed to head for her table, only to
have a half-dozen people intercede themselves to talk to him, shake his
hand, compliment his music.
She could not understand why this made her embarrassed enough to
sneak out while Leo was engaged in conversation. Nor did she
understand why she felt relieved to see Franny returning to their
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building a few steps ahead of herself, entering the next-door apartment
and pulling the door closed behind her, alone.
Allison returned to her work, studiously avoiding any glances out the
window in the direction of the cafe.
“I know, a dog named Precious - it’s pretty silly, isn’t it, dear.” Marilyn
had come home from the hospital the day before and called Franny to
thank her for walking the old dog. Something in Marilyn’s voice on the
phone made Franny offer to come over, and Marilyn’s quick acceptance
of the offer to bring a few things from the grocery reinforced the
impression of frailty. When Franny came into Marilyn’s house, she put
the bag of groceries on the kitchen counter. Marilyn did not get up from
her cozy nest on the couch: propped on extravagant pillows, covered in
two soft blankets, both in shades of blue, with Precious curled up on the
cushion near Marilyn’s feet. Franny noticed the older woman’s skin tone
was a dusty gray devoid of its usual rosiness, and her cropped white
hair looked limp.
Marilyn’s house smelled of ginger tea, damp dog, and something else:
illness, maybe, or pain. Franny had asked if she should put the groceries
away. The older woman had replied with a tsk and told Franny to come
join them in the living room. Marilyn reached down to stroke Precious
behind one ear, and the old dog squeezed her eyes shut in sheer bliss.
“I rescued her when she was about five years old, or so the vet told
me,” Marilyn went on. “Dog years being what they are, I thought it
would be too much to ask her to get used to a new name at that age. We
stuck with Precious. Now I’m besotted with the little beast, and she truly
is precious to me. I can’t imagine life without her.” She made eye contact
with Franny. “I wonder, would you mind taking her for a short walk
again today? I’m not completely certain I’m up to it, and she is much
happier and sleeps much better when she’s had her exercise.”
“Of course, I’d love to. Did the doctor say what’s, you know…”
Franny’s voice trailed off. She’d been about to say, “what’s wrong with
you,” but checked herself. Nothing had to be wrong, did it? Maybe
Marilyn had only gotten overly tired, or her oil paints had gotten to her.
Fainting spells happened.
“Oh, you know how they are. Just told me to rest for a while. Doctors
rarely tell you anything useful, and they are, on the whole, the most
cautious beings.” Marilyn smiled. It seemed the art professor would
conspire with Franny to avoid the subject of a diagnosis of any kind.
Franny retrieved the leash from its usual hook, and Precious met her
at the door, plumed tail wagging. “We’ll be back soon,” Franny called,
and Marilyn waived them out. After forty-five minutes of Precious’s
sniffing and snuffling, they returned to find Marilyn asleep. Precious
returned to her spot at the woman’s feet on the couch, turning in circles
to make a nest before flopping down to join her mistress in a nap.
The grocery bags were still full on the kitchen counter. Franny put the
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food away and let herself out, trying to shake the sense that fate had
something very unpleasant in store.
Franny awoke the next morning with shreds of a nightmare still clinging
to her mind. In the nightmare, she’d been visiting the house of a dear
old friend, one she hadn’t seen in real life for too many months. The
nightmare contrived a storm that required Franny to spend the night in
her old friend’s house, so she stretched out on the couch in her friend’s
dream basement. The friend disappeared, to be replaced by a series of
strangers who claimed the same space offered to Franny. Although the
strangers seemed harmless, they would not let Franny settle anywhere
and rest - each place she tried, in an ever-expanding, ever-darkening
nightmare basement, she would be usurped by a stranger with a prior
claim. Panic clawed its way up Franny’s throat and finally shook her
awake.
Franny turned on her bedside radio and propped herself up on her
pillows, blinking to chase away the nightmare residue. The hour was
still early, but Franny knew sleep had fled for good. Her thoughts
drifted back to Marilyn, asleep on her couch, groceries neglected in the
kitchen. She determined to work for an hour or two, and then call
Marilyn.
When Marilyn’s phone rang unanswered, Franny grabbed a coat to
protect her from the early spring wind and walked to Marilyn’s house.
Already, she mumbled to herself as she leaned into that cold wind, I’ve
already lost my big-city indifference and I am checking up on friends,
unannounced. Perhaps the panic of not being able to find a place to rest
in her dream, or the worries about Marilyn’s state of health, or just a
general sense of being unsettled drove her on and she prepared herself
for the worst: Marilyn passed out, fallen and unable to rise, something
broken, or Marilyn away and lost, the subject of a community-wide
search.
But Franny’s knock was answered right away, and her worries
proved to be as temporary as her nightmare. A tall man, with closecropped gray hair, fashionable glasses, and a warm smile held the door
open for Franny as Marilyn called from her living room.
“Franny! Come in! Meet my good friend Douglas. Please join us although I warn you, we are talking politics, and we do not tolerate
anyone demurring when we talk politics. We shall demand that you
share your reasoned opinions and your unwarranted biases, just as we
do!”
Douglas shook Franny’s hand as Precious danced at her feet. “Ah,
you’re the new girl in town? Marilyn speaks very highly of you.”
“Oh. She does? Well.” Franny was flustered by such a welcome when
she’d expected great tragedy or at least minor discomfort. Or was it
being called “the new girl” at her age? “Um. I’m sorry to come by
without warning, Marilyn - I called but got no answer, and I was out for
a walk anyway, and…”
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“Darling, if I’d left a friend in my condition yesterday, I’d contrive a
reason to drop by the next day too. See, Douglas - this young woman is
a delight.” Marilyn’s face was still a bit pale, and it looked as though she
had not put on fresh clothes, but her high spirits warmed Franny’s heart.
“Take off that coat and sit down. Douglas, bring Franny a cup of tea and
a scone. Douglas made the tea, and he does remarkably well, but he also
baked the scones, and they show his true talent.”
Douglas set a cup of steaming tea and a huge, golden scone on a china
plate on the table next to the comfy chair Franny settled in. “I spent some
time in England, and of all the things I learned, tea and scones have
turned out to be the most useful,” he said with a twinkle in his eye. He
pulled up a wooden rocking chair to make their circle complete, as
Precious settled herself nearby. “Now, Franny. Before you declare your
own political heritage, first you must know that I am an unrepentant
liberal, and Marilyn is a determined atheist.”
“Douglas!” Marilyn cried with a laugh. “I am not an atheist.”
“Politically, you are, of course. Don’t deny it. You don’t believe in
anything political other than arguing, Marilyn. Franny, if you tell us you
are a dyed-in-the-wool Republican, we shall have no other choice than
to prevent you leaving until we convert you. But we will love you
anyway. Friendship always transcends religion and politics. So. Tell us
where you stand.”

Living in the big city, oddly enough, no one ever asked Franny directly
about her political beliefs. Her closer friends there took it for granted
that she agreed with them, and her acquaintances did not seem to care.
It had been ages since Franny had been asked, directly, what she
believed.
Yet her answer came forth without effort and surprised even her.
“I’ve never belonged to a party,” she began, sipping the good hot tea
between statements. “But I vote in every election. I always vote for
school levies and public safety levies, and I vote for candidates who I
believe are telling the truth. That usually narrows the field enough for
me.” She paused again. Douglas and Marilyn waited expectantly. There
must be more to my politics than that, they seemed to be thinking, but
no. It turned out there wasn’t. “That’s the extent of it, I’m afraid,” she
said, and then to fill the awkward silence: “This is a fabulous scone,
Douglas. Am I right in saying I taste some orange zest?”
They all chewed quietly for a while, savoring the orange zest in the
scones. Then Marilyn said, “We shall call you a political agnostic, dear.
It goes well with my atheism.” She smiled and turned to Douglas. “So,
it is up to you. You were in the middle of an impassioned plea when
Franny knocked. Please start over so she can hear it all. Perhaps you will
convert us both.”
Douglas chuckled in a friendly way. “Perhaps. I do feel quite
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passionate about the current election. I believe in a way, our nation is at
a crossroads. A crisis of conscience, if you will. And I hope with all my
heart we choose the right direction.” He put his empty plate down,
picked up his mug of tea, and settled into the wooden rocking chair. “I
apologize in advance if anything I say offends you, Franny. I know
Marilyn is beyond offense.” Franny murmured her consent around a
mouthful of scone, and he went on.
“This is, in many ways, an amazing political year. We are ending
eight years of reasonably good leadership, from a liberal point of view.
Not as much accomplished as many of us would have wished, but a lot
more than if we’d had someone else in the presidency. And, we have
proof that having a president with dark skin and a funny last name did
not bring about anything like an apocalypse. In fact, the country is far
more prosperous and safe than it was eight years ago, by all rational
measures.
“And yet, this season has seen the emergence of a strong, even
reactionary candidacy that defies all reason. The more this candidate you know who I mean, I can’t bear to say his name - the more he lies
and insults various groups, women, immigrants, blacks, everyone, the
more his base of supporters grows. They grow in size and in their
vehement support of his hateful ideas. Why? We who think of ourselves
as more intelligent or educated have to ask this question.”
“Ah, that’s part of it!” Marilyn interrupted. “We condescend to call
ourselves educated and intelligent, making others who disagree feel
they are insulted or demeaned. He makes them feel smart and wiser
than any education could bring.”
“True. Mea culpa. Liberals have failed to communicate anything
other than arrogance for a long time. But still, we have to examine why
a candidate who blatantly lies - and his followers admit this - remains
revered. Liberal arrogance might be part of the answer. But so is the
deep streak of Calvinism that is in our country’s DNA. Calvinism which claims that the elite, the chosen by God, will be known by their
possessions and worldly successes. So, those who have such success
must be chosen. And, if we don’t have a lot - if we are poor or struggling,
well, then we need someone to blame. It can’t be our own fault. It must
be those other people - the immigrants who take our jobs, for example.”
“Well, how do we fight against that?” Marilyn asked. “It’s natural,
it’s human nature, to blame others for our failings. We all do it. And all
politicians exploit it. It’s only that this one, the one you won’t name - let
us call him Voldemort! This one, Voldemort, he does it more blatantly
than the others. But they all do it. At least the ones who rise to national
power do it. They lean into the television cameras and they say, you and
I, we know. It’s all those other people who are messing things up. Let’s
join together and we can defeat them, and I will lead us into the
promised land.”
“See? Atheism rears its ugly head!” Douglas chuckled again. “You
cannot avoid using religious metaphors to describe the politics you do
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not like, Marilyn. But I agree with you. Most major politicians play on
our tendency to blame others for our misfortunes. But most mainstream
politicians have at least used an acceptable level of subtlety for this
tactic. This one - our ‘Voldemort’ - is more blatant than any have been,
at least in our modern age.” He stood. “I need more tea. Marilyn?
Franny? May I bring you anything?”
Franny nodded. “Yes, please. Tea and, I’d love another scone if there
are any.”
“Of course! Marilyn?”
“Oh no, I am quite content.” Marilyn began to rise from the couch. “I
do need to visit the little girl’s room, though, during this break in the
debate.”
Somehow, without missing a beat or making anything like a fuss,
Douglas brought Franny more tea and scones, and helped Marilyn to
the bathroom and back, and returned to his chair.
It was at that moment Franny realized there was a deep love between
them, Marilyn and Douglas. It might have been romantic love at some
point, she thought, but now it was deeper than that. As deep as love
could get, where his service to her was nearly invisible, and her
gratitude was the same, but just as huge.
“What do you think, Franny?” Douglas and Marilyn waited with eager
expressions for Franny to answer, to share her impressions or beliefs
about the current race for president. They’d been debating the rise of a
demagogue, one they’d chosen to call “Voldemort” rather than give him
the power of using his real name. Marilyn thought his rise was partly a
result of the arrogance of educated liberals who made those who
disagreed with them feel inferior. Douglas pinned part of the blame on
the deep-seated Calvinism in the character of the country, with its
association between blessedness and riches.
In her past life, Franny would have demurred. She would have fallen
back on her usual statement, that she didn’t talk politics with friends, in
order that they should remain friends. But Douglas had already said
they would be friends no matter what her opinions, and Franny was
firmly in her new life now. New town, new friends, hot tea, delicious
scones, and Precious the dog snoozing comfortably nearby. Franny did
not hesitate.
“I think it is the wrong question,” she said. Douglas and Marilyn
waited for more. “I think the question of why this, Voldemort, is
popular despite his lies and hatred is the wrong one to ask. I think it is
only our egos that want an answer to why this has happened, because
we think if we know why, we can prevent it from happening again. But
the real question is not why things are as they are, but what do we do in
response?”
“You see!” Marilyn cried. “She is such an addition to our
conversation, Douglas.”
Douglas leaned forward in his rocking chair. “Well, then, Franny.
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What do we do? It seems everything that the established politicians have
tried has failed. Our Voldemort grows in both power and media
coverage. Do we return to ignoring him? Do we attack him out and out?
What do we do?”
Franny paused this time. “Well, I don’t think there is one right answer
to that. I think the answer will be different for each person.”
“Spoken like a true agnostic.” Douglas smiled.
“I am curious, Franny,” Marilyn joined in. “Do you have a plan in
mind for yourself? Can we help? I might be a political atheist, but I love
a good fight. Intellectually, I mean, of course. And this seems to be the
best one to present itself in a long, long time. If you have a plan, I’d love
to know about it.”
“Me too,” said Douglas. “What are you going to do, Franny?”
A sudden shyness overtook Franny as she returned their eager gazes.
Even Precious the dog had sat up to look at her, thumping her plumed
tail with anticipation for Franny’s answer.
“Well,” Franny said. “I think I could manage another scone.”
Douglas and Marilyn had been lovers long ago, when they were both
newly hired professors in the art department at the local university,
Marilyn in painting and sculpture, Douglas in photography. Their love
affair was brief, intense, and left behind a hardened foundation of
friendship, annealed in the fires of lost passion.
Both had gone on to other relationships of various durations and
types, but neither had ever married. Douglas had spent years abroad on
various fellowships and exchange programs. His photographs of
celebrities in England in the 1980’s brought a kind of fame and fortune,
though he seemed none the worse for it. Marilyn’s large paintings kept
her closer to home, although she also found time to travel, spending
time in Washington DC, New York, and Brazil.
Marilyn and Douglas had crossed paths on their travels several times,
but only once had they rekindled the flame, with comically disastrous
results. They met completely by chance in Vienna. Both were there to
catch connecting flights to somewhere else - Douglas back to London
after time spent in Greece, and Marilyn on her way to Switzerland from
New York. Separately, they had each fallen in love with Vienna and
booked an extra day between flights there. Both loved to walk the openair markets, and they ran into each other at a booth that served freshly
roasted nuts.
Whether it was the happenstance of the encounter, the brisk cold air
of winter imbued with the aroma of roasting chestnuts, or the
enchantment of a Viennese December, upon meeting one another both
found themselves overwhelmed by lust. They greeted one another with
a long hug that turned into a passionate kiss, and then by tacit
agreement they sought to leave the market and go to one or the other’s
hotel room.
Douglas’s hotel was the closest. They made their way through the
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falling snow to its front door, and then up the narrow stairs to his room,
without saying much. Few more words were spoken as they stripped
off their damp woolen clothing and fell into the big bed, crawled under
the down duvet, and gave themselves over to the joy of reacquainting
their hands and lips with one another’s bodies. Their lovemaking
became an exquisite mix of familiarity and newness, of safety and thrill.
They continued until both fell fast asleep, exhausted.
Of course, the wake-up call that had been meticulously scheduled to
ensure Marilyn had plenty of time to get ready for her flight to Zurich
occurred right on time. But it rang the phone in her empty room. When
she finally woke in Douglas’s arms, tangled in Douglas’s sheets, her
airplane was already taxiing for take-off. Her first instinct was to blame
Douglas himself, but of course that would be ridiculous. Certainly she
had enjoyed their passionate interlude as much as he did, so much she
neglected to consider the morning-after consequences.
Douglas tried to reassure her - flights from Vienna to Zurich were
commuter options these days, and there would be several more
available over the afternoon and evening. If rescheduling were a matter
of money - she was still an art professor, after all, and he had spent years
making money - of course he would pay.
But for Marilyn, it wasn’t the money and it wasn’t even missing her
long-anticipated appointment with the Swiss arts organization that had
offered her a grant to paint her murals in high-profile places like the
Zurich airport and the Hauptbahnhof, where millions would see them
every year. Another flight would be inexpensive, although money was
tight. Appointments could be rescheduled, although this one would not
be available for at least another year.
Marilyn looked at Douglas, still naked, his handsome face holding an
expression of such sheepish concern over the problems he’d caused her,
and began to laugh. She laughed at the absurdity of her now fiftysomething body being overcome with lust; she laughed at the
complications a one-night stand could still cause; and she laughed at her
own disappointment at potentially missing a chance at fame.
Marilyn laughed, and Douglas laughed too, and their friendship, sans
any more attempts at physical passion, reasserted itself. They were
forever grateful for both the pleasure of the one-night stand, and it’s
jarring them back into knowing they were meant to be fast friends,
forever and ever.
The following year Marilyn sent Douglas an email from Zurich: “Got
it! Look for giant squids on the airport wall on your next trip!”
Douglas bought a ticket to Zurich just to see them.
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Spring brought sunshine, lilac blossoms, and wind.
Franny had anticipated the cold of winter, the snow and slush. She’d
grown up in a place that had those kinds of winters and she knew to
buy waterproof boots; she knew the feeling of the fine hairs inside her
nose freezing when she stepped outside.
She understood the glory of early spring, when afternoons warmed
up slightly, the sky took on a Delft blue hue, and the newest leaves on
the trees sprung in bright lime green.
But the wind was new, and for the first month of spring, it nearly
defeated Franny. She’d wake up, see the blue sky, toss on a light jacket,
and head out to walk to the grocery or just stroll the alleys smelling the
lilacs. She’d return to her apartment twenty or thirty minutes later
feeling battered, nose running, skin stinging.
Her parka, ski cap, and gloves kept her warm in the snow. It didn’t
seem any clothing or gear in the world would shut out that wind.
One of those beautiful sunny and diabolically windy days, Franny
made her way down Pine Street with an overstuffed bag of groceries,
leaning into what locals called a breeze, pausing when she lucked into a
sheltered spot to blow her nose. During one of those pauses, as she
returned her handkerchief to her pocket, she heard her name.
“Franny! Hi!” Leo dashed across the street toward her, wearing a
sweatshirt and baseball cap. “How are you? It’s been a while.”
“Fine, but this wind!”
“I know, isn’t it great? I love it!” he beamed. “It keeps the air clean,
and look.” He pointed toward the southeast. “It pushes all the clouds
over that way, so we get to bask in the sun.”
Franny’s sniff seemed to remind Leo that not everyone enjoyed a
brisk thirty-mile an hour wind as he did. “Oh. I know, it can be tough,”
he said. “Where’s your hat?”
“I couldn’t keep one on my head in this wind. How do you do it?”
Leo laughed. “My pointed head, I guess. Can I help you home with
those?” He took one bag of groceries from Franny. “Then maybe buy
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you some lunch? We could catch up.”
Franny felt warm for the first time since she’d ventured out into the
windy day. “Sure. But I have some soup in the crock pot, and in that bag
is some really good bread. Would you be okay with eating in?”
Leo’s answer was in his smile and as they walked the last few blocks
to Franny’s apartment, it seemed the wind calmed down and the only
thing left in the air was the intense perfume of lilacs.
“How do people here deal with it? The wind, I mean,” Franny asked as
she put her groceries away, leaving the bread out for slicing.
“It never really bothers me.” Leo sat on the love seat Franny had
added to her motley collection of living room furniture. “I don’t know.
Does it bother you?”
The expression on Leo’s face struck Franny as comical - halfway
between serious concern and disdain for a person so wimpy as to let a
little thirty-mile-an-hour breeze bother them. Over the top he layered an
eager gaze at the crock pot behind her.
A small but genuine laugh burst out of her. “What’s funny?” Leo
asked.
“Oh, I don’t know. You. Life. Wind. Are you hungry? I’m famished.”
She ladled two mugs full of soup and arranged bread slices on a plate.
“Let’s eat and talk about something other than the weather.”
“Deal.” Leo broke a piece of bread and took a bite. After some
thoughtful chewing he asked, “How are you liking this apartment? Is
there anything that needs fixing?”
Again his expression made Franny laugh. “No. I mean, I love it. It’s
great. Everything works fine.”
“How about lamps? Do you have enough mood lighting?”
It struck Franny as a bit absurd, but also sweet, a question that no one
else would think to ask. “As a matter of fact, I kind of hate the overhead
light fixtures. But lamps are awfully expensive.”
“I’ve got some. What do you like?” Leo’s eagerness touched her.
Franny felt tears threaten to reveal themselves and she sniffed them
back, grabbing a napkin.
“You okay?”
“Oh, sure. Just the hot soup causing my nose to run.” Franny hoped
Leo hadn’t noticed she hadn’t actually sipped the soup yet, and to cover
her little white lie, she lifted her mug and slurped. “I don’t want to put
you out. I mean, I’m already using your table and camp chairs.”
“Hey, I’ve got table lamps I’m not using. It’d be great to see them
here.”
“How about floor lamps? I don’t have a lot of tables yet.”
“That’s okay. I’ve got tables, too.”
Something else shone through Leo’s expression at that moment. A
sort of light, or glow. In response to it, Franny felt a throb of longing.
Since her divorce she couldn’t remember anyone being so interested in
the minutiae of her living situation, so eager to offer her stuff. The
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attention was intoxicating.
Franny wondered if this is what falling in love in mid-life felt like, if
it often happened over soup and through conversations about used
lamps.
It surprised Franny, her newfound love of cooking. In her previous,
busy life, her kitchen had been a place to heat food prepared by someone
else. She did her best to choose boxes of frozen meals that were marked
“organic” and “natural” but who really knew what the conditions were
like in the giant commercial kitchens where those ingredients were
combined. Who really knew what the people in those food factories
were thinking or feeling as they cooked macaroni or turned on the
machine that vacuum-sealed a portion into a plastic, micro-wave-safe
pouch?
All Franny had wanted from food then was quickness, easiness,
convenience. Good taste was a nice bonus. Healthiness was somewhere
down the list.
Now, ever since that first dinner party in her apartment, with the
pasta and sauce triumph (she still thought of it that way), Franny could
not wait for the chance to cook. She eagerly awaited the farmer’s market
opening, still a month or so away. Meanwhile, she experimented with
vegetables, tofu, spices, and herbs. She learned to cook rice perfectly,
although she couldn’t really explain how. She reveled in the discovery
of homemade peanut sauce, made with spicy chili paste, all-natural
peanut butter, rice wine vinegar, and her secret ingredient - a liberal
dash of cumin. Mixed in with rice and black beans and any veggies on
hand, she’d feast for days.
Mostly, though, Franny discovered she loved cooking food to be
shared. What a gift to see a friend enjoy something she’d made, to see
how good food could make others happy. Divorce rends into tiny pieces
the perception of oneself as capable of making another human being
happy.
Cooking brought that perception back to Franny, and sometimes she
would weep with joy for it.
She felt on the verge of weeping as she watched Leo inhale the curryinfused carrot and sweet potato soup that had been simmering for most
of the morning in the crock pot he’d given her when she moved in. He
was a sloppy but grateful eater, and the dribble of bright-orange liquid
on his chin proved her saving grace. It turned Franny’s tears to giggles
as she allowed them to bubble out of her.
(Notes: Marilyn will marry Doug because she is terminally ill and wants
him to manage her affairs. But first - we shift to our other characters to
build suspense.)
Spring meant only one thing to Allison, Franny’s elfin neighbor: the
deadline for finishing her master’s thesis was one quarter closer. This
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filled Allison with a sense of dread for which she had no rational
explanation. Her data set was complete, her analysis was
straightforward, and her conclusions were not likely to irritate any of
her committee members, at least not enough to provoke them into
blocking her completion.
The dread seemed to emanate from the large blank space on Allison’s
mental calendar that loomed after what all involved presumed would
be a successful thesis defense. Allison’s boyfriend wanted to fill it, at
least a week of it, with a trip somewhere together to celebrate her
accomplishment. This, too, seemed angst-ridden. Allison strongly
suspected he would propose during such a trip, and although she loved
her boyfriend very much, she kept telling herself, she could not imagine
the word “wife” following her name.
Yet she had not been able to motivate herself to apply for more than
a single PhD program. Staying in school seemed the answer to all her
worries, but now most deadlines had long passed, and Allison was
stuck waiting to hear from that program as her only hope. She could not
understand herself at all. Normally, when she had a goal in mind, she
moved heaven and earth to achieve it. But this whole grown-up life
thing, with all its monumental decisions, seemed to slip through her
fingers like sand.
Or like being in a dream, she thought, one of those dreams where as soon as
you think something, you are there. You think “I’m tired” and you’re in bed.
You think “I’m hungry” and you’re at a fancy restaurant. You think “I want
to go home” and you’re on the road in an old jalopy. But nothing really works
- your bed turns to water, the food at the restaurant tastes of salt and mold, the
jalopy breaks down and you can’t dial your cell phone for help. Your fingers
simply won’t go to the right numbers.
That’s how grown-up life feels - I can’t get my fingers on the right numbers,
and in the meantime, everything is passing by so fast.
Allison’s cell phone rang then, in a kind of poetic gesture from the
universe, and the sound prompted her into an immediate, if small,
decision.
She left the phone on her desk, ignoring the call from her boyfriend,
put on her windbreaker and ski cap, and headed outside for a walk in
the brisk spring wind. Only twenty-eight miles per hour today, barely
enough to lean into! She smiled to herself as her eyes began to water.
“What’s that?” Leo asked, head cocked like a collie trying to home in on
the voice of his master calling him home. Franny listened and heard a
deep buzz pulsing from the pocket of her coat, hung on the rack by the
door.
“Oh, my phone.” She dug it out and looked at the caller ID. “It’s
Marilyn. Do you mind?” Marilyn’s health was still a bit of a mystery,
and Franny had continued to take on sporadic dog walking duty with
Precious. Marilyn’s friend Doug had stayed in town, and Marilyn had
confided some of their history to Franny. She often encountered Doug
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on the days she went to walk Precious, as he came or went from visiting
Marilyn. If Doug was arriving, his arms would be full of groceries or
books and movies from the library. If he was leaving, his face would
hold a secretive, inward smile.
Franny wondered, but dared not ask Marilyn, if his motive was
friendship or romance. Was he there to be a stand-by nurse, or a wouldbe lover?
“Go ahead - I’ll just dish up another bowl of this amazing soup.” Leo
smiled and stood, drinking the last dregs of his first serving. “If that’s
okay?”
“Of course.” Marilyn had rung off. Franny pushed redial and stepped
into the bedroom.
“Franny? Oh, thank you for calling right back, dear. I hope I’m not
interrupting your day too much.”
“Not at all. Just Leo over here, having some lunch, taking a break
from the wind.”
“Leo’s there? Good! I can kill two birds with one stone, as they say,
although I’ve always hated the violence implied in that old saying.”
Franny imagined Marilyn’s wry smile on the other end of the line. (Or
signal? There are no lines with cell phones, making that another old
phrase that needed to be retired. But does a signal have more than one
“end,” or is it just a blur of particles? Franny shook her head, trying to
refocus on the conversation.) “Let me revise that.” Marilyn continued.
“I can invite both of you at the same time.”
“Invite us?” Franny walked back into the room where Leo had started
on his second helping. “Wait, I’ll put you on speaker.”
“Leo dear, how are you?” Marilyn’s voice sounded odd on the
speaker, as if somehow she’d become older, or more serious. “I’m glad
you’re there,” she went on without waiting for his answer. “It’s been
such a busy day already, and there is much more to do. A blessed life,
isn’t it, when we always have more to do? In any case, I’d better get right
to the point. I want to invite you and Franny to - well, as a matter of fact,
I’m inviting you to be at my wedding.”
Bending into the brisk spring wind, nose running and eyes watering,
Allison walked straight north on Pine Street, toward the university. Her
mind played with the thought that she was heading for the library to
continue her literature review, but at the intersection before campus, she
turned right. She meandered through the neighborhood, noticing the
houses that she’d never paid much attention to before.
Some were in the kind of rough condition that spoke of years of
student rentals - “lawns” filled with patchy weeds that were mown
down before the winter snows came, now starting to come to life again;
peeling paint on the siding; old couches on the front porch with tin cans
filled to overflowing with cigarette butts. (Did young people still
smoke? Allison wondered at this, having grown up on a steady diet of
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warnings of the health dangers of tobacco.)
A few houses appeared historically old, with details from the early
part of the twentieth century, set far back from the street, facing broad
lawns of real grass. Fewer of these were lovingly restored with brightly
colored paint picking out details of porch railings, windowsills, soffits,
eaves, and doors. Some were “modernized” into sedate colors and styles
that would appeal to nearly anyone.
Allison liked those the least. Her favorites were the shabby old houses
waiting for restoration, as if waiting for a lover to come back from the
second world war. As she walked, she saw one with a For Sale sign
leaning on a low front hedge. The sign looked faded but farther up the
walk, a post held a plexiglass box with flyers. Allison took one and saw
the photos of the inside of the house, a large living room, fireplace, four
bedrooms, a smallish kitchen, all equally shabby and equally intriguing
as the exterior.
Without knowing why, she folded the flyer and stuffed it in the
pocket of her windbreaker. Allison turned toward her apartment and
put the chilly breeze at her back. Her pace slowed and her mind
wandered. She was surprised to realize the feeling of dread that usually
made its home in the pit of her stomach was nearly gone, just a small
pressure instead of a cement-block-like weight.
Coffee. That’s what I need, she mused, and headed toward the coffee
shop in no particular hurry at all.
Kassandra turned from the espresso machine at the sound of the bell
that hung over the door, and saw Allison enter. Although they were in
different departments at the university, the two had a nodding
acquaintance on campus, and were friendly at the coffee shop. “Hiya,”
Kassandra said, relieved to have a customer. She didn’t loathe cleaning
the grinders and machines, but she didn’t love those tasks, either. Not
the way she loved interacting with her regulars. “Need a caffeine fix for
that thesis?”
Allison nodded. “Um, sure. Caffeine, definitely, anyway. The thesis?
Maybe not.”
“It is an awfully nice day. Hard to focus on something that requires a
lot of reading.” Kassandra rarely challenged her customers to feel or
think in ways other than they appeared to want to feel or think. This
ability to harmonize with their desires was one of her secrets to keeping
them as regulars. No one wants a dose of judgement with their coffee and
pastry, Kassandra thought. “What can I make for you?”
Allison’s eyes flicked to the menu, though she ordered one of the two
or three drinks in her regular repertoire. “Chai tea, I think.”
“Spicy or sweet?” Kassandra smiled, knowing the answer.
“Spicy, please.” Allison returned the smile.
Most of Kassandra’s regulars were like Allison: they ordered the
same things, came in around the same times, wore the same winter
boots or spring scarves. Kassandra loved their predictability. She knew
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their attitudes were predictable, too. One would be grumpy in the
morning, sweet in the afternoon. Another would never be satisfied with
the first drink, always returning it as “not quite right.” Most would be
distracted with their thoughts or their smart phones, rarely making eye
contact with their barista. A few would hold long conversations,
ostensibly with her, but in reality, with themselves while she listened
and smiled.
Occasionally, a regular would surprise her. Kassandra loved this, too.
In her eyes, human beings were infinite in the ways they could entertain
her.
She felt this surprise now, as Allison walked to the stand holding free
publications, and picked up a glossy local real estate magazine to peruse
while she sipped her spicy Chai tea.
I never would have guessed that, Kassandra thought, I had her pegged for
getting out of town as soon as she graduates and that boyfriend of hers finally
pops the question.
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“Your wedding?” Franny tried not to sound shocked but felt sure she
hadn’t pulled it off. “I mean, congratulations!”
“Don’t worry, dear, I know it comes as a surprise to all and sundry.”
Marilyn sighed. “Even myself, in a way. It’s a long story that I’d rather
share in person. If you two haven’t had dessert yet, can I meet you at the
coffee shop in about fifteen minutes?”
Franny made eye contact with Leo, who nodded. “Of course. We’ll
see you there.” She tapped off and dropped onto the love seat. “Wow.”
“A day full of good news,” Leo said. “See what I mean about the
wind? It keeps things fresh, and brings us all kinds of surprises.”
Franny was not at all certain that the wind could take credit for this
turn of events, but she smiled back at Leo. Her own reaction to the news
of Marilyn’s wedding puzzled her. She did not feel unmitigated joy, but
rather a wary sense of happiness mixed over and around something
uneasy.
“Well,” she said. “I am curious to hear the full story. Knowing
Marilyn, it will be worth the price of a pastry.”
Leo nodded. “I’ve known Marilyn for a long time, and I always
thought she’s a catch. I figured she had multiple suitors and enjoyed
going from one to the other. Not one to settle into a domestic
arrangement. Or maybe her interests were more toward other women.”
Franny raised an eyebrow.
“Well, you never know,” Leo went on. “Marilyn seems too intelligent
to only love men.” That made them both laugh.
“I’m not sure love has anything to do with intelligence anyway,”
Franny said, with some bitterness in her voice. “In fact, I’ve always
thought the opposite. Love chases all intelligence right out the
window.”
“Oh no, you’re mistaking lust for love. Lust, definitely. Overwhelms
the brain, substitutes stupidity for discernment. Love? Just the opposite.
The ability to love well is really the only intelligence that matters.”
Franny fought the urge to argue. “We’d better head over,” she said.
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“Marilyn’s never late.”
As it turned out, that was one of several mistaken assumptions
Franny made about her new friend.
As it turned out, Franny and Leo waited nearly twenty minutes for
Marilyn to arrive. When she did, it was on Douglas’s arm. Their friend
appeared nearly herself, unless they looked closely, in which case they
would realize that her skin had a grayish cast, her step had an unusual
hesitation, and her shoulders sagged just a millimeter lower than they
should.
But neither Franny nor Leo wanted to look that closely, or at least to
register what their observations meant. They smiled and rose to
embrace Marilyn and Douglas, awkwardly, around the table, trying not
to knock anything or anyone over.
“My apologies for being dreadfully late,” Marilyn said as Douglas
helped her into the chair.
“Only about twenty minutes,” Leo said, “that’s nothing. You are here
now, and that’s all that matters.” Franny wondered at her own urge to
disagree. Twenty minutes late was substantial, quite unlike Marilyn, but
she focused on maintaining a cheerful smile.
“I won’t have you apologizing for me, Marilyn,” Douglas said. “It
was all my fault. Marilyn would have been here spot on time if she
hadn’t been forced to wait while I searched for my keys.”
Something about his tone, and Marilyn’s expression, made Franny
speculate about his veracity.
“The reason is less important than the result,” Marilyn said. “We kept
you waiting, and for that I am sorry. Now, dears, let’s get down to the
business at hand.” She paused, perhaps for drama, or perhaps to catch
her breath, Franny wasn’t sure. “Douglas and I would be honored to
have you at our wedding. It’s coming up quickly, I’m afraid, about three
weeks from today, but we very much hope you can both be there to
stand up for us. Such a charming old-fashioned idea, isn’t it - friends
standing up for a couple. But there it is. We are old-fashioned people, in
some ways.”
“We wouldn’t miss it,” Leo said.
“Of course not,” added Franny. “How can we help with
preparations?”
“Before you make a final commitment, dears, we feel the need to be
completely honest about our situation,” Marilyn went on. “No false
pretenses. This is not exactly a love match.”
Douglas’s smile skewed a bit as he picked up the story. “Marilyn, this
is a love match entirely. But perhaps not the way most people think
about romantic love. The truth is, I love this woman with all my heart
and soul. She is the best friend I’ve ever had, and her intelligence, artistic
spirit, and kindness are balms to my wounds. It’s only that the legal part,
transforming this friendship into a legal marriage - well, the reason for
that is not the usual. We do not plan to start a family, for instance.” His
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eyes crinkled with the humor of it.
“Nor do we seek legitimacy for our physical passion,” Marilyn added
with her own twinkle. “I leave it to you to decipher whether that means
we don’t have passion, or we simply do not need any external body to
legitimize it.” Franny felt a warm blush touch her cheeks. “In this
uncertain world,” Marilyn continued, “there is only one thing we need
that marriage license for: health insurance. I am facing some health
issues that I prefer not to describe in excruciating detail. Suffice to say
that since I have no children or siblings, I need a designated caregiver.
And Douglas has agreed to extend his coverage to me, and to step in to
help in my hour of need.”
As usual, Leo knew what to say first. “You are a true gentleman, sir,
and a romantic at heart, I can tell. You are lucky to have one another. I
love you both. Just tell me what I can do for you.”
Franny could only manage to nod agreement as she grasped
Marilyn’s hand in her own, eyes moist, at the realization that her friend
was facing something altogether dreadful, and transforming it into
something lovely.
“There, Douglas, you see. I knew they wouldn’t balk, two such
intrepid friends.” Marilyn beamed.
Three weeks flew by. Franny met Marilyn or Douglas, or both of them,
nearly every day. Most meetings were over strong espresso at the coffee
shop. As the date grew closer, they met at Marilyn’s home, where the
wedding would take place in her back garden. Franny would pick up a
hoe, rake, shovel, or broom, cleaning the patio, pulling weeds, gently
nudging outdoor furniture into a semblance of order. Marilyn would
help for an hour, or a few minutes, and then ease herself into a chair,
drained of physical energy but sharp of mind and ready to converse.
“A small wedding and a large party afterward, that’s the way we
want it,” Marilyn said. “After all, the party is the best part. The wedding
itself is only a formality.”
Franny sat back on her heels, pausing from a battle with a large salsify
she wanted to pull out, root and all. “But how large a party? Will
everyone fit?” She frowned, imagining Marilyn’s cozy house, smallish
living room, overflowing with people spilling drinks and food and
generally creating chaos.
Marilyn laughed gently. “You’d be amazed. Once I held a graduation
party for my niece. This little house and yard behaved much like the
Tardis - it grew larger inside, expanding with every person who set foot
in it. I can’t explain it. It’s just the magic of joyous occasions.”
Franny smiled, too, with a touch of skepticism. “If you say so,
Marilyn.”
“But of course, it is joyous, Franny. It might be, fundamentally, a
business deal, but it is a happy business deal.” Marilyn’s tone suggested
annoyance, and Franny realized her comment had been misunderstood.
“Oh no. I mean, yes, definitely. It is joyful. In every way. I didn’t mean
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to be skeptical about that. I meant the part about your house expanding.
I always think my place shrinks as soon as one other person sets foot in
it.” As Franny spoke, she realized: there is one person who doesn’t
shrink my apartment when he arrives. In fact, the place seems to breathe
and relax when he comes in, much like I do.
As if reading Franny’s mind, Marilyn said, “You see what I mean.
Homes are not inanimate objects, not at all. They have an organic
element that responds to love, just as any living thing does.”
Is my apartment a home? Franny wondered as she turned back to the
salsify. And would this weed respond to love and jump into my hand, root and
all? She tried beaming love at the salsify, but nothing happened, and
that made her laugh out loud at her own fantasy.
The day of Marilyn and Douglas’s wedding dawned cool and overcast.
None of the forecasts she checked indicated much chance of rain, but
Franny worried anyway. She hustled over to Marilyn’s house early,
filled with suggestions for dealing with the weather.
Douglas met Franny at the door with a finger to his lips. “She’s
sleeping, finally,” he whispered. “She was up most of the night.”
Franny matched his quiet tone. “Pre-wedding nerves?”
“She’s ill, Franny. She doesn’t want to tell you or anyone how ill. She
was up all night being sick.” Douglas’s expression chased any worries
about rain out of Franny’s mind. The suspicion she’d had since the day
Marilyn called with the news she was getting married solidified like
concrete hardening in the pit of her stomach. Franny knew her friend
would not be on this planet much longer.
“Should we postpone?” Franny asked Douglas. She didn’t have to tell
him she knew. The evidence was there in the quaver in her voice.
“I asked her about that around two a.m., and she said under no
circumstances were we to postpone. Today’s my wedding day, she said,
and nothing will prevent it from happening.”
Franny smiled. “That sounds like her, exactly. Okay, then, what do
you need?”
Douglas stepped aside. To Franny’s great surprise, Leo stepped onto
the porch with them.
“Leo?” Franny said. “What are you doing here?”
“Helping, I hope,” he answered. “I was out for a walk late last night
and saw their light on here. I thought it seemed odd. I mean, Marilyn
usually turns in early. I knocked.”
“And thank goodness you did,” Douglas said. “He’s quite the nurse,
Franny.”
“More the orderly, really,” Leo smiled. “I just kept cleaning up
messes so you could sit with her.”
“Much appreciated,” Douglas returned the smile.
Franny stared at them both. Marilyn was dying, Douglas was nursing
her, and Leo had been there all night cleaning up. The three of them
clearly shared an intimacy Franny had been unaware of, and she wasn’t
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sure how she felt about it. Feeling left out seemed ridiculously selfcentered, and yet she did, a little. Well, she thought, the only way to cure
feeling left out is to jump right in.
“Then you both need a rest,” she said. “While you crash, I’ll get
started setting up the garden for the ceremony.”
Not for the first or last time, Franny marveled at Marilyn’s wisdom. Sure
enough, the little house expanded effortlessly to hold the crowd of
people who arrived to celebrate. Franny stopped counting at about sixty
people, because she couldn’t keep track of who’d she already counted.
At first, she tried counting by attire colors: “One yellow shirt, two pink
dress, three baby blue scarf…” but her imagination couldn’t keep up
with generating new color names. “Fifty-nine puke green and buttercup
yellow plaid pocket square” did her in.
Franny found a tiny shady spot in the garden to stop and sip her glass
of sparkling water. She re-envisioned the ceremony, which had taken
place under an arbor on the patio a few hours earlier. Leo perched on
his rickety stool in a corner, playing his guitar to welcome the guests,
shifting to Bach’s chorale to indicate the start of the ceremony. Somehow
his night of nursing vanished without a trace on his face or body. His
eyes sparkled, his white jeans sparkled, and his music sparkled. The few
friends who gathered for the ceremony grew hushed, and organized
themselves into a semi-circle around the arbor.
Douglas stood on the far edge of the patio, handsome in a relaxed
linen shirt and grey trousers. Only his eyes betrayed any concern at all,
as he gazed at the back door of the house, waiting for his bride.
And Marilyn - oh, Marilyn. Franny fought a tear as she remembered
seeing her friend in a simple dove grey silk dress, carrying lily of the
valley and sprigs of rosy dogwood blossoms; seeing her trademark
short-cropped white hair and red glasses as always; radiating love and
peace in her smile. She remembered watching Marilyn step out her door
and walk slowly across the patio, seemingly in time to Leo’s music, and
she remembered the flicker of relief in Marilyn’s eyes when she arrived
close enough to take Douglas’s hand, to lean (almost imperceptibly) on
him as they stood and recited their vows.
How many of the friends gathered there, watching the lovely scene,
could read the horrors of the night before in the faces of the bride or
groom? Who among them could imagine that only a scant hour before
their arrival, the final scrub of the tile in the bathroom was completed
by Leo, the fouled bedclothes were flung in the washer by Douglas, and
Franny sat with Marilyn in front of her bedroom mirror, holding her
friend’s hand, assuring her that the light touch of blush and lipstick
brought all the color back to her face?
In her quiet shady corner of the garden, Franny wept as softly as she
could, from worry and joy and relief.
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Franny might have been surprised to realize that one of those guests at
Marilyn and Douglas’s wedding felt the undertone of anxiety and ill
health clearly, without knowing why. Kassandra the barista stood in
another corner of the garden, also moved to tears. Marilyn had invited
Kassandra just a few days before the ceremony, when the art professor
made one of her increasingly rare treks to the coffee shop.
During a lull in business, while the one or two customers in the shop
sipped their drinks and no one else popped in, Kassandra had picked
up one of the cloths they kept in a vinegar, lemon juice, and water
solution to wipe the tables. She squeezed out the excess moisture and
stepped into the main part of the shop to tackle the small piles of pastry
crumbs and phantom outlines of dried coffee drips on the Formica
surfaces. Kassandra found wiping down the tables a kind of meditative
exercise. While her hands were busy, she inhaled the aroma of vinegar
and lemon and her mind floated over the events of the day. If she
anticipated something stressful, like an exam at school or an upcoming
visit from one or more parent, she could let her anxiety dissolve in the
scrubbing motion of cloth on slick surface.
Marilyn had stepped in during one of Kassandra’s more vigorous
scrubbings, as the barista rehearsed what she would say to her mother
during their weekly phone call. Every week Kassandra planned to tell
her mother that she would complete her degree, as planned, but then
take a year off to work before deciding what to do next. Every week, her
nerve failed and she mm-hmmed her way through the conversation.
Kassandra scrubbed the big red table, practicing her lines: Mom, I need
some time to decide the direction of my life. After all, it is my life, Mom, not
yours or Dad’s. Absorbed in her preparations, she didn’t hear the bell
over the door.
“Excuse me, dear.” Kassandra turned to see her friend the art
professor, wearing a lovely silk scarf around her neck although the day
was warm. “Oh! I’m sorry. I must have been lost in my thoughts. What
can I get you?” Kassandra hustled back to her position behind the
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counter.
“I think a chamomile tea, and not too hot.” Marilyn’s smile seemed
an attempt to cover the fact that in all the years Kassandra had served
her, the professor had never ordered a chamomile tea not too hot.
Kassandra returned a smile of her own, hoping it didn’t betray her
surprise. She took in the professor’s slightly gray skin, the impression of
frailness it created. She wondered whether to ask, and if she were to ask,
how she would phrase the question.
“Here you go,” Kassandra handed over the tea, not too hot. “I can
add some ice to cool it more if you like.”
Marilyn took a sip. “Perfect, thank you. You are always so kind.” She
smiled, more genuinely this time, Kassandra thought. “It’s very short
notice, but I want to invite you to my wedding. It’s this Saturday, at my
house. In my garden. Will you come?”
“Of course,” Kassandra had surprised herself by replying without a
second thought. “I’d love to.” They’d settled the details of time and
address, and no need for gifts, and as the art professor left the coffee
shop, Kassandra had felt tears pressing her eyes. Unaccountably, she’d
wondered if she would ever see Marilyn again.
In the garden at the celebration of the art professor’s wedding,
Kassandra experienced precisely the same wondering.
Kassandra had wanted to clear her attention for the wedding
celebration. She made her weekly call to her mother before she left her
apartment. She waited until she could legitimately tell her mother she
only had a few minutes to talk.
“Hi, Mom, it’s me,” she said when her mother picked up.
“Kassandra, darling. How are your finals coming along?”
“Finals were last week, mom, we talked about them then,
remember?” Kassandra twirled a strand of hair around her left index
finger, a nervous tic she’d had since girlhood.
“Oh. Yes, now you mention it. Then you must be looking for a
summer internship. Do you want your father to find something for
you?”
“No. I’m working at the coffee shop this summer like always, and
taking a couple of classes too.”
“I applaud your dedication, darling, taking summer school. But how
does the coffee shop get you ahead?”
Kassandra swallowed a sigh. “I like the work. And it helps pay for
school. Mom, I have to go in a minute, but I wanted -”
“Where are you going?” her mother interrupted with a tone of
skepticism.
“To a wedding, Mom. But - a”
“One of your friends is getting married already? Kassandra, college
is for building a career, not gaining an M.R.S. degree.”
“I know, Mom. This friend is an older woman. One of my professors,
in fact. But -a”
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“Not that art professor we met, the one who bids too much on eBay?”
Kassandra resisted an urge to hang up.
“No. I mean, yes, that professor, but she doesn’t bid on eBay. I have
to go, but I just wanted to call and check in. I know you worry if you
don’t hear from me. I will call you next weekend, okay? Thanks, Mom,
I love you.” Kassandra’s strategy to end conversations with her mother
was to talk continuously without breathing, so her mother couldn’t
interrupt.
“I love you too. Don’t you want to talk to your father?”
“Tell Dad I love him too. Goodbye, Mom.” Kassandra clicked off. One
more week of time bought before having to have The Conversation with
her parents, the one in which she would tell them the truth about her
future plans. I suppose, she mused, that it will be exactly as dreadful as I
imagine.
On an impulse, Kassandra rose from the lawn chair she’d been sitting
on in Marilyn’s garden and made her way through the crowd. She
intended to hug the bride and leave, unsettled by feelings of sadness
and anticipated grief on what should be a happy occasion. But she had
trouble locating the art professor and stumbled on a threshold that
separated the patio from the house.
“I knew that would trip someone up. I recommended a mat or
something across there. But in all the, well, we didn’t have time. I’m
sorry.”
Kassandra turned to see who was speaking. “I’m sorry?” She
inadvertently repeated the speaker’s words.
“Not your fault. I hope you’re okay?” She recognized the man’s face
as someone she’d seen around town quite a bit, but not a coffee shop
regular. Grey hair, kind eyes, gentle smile, and tanned skin.
“Oh, I’m fine. I was just, I wanted to find Marilyn.” Kassandra smiled
back. “Do I know you?”
The man’s smile expanded. “I don’t think we’ve met formally. I’m
Leo.”
“You played the guitar and sang. Sorry, I didn’t place you right
away.”
“And you work in the coffee shop, right?”
“I do. Kassandra. Nice to meet you, Leo.” She reached out a hand and
he took it, holding it for a moment before letting go.
“Thank you for coming. I know it’s important to Marilyn to have
everyone she loves here today.”
Kassandra was jostled by someone else trying to make a path. Leo put
his hand on her elbow. “Let’s step over here.” Somehow, he managed
to find a pocket of space in the crowd. “This many people can be a bit
overwhelming, can’t they?”
“A bit.” Kassandra knew her expression indicated she was
overwhelmed, but it was not because of the crowd. It was that word Leo
had used, “love.” Marilyn wants everyone she loves around her… but I never
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thought she loved me.
As if he read her mind, Leo continued. “She loves you or she wouldn’t
have invited you. She doesn’t always express emotions directly.
Thoughts and ideas? No one is clearer than Marilyn in describing those.
But she’s very private about her feelings.”
“I love her too,” Kassandra said. And you know, she thought, I do. I love
her. “She’s been kinder to me than my own mother. That’s why, I…”
Kassandra trailed off. She was not sure what she wanted to say. That’s
why I wanted to be here, why I’m crying, and why I need to leave? Because I
love Marilyn and I can tell something is very wrong?
“I’m sure you deserve it. Marilyn is picky about her friends.” Leo’s
smile seemed designed to send Kassandra back into a cascade of tears.
She refocused on the crowd. “Come on,” Leo continued. “I’ll help you
find her.”
If Allison, Franny’s elfin neighbor, had been aware of the wedding
celebration going on with many of her acquaintances in attendance, she
would not have felt left out or envious. Allison would have been pleased
for the happy couple and relieved that she was not invited. Allison was
not a wedding person.
As if to make that point with some emphasis, Allison chose that
afternoon to break up with her boyfriend. She felt bad about doing it
over the phone, because that made it feel more like a business
dissolution than the end of a romance. Her boyfriend - ex-boyfriend, she
mentally corrected - took it with great maturity and kindness.
“I hope you find what you’re looking for,” he said at the end of their
brief conversation. “I’ve known for a while it isn’t me. And I like you,
Allison, and I hope you find it, whatever it is.”
That gentle prod, the recognition that she hadn’t found what she
wanted, that she was a seeker - that prompted a wave of grief and tears
that saying goodbye to her ex-boyfriend did not. Allison had arrived at
her twenties as if she’d been on a train with a single route and
destination: college, graduate school, thesis, career in a major university
in a big city. And now, that train was not simply derailed (that metaphor
implied a violent break with the past that Allison did not feel).
It was as if she’d woken up from a nap in the dining car to realize that
it wasn’t a train at all. She’d been in a creaky old diner in a strange town,
living a kind of Twilight Zone episode in which the diner, the town, and
the people were all unrecognizable and yet familiar, and her job was to
figure out what alien force or government experiment had put her here.
The one way in which Marilyn’s wedding interfered with Allison’s
peace was this: when Allison sought to shake off the sense of
strangeness, of being lost in her own life, by getting her regular coffee at
the shop across the street, Kassandra was not there. The other barista,
covering Kassandra’s Saturday shift, was pleasant enough, of course.
But the loss of the familiar face in the coffee shop made Allison feel
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completely unanchored, adrift at sea, and she took her coffee to go and
walked out, blinking away tears.
Allison walked with her iced coffee up the street three blocks, then
zigged and zagged until she stood in front of it.
The house she’d decided to buy.
Dark green, with white trim, an old roof (that’ll probably need
replacing), and a brick red door. An overgrown yard, mature trees, a
patio out back that would be sheltered from the prevailing winds. A
front porch that sloped precipitously toward the street, as if to propel
any occupants out at high speed. Yet the house seemed to Allison the
most welcoming place she’d ever seen.
The simple fact that there was no For Sale sign didn’t daunt Allison
at all. Sooner or later, the house would go up for sale. The market here
was heating up, as the town finally recovered, lingeringly, from the
recent recession. This town had clung to high unemployment and lower
wages like an insecure lover, hanging on much longer than most other
places in the state. But no longer. The town had done its therapy, read
its self-help books, and reinvigorated its old gung-ho attitude.
People wanted to live here, where the cost of living was still about
two-thirds of the big city, where neighborhoods had high “walking
indexes,” where acreage outside of town shared water rights and wells
and views of two mountain ranges ringing the valley. Where the big city
was ninety-some miles away, two hours of driving time (a commute not
much longer than many suburbs far closer yet with far more congested
highways), and high-speed internet could compensate for the wintry
days when avalanches closed the mountain pass. Property values were
perking up, housing stock was coming back on the market, and Allison’s
only question was when the green house would formally become hers.
This Saturday in June, Allison stood with her coffee staring at the
house she already called “my house,” unaware of anyone watching,
allowing tears to roll down her cheeks. She was single, about to
complete a master’s degree that would have very little value in the
commercial world, seeking something she could not name but
something she was certain waited for her in the green house.
Strains of acoustic guitar barely registered in Allison’s consciousness.
The green house sighed, wishing it had been invited to the wedding
party next door.
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“She’s in bed,” Douglas said as he plopped down on the sofa. His face
showed signs of fatigue, but his smile was gentle and relaxed. His silver
hair and lanky body reminded Franny of an aging television star. The
intelligent expression behind his eyes reminded her of her grandfather.
“How are you, Douglas?” Franny asked, sitting next to him. They’d
been cleaning up after the wedding party, putting chairs back in their
natural places, scooping garbage into big black plastic bags, and
sweeping tracked-in dirt back out of the house into the garden. Marilyn
was beat; she tried to help, but they’d shooed her off for a rest.
Douglas’s smile grew. “I’m in heaven, Franny. I just married the most
splendid woman on the planet. I saw her, happy and radiant in her
dress, smiling back at me as we took our vows. What else could I want?”
Franny fought back an urge to burst into tears. Marilyn was ill, that
was clear, and Douglas’s love for her, whether romantic or Platonic or
both, was even clearer. A series of self-centered thoughts floated across
her mind: would anyone ever love me like that? Has anyone ever loved me like
that? Have I ever loved anyone like that?
“What’s wrong? What does Marilyn have?” Franny blurted, then
immediately apologized. “Sorry. I don’t know what’s got into me. It’s
none of my business if she doesn’t want anyone to know. It’s just, you
know, we are worried about her. I mean all of us. Her friends.”
“I know, Franny. Marilyn’s health is not my story to tell.” Douglas
leaned back, stretching his long legs in front of him, and took a deep
breath. “It’s obvious, that Marilyn is not 100%. I don’t know what the
future will bring. But I will tell you what she has, if you really want to
know.”
Franny swallowed. In that moment she was not sure she did want to
know. But Douglas went on.
“She has a tribe. A group of people around her who love her, care
about her, and take care of her. And that’s what we all need, in good
times too, but especially when things get dark and difficult. We need a
tribe. Marilyn has the best tribe I’ve seen.”
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“You’re a good man, Douglas.”
“I don’t know about that.” Precious, Marilyn’s dog, joined him on the
couch. He absently scratched behind the old dog’s ears.
“Precious knows. She doesn’t let just anyone do that.” Franny smiled.
Thank goodness for dogs and their ability to provide a topic for
conversation when real life is far too serious to talk about.
While Franny and Douglas rested and talked about (and to) the dog
Precious, Leo finished putting the chairs and tables away, restoring
Marilyn’s backyard to its former peaceful state. He was carrying the last
two folding chairs to his van to return to the rental place the next
morning when he spied the young woman standing in front of the house
next door. Leo recognized her face from the dinner party at Franny’s
apartment. Was that last week? Or last year? But he couldn’t recall her
name.
“Good evening,” he said, and the young woman startled. “Oh, I’m
sorry, I didn’t mean to scare you. You okay?”
“No. I mean, yes, I’m fine. No, you didn’t scare me. Not exactly. I was,
you know, lost in thought, I guess.” She smiled then. Leo could not recall
if she’d smiled that night at Franny’s. With a smile that lovely, he
thought he would have remembered seeing it before.
“I’m Leo,” he said, leaning the chairs on his van and extending his
hand. “I know we’ve met but I apologize, I can’t recall your name.”
“I know.” The young woman smiled again. “I mean, I know your
name is Leo. I’m Allison. I live next door to Franny.”
“That’s right. How’s that nice sweetheart of yours? He seemed
awfully doting.”
Her smile evaporated. “We broke up. Today, in fact. Only a couple of
hours ago.”
“Well, then, he’s an idiot.” Leo wondered if Allison was sad or
relieved. Just in case she was sad, he added, “And I’ll say I’m sorry for
the third time in this very short conversation.”
“It’s okay. I’m going to buy this house.” Allison turned back to the
somewhat dilapidated dark green house next door. Leo followed her
gaze. His eyes landed on the skewed front porch, aimed toward the
sidewalk. He scanned the roof that would most certainly need replacing.
He took in the overgrown shrubs and weedy yard. He saw no For Sale
sign.
He felt protective of this young woman, having lost her sweetheart so
recently, looking for all the world like an elf on an impossible quest.
Words of warning were on the tip of his tongue. No, he wanted to say.
It’s in bad shape, it’s too much work, it’s going to be too expensive for you.
Then he noticed her expression as she stared at the house and sipped
from her take-out cup. She was not scared, or apprehensive. She was not
sad.
She was enthralled. It already owns her, this house, Leo thought.
“Congratulations,” he said, and she rewarded him with another view
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of her beaming smile.

“Leo!” Franny called down the block. She turned the other way and saw
him talking to her neighbor Allison. Douglas needed to go rest, too, and
she wanted Leo to come back and finish helping with the cleanup, to
give Douglas permission to say goodbye to them both.
And there he was, back to her, apparently in rapt conversation with
Allison. Franny could see the beaming smile on her neighbor’s elfin face.
Maybe it was the worry about Marilyn, or maybe it was her own
fatigue, or maybe it was something else. Something more sour, and
more green. Whatever it was, Franny’s head vibrated with a sudden
rush of anger.
“Leo!” She walked toward them trying to breathe deeply, to shake
the impatience out of her voice. “Leo.” He finally turned toward her,
eyes crinkled from a smile of his own, and that nearly did her in.
“Douglas needs you,” she said, voice cold and curt.
“Okay, Franny. I was just talking with your friend here.” The smile
stayed on Leo’s face.
“Hi, Allison,” she squeezed out. “Douglas needs you, Leo. Right
now.”
Leo’s expression morphed into concern. “Is Marilyn okay? Is
something wrong?”
Yes, Franny wanted to answer. Yes, it’s wrong that you are down here
flirting with someone so much younger than you when your friends need you.
It’s so wrong I don’t know how to explain it. It’s even more wrong that you
don’t seem to know it’s wrong.
“She’s sleeping. But Douglas needs you. Us. He needs us, he needs
some rest too. Come on.”
“Okay, Franny,” Leo repeated. Franny found his tone to be nearly
intolerably condescending. She turned on her heel and headed back
toward Marilyn’s house. She heard Leo say goodbye to Allison, and
picked up her pace. “Franny. Franny!” Leo called. “Wait up!”
She didn’t slow down. “Franny.” Leo caught up anyway. “Are you
okay?”
“No,” she answered. “But it’s not about me right now, Leo. Don’t you
get that? Our friends need us to clear out so they can rest. It’s about
Douglas and Marilyn. Can you stay focused on them, just for two
minutes, without -?” She stopped herself, just in time.
“Without what?” Leo asked. “What did I do?”
Franny sighed. “Nothing. You just, you disappeared, that’s all. You
weren’t there all of a sudden, and Marilyn’s asleep, and Douglas needs
to rest, but he’s waiting for you to come back so he can say goodbye and
thanks, because he’s that kind of a man. And you weren’t there.”
“I was just down the street. I was taking out the garbage and saw your
friend, and - a”
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“She’s not my friend, Leo. She’s my neighbor. Allison’s my
neighbor.”
“Okay, your neighbor. She looked sad. Or lost. I don’t know. She
looked like she might need something.”
Franny’s nerves wore through their last protective shield. “We all
need something, Leo. Every one of us needs something. Marilyn needs
something, Douglas needs something, I need something, you need
something, the kids in the bars every weekend need something, the
president of the college needs something, the homeless people need
something, the soccer moms need something. If you hanker after every
single person who needs something, you’ll never come back.” Do not
cry, she chided herself. Do not give him the satisfaction of seeing you
cry.
Franny didn’t ask herself why she imagined Leo being satisfied at the
sight of her tears. She didn’t have time to ask herself anything, because
of the next thing that happened.
Leo kissed her.
Right there, on the sidewalk in front of Marilyn’s house. Leo took
Franny’s hand in his. He gently turned her to face him, raised his other
hand to her chin, and leaned in. His lips were warm and surprisingly
soft, as his hands were rough. He let go of her hand and put his arm
around her lower back.
After the kiss, Leo held Franny to him as she cried. For a few
moments, he held her, touched her hair.
“That’s not exactly the reaction I was hoping for,” he said. Franny
pulled herself out of his arms, anger flaring again.
“Oh, I’m sorry,” she snapped. “I didn’t realize you’d been planning
this. I’m sorry to disappoint you. Don’t worry, you never have to kiss
me again.”
“No, no, come on,” Leo said, reaching for her hand. “I’m teasing you,
Franny. I don’t plan anything; you know me better than that. Much less
a kiss. You’re just so… you know.”
“So what?” Franny asked, heat rising in her cheeks. “What am I?”
“Beautiful. Intelligent. Kind. You’re everything, Franny. Don’t you
see all that?”
Franny gulped. What is happening? She wondered. Exhaustion took
over, sagging her shoulders, weakening her knees. “All I know is, I’m
tired, Leo. I need to go home. I need to say goodbye to Douglas and go
home.” I’m rambling, Franny realized. I need to stop talking now. But she
couldn’t. “Marilyn is sick, you know? She is terribly sick. He is an
amazing man. But he is spent. And me, I’m as tired as I can ever
remember being. You must be tired, too. Or else you wouldn’t.”
“Wouldn’t what, Franny?” Leo’s voice nearly sent her back into a
cascade of tears.
“Wouldn’t do this. This, kissing thing, and complimenting thing, and
being all stupid thing.” She flinched at the hurt in his eyes. “Not that
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you’re stupid. It’s just, this whole thing, it’s stupid. I really need to go
rest. I’m sorry. I am. Sorry, I mean. I’m the stupid one here.”
“Okay. Okay, Franny, it’s okay. I’m sorry too. Let’s go say goodbye
to Douglas and then let me walk you home.”
They did just that. Said goodbye to Douglas, with awkward hugs.
Walked to Franny’s apartment.
Franny closed the door with Leo on the other side, leaned her back on
the door, and slid to the floor as the tears gushed.
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Kassandra the barista had no idea of the drama unfolding on the
sidewalk in front of Marilyn’s house. She recognized an unsettled
feeling of the sort that occurred periodically. During these times,
Kassandra’s friends would say things like “Mercury is in retrograde” or
“there must be a full moon” or “I feel a great disturbance in the Force.”
Those friends who would say that last thing were Star Wars geeks, but
Kassandra loved them anyway.
That evening Kassandra went for a walk. Her apartment felt far too
small and her roommates’ activities far too large. She needed to think,
to process the day, to see if her unsettled feeling could be settled again.
Most of all, Kassandra needed to move. Not exercise, she never called it
that, but movement. Walking meditation, or some such thing, she
remembered Marilyn calling it in one of her art classes. Kassandra
needed to walk, think, meditate, and be on her own. She needed to be
out of doors.
As she meandered with no particular destination in mind, Kassandra
pondered that expression, “out of doors.” It could have several
meanings: outside, of course. But also: running out of doors, as in
venturing out to a big-box home improvement store only to be told
“sorry, we are all out of doors today.” Or simply: no doors around at all.
No distinction of standing on one side or the other of any door. Just
being.
Hardly the musings of a future world-famous economist, Kassandra
heard her mother’s voice in her head. Then her dad’s voice, with one of
his typical back-handed compliments: don’t worry, Kassandra’s
inherited intelligence will come out one of these days.
She picked up her pace, walking faster, trying to drown them both
out. Turning right at the next corner, she was blindsided by a bicycle
rider using the sidewalk.
Kassandra went down, hard, on the uneven concrete. The bicycle
rider tumbled off, too, and there they were, the two of them, sprawled
on the sidewalk in the deepening dark. Kassandra lay on her back,
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struggling to regain her bearings, wondering if the numbness in the
back of her head would transform into pain, sooner or later.
No one at the wedding had mentioned Mercury or the Force, but sure
enough, there was a full moon straight up in the blue-black evening sky.
“Are you okay?”
Kassandra blinked hard a few times, trying to chase the buzz out of
her head. “Yeah. I think so, I mean, I’m fine.”
“Don’t move too fast. Wiggle your fingers and toes first.”
She followed the instructions coming from a voice somewhere behind
her head on the pavement. The bicycle that had crashed into her (or had
she crashed into it? The details of the event were already slippery,
remembering felt like holding Jell-O in a fist) was on the sidewalk near
her feet, one wheel up in the air, spinning. Kassandra wiggled her toes
and fingers and they wiggled back, reassuringly, waving at her from
their places on the sidewalk.
“Good. That’s good. Now gently, really gently, bend your legs and
arms.”
She did.
“Does anything hurt?”
Kassandra had to laugh. “Everything hurts,” she said, with a little
gasp.
“You might have had the wind knocked out of you. I’m most worried
about your noggin, though. Can you sit up?”
Noggin? Kassandra didn’t know anyone who used words like that.
Especially not in an emergency. She rolled onto her side, remembering
in a vague way that her old yoga teacher used to have them do that first,
after several minutes in the corpse pose, before sitting up. Probably to
stabilize our blood pressure, Kassandra pondered, nothing to do with
the potential for head injuries. But it still seemed like good advice. And
rolling onto her side hadn’t been so bad, except that there were a few
pebbles under her thigh now, and what felt like a boulder poking her
ribs.
“Ow,” she said.
“Okay,” the instructional voice went on. “That’s good. No blood or
anything on the pavement.”
Kassandra closed her eyes. What would “or anything” be? Her
brains? But closing her eyes prompted a wave of dizziness. She opened
them again. “I need to get off this rock,” she said.
“Rock?”
“Here.” She pointed to where the rock was poking her ribcage. “Help
me up off of it.”
“Okay, But easy. I’m going to put my arms under yours and steady
you as you come up.” An arm slipped between the ground and her side
near her armpit, another inserted itself under the arm on top of her
body. “On three. One, two, three.”
Kassandra lifted herself as she swung her legs forward in an
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awkward attempt to sit up. Immediately she was glad the instructionperson was positioned behind her, as she leaned heavily backwards.
“Ouch,” she said again.
“That’s good. Lean on me. You doing okay?”
She was about to reassure the instruction-person that she was going
to be fine when her vision filled with flashing red lights. An ambulance
pulled up.
The emergency medical technician who jumped down to examine her
might have been the handsomest man Kassandra had ever seen.
“Ma’am, can you tell me what happened?” The EMT crouched in front
of her. His smile filled with white teeth flashed brighter than the
vehicle’s emergency lights.
“Ouch.” Kassandra drew in a breath to formulate her answer, only to
be met with a stabbing pain.
“Okay,” the EMT said. “How about you, man? You see the accident?”
“I caused it,” said the instruction-person holding Kassandra up.
Franny woke up late the next morning. That’s not completely true.
Franny woke up early, about two hours after she fell into bed, sweaty
from crying. She dozed and woke a half-dozen times before getting up
to take some Tylenol and returning to bed, where she slept another hour
or two before rising at nearly eleven o’clock in the morning.
Damn, she thought. Her plan had been to get back to Marilyn’s house
by nine, in order to take Precious for a walk and let Douglas rest. Blown
out of the water like most of my plans, she thought as she brushed her
teeth.
Brushing your teeth is one of the top three ways to restore yourself to
feeling human again. A cup of good, strong coffee is up there, too. A
long hot shower is always number one, Franny decided to give herself
all three. She set the coffee to brew while warming up the water in her
shower, then stepped in.
When she was nearly done, she turned the water to cool to help
herself wake up. Stepping out, she caught a glimpse of her face in the
bathroom mirror.
She looked away.
Dressed in a t-shirt and yoga pants, Franny curled up in her chair and
sipped her coffee. She picked up her phone to check for messages.
Franny wondered. Do I hope for a message from Leo? Or do I hope
there’s nothing?
There was nothing. At least, not from Leo. A text from Douglas,
thanking her. A voice mail from a number she didn’t recognize, which
turned out to be Marilyn’s friend Penelope (she of the dark red wine and
musical birthday party, which seemed decades ago). Franny wondered
how Penelope had gotten her number. The message was even stranger:
Penelope wanted to start a vegan diet, had heard Franny was a
vegetarian, and wanted a cookbook recommendation.
But nothing from Leo.
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By now it was nearly noon, and Franny considered it could be
considered reasonable to check on Douglas and Marilyn, to offer to take
Precious for a walk, as if she’d planned to do so at lunchtime all along.
She popped bread in her toaster to stave off some hunger pangs.
As she started to reply to Douglas’s text, her phone buzzed. Leo’s
number.
Franny sent it to voice mail, finished her text, ate her toast, put on her
shoes, and left to walk over to Marilyn’s house.
When Franny arrived at Marilyn’s house, she paused at the front door.
Something did not feel right. She leant in to knock, and at her light touch
the door swung open.
Precious came to meet her, looking sad and confused, it seemed to
Franny, as the dog sidled up to her, tail drooping. “Hello?” Franny
called, stepping inside. “Douglas?”
The living room looked much like it had when she’d left the night
before. Remnants of the party, a few cups and plates, lingered. The
dishwasher hadn’t been run - Franny tiptoed into the kitchen, and
opened it, finding it still crammed with dirty dishes. “Marilyn?”
Precious followed Franny through the house to the back garden. It
was the same as when she’d left the night before, too, mostly cleaned
up, but not quite. Not the usual for Douglas, who was meticulous with
Marilyn’s home and possessions.
Panic started a slow crawl through Franny’s guts, still unsettled from
her combination crying/drinking hangover. Instead of giving in to fear,
she pushed her thoughts toward anger. Leo. He was supposed to be
helping, before he’d been enchanted by Allison on the sidewalk. Before
she interrupted them. Before Leo kissed her.
Didn’t Leo go back to help? Was he too distracted from what
happened between them to care for his friends?
“Marilyn?” she called again, the pitch of her voice rising. She stepped
back inside, knelt to scratch Precious behind her ears. “What’s going on,
Precious? Where’s Douglas?” The little dog whined and leaned into
Franny’s touch. Then she turned and padded a few steps toward the
bedroom, paused, looked back at Franny, and whined again.
That toxic mix of fear and anger pushed at Franny’s chest. She walked
down the hall, suddenly certain she’d find something dreadful in
Marilyn’s bedroom. She tried to call her friend’s name again but it came
out in a whisper.
The bedroom door stood ajar. Precious sat in front of it. Franny
tiptoed to the door, reached out, and quietly pushed it fully open.
An unmade bed greeted her, a few pillows on the floor. Wedding
night? Flashed through her mind before she saw the reddish-brown
stain on one of the pillows.
The buzz of her cell phone sounded a million decibels loud.
“Marilyn,” read the caller ID.
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The EMTs had insisted that Kassandra go to the emergency room to rule
out a possible concussion. She was not sure her insurance would cover
an ambulance ride, and the ER wasn’t far. She said she could walk. One
EMT shook his head. “No way.”
Kassandra sat in the ambulance, feeling light-headed but otherwise
fine. She explained as much to the EMT. “It’s only a few blocks from
here. I’ll feel better if I walk. I promise I won’t tip over or anything.” The
EMTs looked at each other. “How much does an ambulance ride, even
a few blocks, cost?” she blurted. “A few hundred dollars? More?”
The other EMT took the lead. “I don’t really know, ma’am. But we
can’t, ma’am. We cannot release you without someone to look out for
you. You can’t be on your own with a potential head injury.”
“My head is hard; my mom always says so.” Kassandra giggled, and
then realized the giggle made her seem even less stable. “Honestly. I’m
fine.”
“I’ll take her.” The bicycle rider poked his head into the ambulance.
Kassandra smiled at him. He looked familiar, and kind, and her radar
about potentially dangerous men did not go off. Of course, she thought,
my radar is in my head, and it might be a bit dented.
“How?” asked the first EMT. “She shouldn’t really walk.”
“In a cab. My friend is a driver. He’s right here, actually, was cruising
around and saw the lights and stopped. He’ll take us. I’ll make sure to
escort her all the way.”
“See?” Kassandra said. “I have an escort and a driver. And a cab will
cost me about ten bucks.”
The second EMT knelt in front of Kassandra. “One more look,” she
said, flashing a pen light in Kassandra’s eyes, feeling her pulse, taking
her blood pressure. “Follow my finger.” The EMT moved her finger
back and forth. “Now tell me how many fingers.”
“Three,” Kassandra said confidently, then instantly worried if she’d
been wrong. But before she could ask for another try, the first EMT
spoke.
“Okay,” he said, and turned to the bicycle rider. “You take her, in the
cab, and stay with her until the nurse takes her back.” He looked at
Kassandra, a twinkle in his eye. “You have a good friend there. First he
knocks you over, then he takes care of you.”
Yes, Kassandra thought as she smiled in response. A good friend. I’ll
have to ask his name.
Allison, Franny’s neighbor, woke up early that Sunday morning after
the wedding she didn’t attend, after the day she broke up with her very
nice boyfriend, after the day she stared at the house she wanted to buy.
Allison woke up as the early summer sunshine filled her bedroom.
Of all the people in and around Pine Street, Allison alone woke up
with a sense of optimism and clarity about her future.
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She rose, showered, dressed, stopped at the coffee shop for a large
Americano to go (noticing that there was, again, a substitute barista, and
taking a moment to wonder if her regular server had left town), and
walked with her heavy, book-filled backpack to the university’s library.
Allison found an open study carrell, flopped her backpack into the chair,
and pulled out her notebook, the one where she tracked her “punch list”
of things her thesis advisor wanted her to change.
Allison tore out those pages (it was a long list), and spread them on
the table. Turning to a clean blank page in her notebook, she began to
write. She tackled each change, writing a paragraph or two, citing a new
source, noting a few that she thought her thesis advisor was way off
base, and she decided to ignore.
By the time she’d finished her now-cold Americano, nearly three
hours had gone by. Allison pushed her chair back and reviewed the
pages of punch list and the notebook pages she’d filled in response.
In front of her was the road map to finishing her thesis, her degree,
and her life as a student.
Allison stacked the torn pages neatly, tucked them back in the
notebook, re-loaded her backpack, and tossed her empty coffee cup in
the nearest garbage can. Her stomach growled with hunger, and she
gave herself permission to buy lunch. Stepping outside the library into
a bright, sun-filled midday, she smiled.
She headed toward her favorite deli, just the other side of the main
road from the campus, bought a large Ruben sandwich, also her
favorite, though she rarely allowed herself to eat a whole one, found a
bench in the sunshine and ate not only the entire sandwich, but the bag
of potato chips and Styrofoam cup of cole slaw that came with it.
Life, she thought, is full, and so am I.
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College towns live in their own rhythm. Summers quiet down as
students depart for their seasonal jobs, family-sponsored trips, or selfdefined adventures. Bars and taverns go back to serving, mostly, their
old-time regulars. Restaurants reduce their hours. The locals savor the
summer months of plentiful parking, shorter lines in the grocery stores,
and light-filled evenings.
Secretly, they all long for the return of the students. They love the
buzz of excitement that spreads around Labor Day, as they are getting
their own small children ready for going back to school. They enjoy the
last week or two of peace, while anticipating the increased pace and
activity of fall.
Complaining about traffic on student-move-in-day is a ritual. So is
griping about the “kids” and their habits, clothing, music, and reckless
use of longboards to travel around town.
But everyone knows the faculty will spend more money on cocktails
at the bars, pints at the craft breweries, and dinners at the restaurants;
everyone knows the students will fill the discount grocery’s cash
registers, load up on dorm-room essentials at the big chain store, and
flood happy hours for one-dollar tallboys. Everyone knows the college
provides the high-octane fuel for the local economy.
And, the older locals, the retired folks, the landlords, the business
owners, they savor the taste of youth that tinges the autumn air.
Franny experienced her first autumn on Pine Street in a state of happy
anticipation, mixed with loneliness. She’d been given a one-quarter
contract to teach a class on campus, and she could hardly wait to
experience college life from the inside. Plus, her contract came with onequarter’s worth of health insurance, something she had to celebrate,
especially given the wake-up calls she’d experienced over the summer.
She hadn’t seen Leo much since the wedding, the kiss, and what
happened after. Franny had been very busy, and so had Leo, she
assumed, although she thought about him so often, they might as well
have been together.
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Her loneliness stemmed from longing for the first real friend she’d
made in this college town.
Franny missed Marilyn more than she could have imagined.
Leo had been busy since that summer night following Marilyn and
Douglas’s wedding.
After the kiss with Franny, and seeing her home, he took her direction
seriously and set out to return to Marilyn’s house, to see what Douglas
needed. Leo felt an imperative to compensate for the distress his kiss
had obviously caused Franny by doing precisely what she had
described as his duty.
Speeding in the dark on his bicycle, his head full of the events of the
day and evening, his heart full of emotions he could not force into a
sensible pattern, the sensation of Franny’s lips touching his still
overwhelming him, he took a bumpy corner too fast.
The crash took place in slow motion and yet in the blink of an eye,
somehow, simultaneously. Leo stood to pick up his bicycle before he
realized what he’d crashed into, or rather whom: a young woman out
for a walk in the June moonlight.
For one heart-stopping moment, Leo saw her lying on the concrete
and believed her stillness meant death. Mercifully, he saw her move
before his mind had time to process that belief. He knelt beside the
woman, trying to focus on assessing her status.
“Are you okay?” Leo asked.
The woman’s response was a blur of words to Leo, but they seemed
to mean she thought she was okay.
“Don’t move too fast,” he said. “Wiggle your fingers and toes first.”
He remembered this from the single yoga class he’d taken years ago, as
part of the instructions from the teacher as she roused them from the
corpse pose at the end of the session. It probably was only about gently
reinstating blood circulation, not a way of dealing with potential head
injuries, but it still seemed like good advice.
The woman on the sidewalk’s fingers and toes wiggled reassuringly,
as if they were waving at Leo from their places on the sidewalk. The
pace of his heartbeat began to slow down. This whole move-variousbody-parts-slowly thing was working for him, too. He instructed the
woman to gently bend her arms and legs. She did.
“Does anything hurt?” he asked.
She laughed. “Everything hurts,” she said, with a little gasp.
“You might have had the wind knocked out of you. I’m most worried
about your noggin, though. Can you sit up?” Why am I using phrases from
my grandmother? Leo thought. Wind knocked out of you? Noggin? Who talks
like that in an emergency?
The young woman rolled onto her side, making a noise of pain, but
not dire pain, and the sidewalk was clean underneath where her head
had been. Relief washed over Leo. “That’s good. No blood or anything
on the pavement.” Did I say that out loud? What is she going to think - I was
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looking for brains or something? Get ahold of yourself, Leo, you need to be the
voice of calm here.
“I need to get off this rock,” the young woman said, and pointed to
her ribcage. “Help me up?”
This, I remember from first aid class. How to help someone sit up without
losing your own balance. “Okay, I’m going to put my arms under yours
and steady you as you come up. On three. One, two, three.”
Sitting there, holding the young woman, Leo wept silently. He hadn’t
made it back to see if Douglas needed him. He wanted to go and explain
to Franny how he felt about her. Pain from scrapes and road rash on his
arms and hands exploded into his awareness as swirling red and blue
lights took over his vision.
After escorting Kassandra to the emergency room that night, Leo had
felt obligated to stay and see how she was. He’d sat in the waiting area
for hours, watching the dawn break in the east, stepping outside to take
deep breaths of the cool air.
He was there when the ambulance arrived with Douglas and Marilyn.
It was the same two EMT’s who had talked Kassandra into going to the
ER with him. They eyed Leo as if his presence at both of these events
was either suspicious or outright damning. Leo worked hard to ignore
their glares as he called out.
“Douglas!” The tall man turned, an expression of bewilderment
turning to relief when he saw Leo.
“Leo,” he said. “It’s…It’s Marilyn.”
“What happened?” Leo watched the gurney racing down the hall.
“Never mind, Douglas. Go. Be with her.”
“She was coughing, and there was blood. Leo, would you go to the
house? I’m not even sure I locked up.”
“Of course. Go.”
Leo had returned to the lobby, looking for a nurse or staff member to
tell him where the young woman he’d brought was. Kassandra, he
reminded himself, she’d told him her name during the cab ride.
Kassandra, with a K. He felt he shouldn’t leave without telling her he
was going, without at least finding out how she was doing, if she needed
anything.
Finding no one, Leo walked down a hallway, discretely looking in
rooms and behind curtains. Footsteps thudded behind him.
“Sir? Sir?” A nurse in bright pink scrubs stood there.
Leo turned to explain who he was looking for, and why, and to
apologize, if needed, for being someplace he shouldn’t be, if that were
the case. The apology spilled out first.
“I’m sorry, I was -”
“Sir, did you bring in the young woman with the head injury?”
For a moment, Leo wanted to say no. Her head was fine. She’d said so.
“The bicycle accident,” he began.
“Yes. She’s asking for you.”
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Leo followed the nurse, who walked fast, with that nurse-on-amission pace. He had to trot to keep up with her until she stopped, and
held back a curtain. “In here.”
Kassandra with a K lay on the hospital bed, an IV drip in her arm,
machines all around her, and another nurse reading what the machines
said.
“I’m sorry,” Kassandra had said when she saw Leo. “I hurt my
noggin after all. But you can go. I’ll be fine.”
“Are you sure? What does the nurse say?” Loyalty tore at Leo. Franny
was hiding behind a closed door. Douglas had asked him to go check
the house. Marilyn was in the bowels of the hospital somewhere.
“She’s next door,” Kassandra said. Leo must have looked completely
confused, because she went on. “Marilyn. I saw you at her wedding. I
figure you’re a friend. She’s in the room next door.”

Franny hooked the leash onto Precious’s collar, as the dog showed every
sign of needing to go outdoors, now. Although she had permission to
keep Precious “temporarily” in her apartment, Franny also obeyed the
unspoken part of the agreement with the landlord to make sure none of
the other tenants saw them coming and going. Fortunately, Precious
was quiet these days, and the cooler fall weather allowed Franny to
wrap her largest coat around them both as she scooted outside.
Precious had been with Franny, off and on, since that day last spring
when Franny found her in Marilyn’s empty house. Douglas had wanted
to keep Precious at home, but his back and forth trips to the local
hospital, and then to the hospital in the bigger city farther away, made
it difficult. Leo would have been the obvious choice to keep Precious,
given his basement apartment with direct access outside, and a
lackadaisical landlord.
Franny’s attachment to the dog, and Precious’s obvious preference
for Franny over Leo, made it obvious to them all that the two needed to
stay together if they could. During the summer, Franny spent days at a
time living in Marilyn’s house, taking care of Precious, and feeding
Douglas when he was able to share a meal. After a few weeks, Douglas
asked Franny if she wanted to give up her apartment and move in full
time.
“I’m not here much, and who knows what the future will bring,”
Douglas had said. “You could save some money by not paying rent.
Live-in help, we’ll call you, and your room is your compensation.”
Franny had expected this offer, and up until the moment it was made,
she’d been ready to take it. Marilyn’s house was small enough to care
for easily, the garden would be a wonderful benefit, and of course, there
was Precious.
“And if you and Leo…” Douglas had continued, letting the
implication linger as his voice trailed off. If Leo and I want to be
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together, to live here together? Panicking, Franny immediately jumped
in.
“No, Douglas. I mean, thank you very much. It’s a kind offer. But no.
I need, I still need, I can’t.” Get it together, Franny scolded herself, seeing
the confusion in Douglas’s eyes. “I’m not ready to give up my own
place, I guess, Douglas. I’m sorry. I’ll be here as much as I can, don’t
worry.”
He smiled wearily. “I understand, Franny. There’s no pressure. I’m
very grateful for what you can give.”
What I can give? Franny mused, still, after the long, hot, terrible
summer had faded. Am I ready to give anything to anyone?
Precious snuffled at a shrub, did a few spins, and sprayed a stream of
urine. Her expression was one of sublime pleasure, and Franny laughed.
“I can give you a chance to pee, right?” They walked on into the
cloudy day.
Taking care of a dog, especially a smallish, elderly dog such as Precious,
helps put everything else in perspective. This is true of taking care of
anyone, really. When we are accountable to another being who needs
us, even if that need is as simple as being taken outside to pee, our lives
take on form and structure that we cannot find any other way.
Franny mused about this as she watched Precious find several other
spots to pee, or to pretend to pee after her little dog bladder had run dry.
Big responsibilities to other humans terrified Franny. Consistent
responsibility to and for this smallish, elderly dog somehow comforted
her.
As each leaf on the local oaks, chestnuts, and maples was touched
with some color other than green - gold, crimson, burgundy, pale yellow
- every moment with Precious was tinged with melancholy as well. If
Marilyn was here and well, and enjoying her marriage to Douglas,
Franny would not have Precious in her apartment and her daily life. The
very fact of the little dog’s presence in Franny’s routines served as a
reminder of loss, impermanence, transience.
Several times a day, Franny pondered giving Precious to Leo. Well,
that’s not precisely true. It worked this way: several times a day,
something would happen to make Franny think of Leo. She’d make a
batch of soup in the crock pot, or she’d take a walk in the autumn wind.
She’d spread out computers and books on the table he’d given her,
preparing to work on class preparations or grading. She’d hear a
particular type of music, a lone guitar or soulful voice. These actions
would trigger a memory of Leo, a smile, a sense of warmth.
Immediately following, Franny would recall how little effort Leo had
made to keep in contact as the summer wore on. How after they’d
confronted one another in the hospital that day, she’d wondered for a
while if he’d left town.
She’d remember finding out from the barista, Kassandra, that Leo had
moved. But not out of town.
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Franny would frown, remembering the day her neighbor Allison
moved out of the apartment next door, with Leo’s help. He’d said
nothing about the fact that he was moving in with Allison. Franny had
learned that from Kassandra a few days later, when they were chatting
about Allison’s big move: buying the old green house just up the street
from Marilyn’s, moving in, with the plan to renovate it.
“That guy, the musician, the really sweet one? The one who knocked
me over that night. He’s living with Allison. They’re renovating
together. I guess he knows a lot about old houses,” Kassandra had
explained.
At this point in the memory chain, Franny would pause and consider
leaving Precious at Leo’s doorstep, with a note, and finding her way to
some other small town. One that wouldn’t hold such memories. One
where she would be free of all emotions, and could just get to work.
Kassandra returned to her job at the coffee shop toward the end of the
summer. Her noggin, as the kind stranger who’d knocked her over
called it, had been hurt more than she’d initially thought. She recalled
the first scary day in the hospital, as people in various kinds of scrubs
and jackets hovered over her, machines made pinging and wheezing
noises, and she could not seem to understand any of the information
hurled at her, from human or machine.
Concussion was the word that first sunk into her awareness, in a way
that she could connect it to what had happened. Concussion and colors.
White coats meant doctors. Pink scrubs meant nurses. Green scrubs
meant physicians assistants, or orderlies. Scrubs with bright patterns
could mean anything, and the person who wore them was likely to be
either very cheerful or very grumpy. These were a few of the things
Kassandra could focus on that first day.
She needed to tell the kind stranger who’d brought her here. Tell him
she’d hurt her noggin after all, but she was going to be okay.
Leo, his name was. He’d knocked her down, helped her on the street,
taken her to the hospital in a cab, and disappeared for a while. When he
came back to her room, he looked paler than the white coats some of the
people who’d been hovering over her had worn.
“What’s wrong?” she’d asked, meaning what was wrong with him to
make him ashen.
“Didn’t they tell you? Concussion,” he’d said. “You’ve got a
concussion.”
Concussion meant her head, and connecting it to her head gave
Kassandra some peace. It meant the white coat people knew what was
wrong with her, and could make it all right. She’d said as much.
“I’m sorry,” she said, intending to comfort Leo. “I hurt my noggin
after all. But it’s fine. You can go.”
“Yes, of course. You’ll be fine.” But his color didn’t change at all.
Kassandra realized why. She’d seen the art professor wheeled in next
door. Fuzzy dots connected in her head. Didn’t she recognize this kind
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person’s face from the wedding?
“She’s next door. Marilyn. I saw you at her wedding. I figure you’re
a friend. She’s in the room next door. Go.”
Something was making Kassandra feel very sleepy. It was probably
being dispensed by the tube that dripped into a needle in a vein in her
hand. “Go,” she said again, or maybe she didn’t, because it seemed she
blinked and Leo was gone, the sun was coming in from a different
direction, and the people bustling around her were all wearing pink.
In that moment, on that chaotic night and early morning after the
wedding, Leo chose Marilyn. He went to the room next door to
Kassandra’s, he saw Marilyn in a bed, connected to tubes and cords,
looking tiny. Douglas must have stepped out, or maybe he’d needed to
go back to the house.
It was just Marilyn there, wrapped in a cocoon, tiny as a caterpillar.
“Marilyn?” Leo whispered, unsure if she was awake.
“Leo.” Her voice rasped, full of pain and uncertainty. Leo wanted to
weep, but he couldn’t, not in front of her.
“I’m here,” he said.
“Thank you.” Her eyes closed. “Sit with me, if you would.”
Leo pulled up a chair.
“How’s Franny?” Marilyn asked without opening her eyes.
Uncertain how to respond, Leo did not answer. Instead, he
remembered the awful sound of Franny’s sobs on the other side of the
closed door, after they’d shared a lovely kiss.
“She’ll come around, Leo. Be patient. She loves you, but she is still
grieving her lost marriage, and the ground beneath her feet is only just
now becoming solid again. She’s scared that it will open up and swallow
her if she loves anyone ever again.”
Marilyn’s eyes were still closed. The machines in her room wheezed
softly. The nurse in bright pink scrubs came in, checked some numbers,
wrote something on the chart at the foot of the bed. The nurse smiled
sadly at Leo, and rested a hand on his shoulder for a moment. Then she
bustled off to tend to another patient.
Leo sat by Marilyn’s bed, weeping quietly, until Douglas returned.
Later on, as that summer turned into fall, Leo would question
whether she’d really spoken those words, or whether he’d imagined the
whole conversation. Given what happened afterwards, the latter
seemed quite likely.
Allison sighed, and immediately regretted it. The professor who chaired
the committee peered at her over his spectacles. “Are you ready, Miss,
um…”
“Yes, sir,” Allison cut him off. They’d worked together, ostensibly, on
her master’s thesis for nearly two years. He couldn’t remember her last
name. Well, that was all about to end. Today she’d defend, successfully
if the thesis gods were with her, and then she’d walk out of the
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department and off the campus a free woman. Yes, Allison was ready.
“All right,” the professor continued. “You will have twenty minutes
to present a summary of your research. Dr. Wright, Dr. Tejara, and I will
then ask you questions. Your answers to those questions will determine
the results of your defense.”
Allison made eye contact with each member of the committee as the
professor mentioned their names. Dr. Wright responded with such an
oily, smarmy smile, Allison hoped her shudder was invisible. She knew
his reputation in the department and the university as one of those
professors, the ones young women would warn each other about.
Stories about his favorite tactic were rife. He would show up as a
“reader” for a thesis defense committee, a service for which professors
were given some meagre additional compensation. He would then
torpedo a student’s research by raising questions about methodology
that were far above and beyond the expertise of any other professors.
Usually, these questions were only tangentially related to the student’s
research. Dr. Wright would fluster the student, challenge her inability
to respond, and then call a break in the proceedings, using that break to
gain a private moment with female students, offering them a way out of
their predicament: sex with him in exchange for a pass on their thesis
defense. Once or twice, if the campus grapevine was accurate (and in
Allison’s experience it usually was), Dr. Wright did not wait until the
break was over to gather his first rewards from panicked, vulnerable
students.
Seeing him on her panel, Allison steeled herself. If Dr. Wright tried
his usual MO with her, she knew her chair would be no help. But Dr.
Tejara, the only female full professor in the department, also had a
reputation: she’d filed a harassment complaint against Dr. Wright
herself. The university had bungled the investigation, and nothing came
of it. But Dr. Tejara stayed in the department, kept her head up, and
never took any BS from Dr. Wright. The grapevine held that he was
terrified of Dr. Tejara. Allison believed it. Dr. Tejara was the kind of
woman who would terrify the machismo out of any bully. Tough, smart,
funny, and well-known in the field, she spoke on talk shows whenever
their topic touched her published research.
Allison straightened her spine. She had survived the summer of
ending her relationship, telling her family about her decision, buying an
old rat trap of a house, and moving in with a roommate, no less. She
would survive this defense. Let Dr. Wright do what he could. She had
nothing to lose.
“These findings add to our understanding, and also point out the need
for additional research on this question, before we can say we truly have
a full picture of the phenomenon under study.” Allison paused, took a
deep breath, and made eye contact with her committee chair. “Thank
you,” she said.
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The committee chair appeared startled, or perhaps he’d just woken
up. “Yes. Miss. Well. Thank you. Now.” It was as if he could not speak
more than one word at a time. Had he been asleep with his eyes open?
Allison would not mind if that were true. One way or another, today
was the last day she’d have to deal with him.
Dr. Wright, on the other hand, gazed at her with intense, predatory
alertness. Allison was reminded of the old cartoons she’d watched as a
child, when the fox or wolf would have a bubble above their heads, the
lamb or chicken alive in front of them represented in their thought
bubble as a delicious cooked roast. That’s me, she thought. I’m in his
thought bubble right now.
She decided to get whatever would happen over with. “Thank you,”
she said again. “Any questions?” Her chair, realizing this was supposed
to be his line, he repeated it. “Yes. Any questions from the panel?”
Dr. Wright inhaled, but Dr. Tejara beat him to the punch. “I have
several questions, Allison. First, let me confirm something. Your
methodology for your thesis, I believe you constructed it following the
model developed by your chair, Professor Bellaire? And in fact, you and
he worked together on it?”
Did Dr. Tejara wink at her as she posed this question? Allison
probably imagined that. Dr. Tejara never let her professional shell slip.
Still, it was clear as crystal what she was doing. Dr. Tejara was trying to
inoculate Allison against Dr. Wright’s favorite tactic, by connecting her
methodology to the chair. If her sleazy colleague wanted to pin Allison
into a corner, his attack would also rouse the ire of the other professor.
“Yes, ma’am,” Allison said.
“Excellent,” Dr. Tejara went on. “I believe we all agree that Dr.
Bellaire’s model is the state of the art in our field. So, let me ask you a
few things about your findings.”
Allison kept her focus on the female professor, her sudden ally. In her
peripheral vision, it seemed very much like Dr. Bellaire, the chair, went
back to sleeping with his eyes open, while Dr. Wright, the predator well, she could see his thought bubble dissolve.
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Franny missed Marilyn every day. There is something about the first
friend you make in a new place. The first uncomplicated friend, the first
surprise friend. Leo had been there waiting, because of his connection
to Franny’s brother. (I need to call him, Franny thought. It’s been too long
since I talked to that brother of mine.) Marilyn, on the other hand, was a
pure gift from Franny’s new home.
She pushed her lap top back and closed it, stood, stretched, and went
to the large window that looked out over the street. A gorgeous fall day
beckoned, and she answered its call. Soon she was on the sidewalk,
Precious on the leash at her side, shuffling their feet through great piles
of leaves, the fleece of Franny’s jacket nearly as blue as the sky. Franny
popped into the coffee shop to get something warm to drink, and
Kassandra smiled a welcome.
“Peppermint tea?” Kassandra asked. That was Franny’s usual choice
in the afternoon, her attempt to avoid caffeine late in the day, a not
entirely successful tactic in her battle against insomnia. Franny checked
the clock - yes, it was after noon already. “Sure,” she smiled back at the
young barista.
The two had shared a few important days in the last while. That June
wedding. The hospital.
And then, the funeral.
Celebration of life, Franny corrected herself. Marilyn hated funerals.
“Would you like me to cool it down a little?” Kassandra’s question
brought Franny back to the moment.
“No, thanks. I’m going to walk for a while, and it’ll keep my hands
warm.” Funny, how they chatted sometimes about the wedding,
sometimes about the hospital, but never about the funeral. In fact,
Franny realized, she’d never talked about the funeral with anyone.
None of her other local acquaintances, not Kassandra, not Leo. I guess
it’s just too soon to talk about something that sad, she mused as she gathered
up her tea, warmth oozing through the cup and the little paper collar
Kassandra slipped around the cup to protect her fingers from the hot
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water inside.
Don’t we all need a little extra buffer from life, Franny thought,
stepping back out into the clear, cold air. Friends are like that. A good
friend is like a paper collar around the cup holding the hot mess of your
life.
Warm tea in one hand, Precious’s leash in the other, Franny wandered
the streets of her neighborhood. She remembered her first walk with
Marilyn, the day after the birthday party for Penelope, yes, that was her
name, the day Franny had a hangover from the wine and beer and music
and wondering what was going to happen to her in this town. She
remembered the day she followed the strains of cowboy music and
poetry, every story of every beloved horse bringing tears to her eyes.
She remembered leaning into the spring wind, wondering if she
would ever get used to it. On the clear fall afternoon, a leaf or two left
on a big chestnut tree moved a little. As if the twenty and thirty mile per
hour gusts of spring were an old joke, the kind an ancient uncle would
tell at family gatherings, the kind of joke you heard so often you laughed
only because you loved your ancient uncle.
Precious’s need to sniff, kick leaves, and pee slowed Franny down a
bit. But not much. She’d always been a slow walker, and today she
needed nothing more than to be under the beautiful blue sky, feeling the
warmth of the sun on her hair dissolve when their path took them
through shade, crunching leaves underfoot, sipping tea, and
remembering.
Each house they passed showed a familiar face. Very little in town felt
strange anymore, except this one. Without quite realizing it, they were
in front of Marilyn’s old house. This house felt strange, or maybe eerie.
Precious excitedly sniffed her old front path, strained on her leash. This
was still home, for her, although the little dog never complained about
living with Franny.
Out of the bright blue sky, with a suddenness that alarmed her, dark
decisions loomed. Franny couldn’t stay in her apartment forever, not
with the dog. But she hated moving, and she hated even more the idea
of having to choose a new living situation. Her temporary teaching job,
although more secure than anything she’d had in the last year, was still
temporary. Health benefits, retirement, these needed to be planned for.
A dentist. Franny would need to find a new dentist soon.
Overwhelmed, Franny needed to get moving, and she tugged on
Precious’s leash. “Come on, sweetie. Let’s go.”
The scruffy little dog whined quietly, a sort of canine “see you soon”
to her old yard, trees, pathway. Franny turned to head down the street.
“Hello there.” The voice was kind, soft, and deeply familiar. Franny’s
heart gave a little lurch in her chest. “Hi, little pooper.” Leo knelt to
scratch the ears of a very happy Precious.
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Allison saw the meeting between Leo, Franny, and Precious from her
vantage point of raking leaves in her front yard. The sight of the three
of them, looking for all the world like a family, set off a pang deep in
Allison’s solar plexus.
She was not in love with Leo. That had been made clear to her the
first week he’d moved into the basement apartment in her new old
house. The apartment didn’t have a real kitchen, just a hot plate and a
mini fridge. Allison had invited him to share breakfast with her that first
Saturday. Leo offered to cook, and Allison gratefully said yes.
Having a man in her house early in the morning, cooking in her
kitchen, created a frisson of romantic thrill for Allison, who had never
shared her residence with a boyfriend. The smells being created there,
of bread frying in egg batter, cinnamon, and butter, washed over
Allison. They brought memories of her mom’s French toast, and longing
for something she could not put her finger on.
Watching Leo cook, which meant watching a kind of tornado in the
kitchen, as drops of batter splattered, bits of cinnamon flew, bread
wrappers migrated into the sink, and egg cartons proliferated, filled
with cracked and empty eggshells, Allison recognized with growing
certainty that she wanted to create a family.
But not with Leo. It wasn’t the mess. It was more like a sign from the
universe, as in an old Monty Python cartoon, a finger pointing down
from heaven and a voice saying: yes, you want this, but not him. He’s
not your future. He’s important to your present, but he’s not your
future.
He’s not the man for me, Allison thought, and that would make a
great country western tune.
The French toast was delicious, Leo stayed to clean up the kitchen,
and Allison relaxed in the knowledge that her future was a bit clearer
than it had been before.
On this autumn morning, raking leaves and watching Leo crouch to
pet Precious, as Franny looked on, Allison felt another part of the future
clicking into place.
“Leo,” Franny said. “Hi.”
“How are you, Franny?” Leo asked, still kneeling to scratch
Precious’s ears. “It’s been a while. I’ve been thinking about you. I meant
to call.” Stop talking, Leo thought. You’re doing that thing, where you
ask a question and then don’t give the person a chance to answer. “How
about I stop talking now and let you answer?” He tried to make a joke
of it.
“Fine. You?” Uh oh. Leo knew Franny well enough to recognize that
short, definitive answers were not her typical style. She became concise
only when she was tense, stressed, uncomfortable.
“Doing well, thank you.” Leo stood. “How could I not be doing well
on such a beautiful day?”
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Franny blinked into the autumn sunshine. “It is pretty.”
“Very pretty.” Leo tried to make eye contact, but Franny gazed at a
spot just over his shoulder. He turned to see what she saw.
Allison was out raking leaves. She gave a hesitant wave.
“Would you like to come see what we’re doing? In the house? It’s
coming along.” Leo was unsure how to proceed. All he knew, all he felt,
was his desire to extend this moment with Franny. He sensed her
hesitation. His heart beat so loudly in his ears he wondered if she could
hear it too.
“Franny.” Leo began. “We need to talk.” The flash of panic in her eyes
told him he needed to move quickly, or she’d flee. “The funeral, the stuff
that happened, all that. The kiss. Everything. Can we talk about it?
Franny, I miss you. You’re, you know, you’re important to me.” How
lame is that? Leo chided himself. You’re important to me? It’s much, much
more, what I feel.
“I don’t. I mean, Leo. I’m not sure. It’s not you. It’s just. You know?”
Franny’s expression mingled pain, sorrow, “I mean. I don’t know.”
“Let’s just talk. It doesn’t have to be long, or hard. Let’s just talk.”
Heat crept into Leo’s cheeks, embarrassed at the note of pleading in his
voice. But it worked. He saw Franny’s face soften.
“Okay. Leo. Okay.”
Precious wagged her tail and did a little spin in a circle, her way of
saying, “finally, humans.”
Allison watched the mini drama unfold down the block, and sighed
with relief. She put down the leaf rake, stepped inside to heat up a cup
of tea, and went to the old wooden Adirondack chair perched on a
wobbly patch of grass in her back yard. The seat had been warmed by
the sun and she adjusted the chair so her eyes were shaded.
She remembered the feeling of walking out of her master’s thesis
defense, after the only woman professor in her department had cleverly
maneuvered the conversation to block Dr. Wright from using his
favorite harassment tactic. Dr. Tejara had quickly confirmed the validity
of her methodology, and moved on to ask some insightful questions
about the results. Allison had almost been tempted to continue her
research, seeing it through Dr. Tejara’s eyes. It suddenly seemed
interesting and important again.
Then, her committee chair had snored. Actually snored, startling
himself awake. Dr. Wright, deprived of the ability to corner her, had
exercised his predatory predilections by attacking her results on
grounds so spurious, she nearly laughed out loud. Somehow, she’d
managed an answer, and the chair had dismissed her, to let the
committee decide her fate. Pass, pass with revisions, or fail. Those were
the options.
But as she’d stepped out of the room, Allison knew there was one
more option, the one she’d exercise no matter the decision of the
committee.
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Done.
She was done with the whole charade. She’d learned a great deal from
her graduate studies, mostly about herself. She was not going into a life
in academia. The real world beckoned her in the shape of an old green
house on an old street in a small town. Allison knew that she could make
that house into something beautiful. No, it was deeper than that. She
knew the house was already beautiful, and just needed some elbow
grease to reveal the beauty hidden under rickety wood, slipping
shingles, and matted carpet.
Tackle the house with a master’s degree or without. It mattered not
to her, not anymore.
So, when Dr. Tejara emerged with a smile, said “congratulations,
Allison, I hope you’ll use me as a reference for your Ph.D. Program
applications,” Allison smiled back, said “thank you” and meant it with
all her heart. “But I’m taking some time off,” she added.
“I hope it won’t be long. You are a promising researcher, and we need
people like you in our field,” Dr. Tejara replied, and turned to leave.
“Dr. Tejara,” Allison called, and the professor turned back. “Thank
you. For, you know. What you did in there.” As she said it, Dr. Wright
walked into the hallway. He extended his hand to Allison, offering an
oily “congratulations” of his own.
Allison pointedly looked at his extended hand, which she knew was
another of his tactics. He’d pull female students into hugs that were too
tight, too long, too everything.
She ignored his hand and his comment, turned to give Dr. Tejara a
very appropriate hug, and walked out of the building.
Remembering that, Allison reoriented her chair again, catching more
of the lingering sun’s rays, and went back to planning her attack on that
matted carpet.
Funerals are nearly universally dreaded, at least in modern, middleclass, secular American culture. We do not look to them to provide true
community and comfort. They are formal, sometimes sterile events that
we check off our to-do lists, after we drag out that one black dress we
own, or that one black suit along with that one tie.
Celebrations of life are becoming a norm. We wear what we believe
the person we lost would love to see us in: their favorite color, the
souvenir sweatshirts we bought together on that trip, the tie-die they
wore daily, motorcycle gear; garments that say we belonged to the same
tribe, the same family, the same club.
Marilyn wanted a celebration of life. She had made this clear to
everyone who might listen. She planned to be cremated, and wanted her
survivors to throw a big party.
Yet in Franny’s memory, the event was always labeled “The Funeral.”
It did not take place at a funeral home. It was held in the same garden
in which Marilyn and Douglas had celebrated their wedding, just the
blink of an eye ago.
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The wedding that had occurred in order to provide a safety net of
health care access, legalized by their union. As it turned out, the
universe had other plans.
Perhaps that’s why Franny’s memory insisted on calling it The
Funeral. As a kind of sad, morose book end to The Wedding. There was
that movie, Four Weddings and a Funeral. Their lives that summer had
been The Wedding, The Kiss, The Accident, and The Funeral.
These events had tied them together, and driven them apart, Franny
and Leo and Kassandra and Allison, and Douglas.
And Marilyn. Her exit had significantly destabilized their little tribe,
even as the bicycle accident had brought Kassandra closer to them. And
Allison’s house became closer to the center of their world, with Leo
moving in.
Swirling layers of new and old, grief and loss, joy and acquisition.
Is that life, always? Franny pondered, as she and Precious followed Leo
into Marilyn’s old house. Are the stable, calm, predictable moments the
rare ones, the ones we should cherish the most, the ones that will
disappear like a leaf on the wind?
Or do we welcome and embrace the destabilization, the churning of
the earth of our lives, to help new seeds see the light of the sun?
Leo was there. The passing of life is momentous and minuscule, at the
same time.
A person is breathing, and then, that person is no longer breathing.
Sitting beside the hospital bed, murmuring quietly with other family
members, suddenly one person asks:
Did you hear that?
No, says another.
The room fills with silence.
When was the last breath? Someone else says. Did you notice it?
It’s been a while, says the first. It’s been a while.
I’ll get the nurse, says the second person, who leaves the room briskly,
efficiently, with an edge of urgency. It is not the urgency to save a life.
It is the urgency of confirming that life has passed.
The nurse enters with that same brisk efficiency, checks the machines,
listens for a heartbeat, tests for a pulse.
There is no reason to speak quietly, but the nurse does.
“Gone.” And: “The doctor will be here shortly.” And closes the door,
or the curtain, as he departs.
What is the protocol at this moment, everyone wonders, but dares not
ask.
The next of kin, or closest friend, or lover, or spouse, weeps quietly.
Or turns pale. Or shows no signs at all.
It’s the youngest one, the friend or son or daughter or niece, who
breaks the paralysis.
Goodbye, the youngest one says, leaning over the now completely
still body, providing a gentle kiss on the forehead, still warm, but
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cooling. Goodbye.
Leo was that youngest in the room. He was the one who said
goodbye, offered that gentle kiss, and broke the paralysis of the others.
He wept, too, certainly. He wept openly, messily, without selfconsciousness. He thought about how many more times he might be
called upon to kiss the still warm, but cooling, foreheads of his loved
ones. He wondered who would be the one to kiss his forehead when his
time was up.
Leo hoped it would be someone he barely knew now. He could not
bear the idea of someone he loved dearly weeping as he was weeping,
after passing along the kiss of farewell.
He stepped out of the hospital room and stumbled into the nurse who
had just confirmed the passing of life.
“I know,” said the nurse, and wrapped Leo in a bear hug.
“You could have called me,” Franny said.
“Yes,” Leo answered.
“I missed saying goodbye. I would have wanted to be there. I would
have wanted to say goodbye.”
“I know.”
“Why? Why didn’t you call me? Were you still mad at me?”
Leo shook his head. Sitting in Marilyn’s garden, letting Precious sniff
around her old turf, bundled up as the sun passed behind the trees, Leo
leaned forward, elbows on his knees.
“Mad at you? No, of course not. Why would I have been mad at you,
Franny?”
“You know. The kiss. Me running away. Avoiding your calls. You
must have been mad.”
“Yes, I was. But I was mad at myself, not at you. I pushed you too far,
too soon. I was mad at myself. And scared, because I figured I’d lost my
chance. As usual, being selfish, thinking only about what I wanted, I’d
blown it. You were just too kind to tell me. That’s what I was mad at
myself about. Blowing my chance. Losing your friendship, along with
everything else.”
Franny sighed, washed over with a kind of relief, some thin layer of
guilt having been removed by hearing Leo’s words. “Then why. Why
didn’t you call me, let me know, give me that chance to say farewell?”
“I can’t explain it. I thought about it. It seemed like every moment,
something happened. I couldn’t get away, or if I got away, something
else happened. Someone needed me. Or I couldn’t make myself dial. I
think, maybe, in a weird way, I still believed it wouldn’t happen. If I
didn’t say it into the phone, if I didn’t tell you or anyone, it wouldn’t
happen.” Tears welled over his eyelids, meandered down his cheeks.
He didn’t seem to take any notice. “I didn’t want it to be real. This is my
failing, Franny. My signature failing. I don’t accept reality, and before I
know it, reality has slipped through my fingers. Again.”
Something about his resignation reignited Franny’s anger. “That’s
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selfish, too. And before then, and after. You stayed away. I found out
you moved in with Allison from the barista, Leo. That’s selfish.”
“I know. But, you too, Franny. You stayed away too. Last time I
checked, the phone works both ways.”
“That’s a mean thing to say,” Franny started, but she knew Leo was
right. She hadn’t called him, either. Until that moment, she hadn’t
known why. But then and there, the reason for her reluctance wrote
itself in all capital letters on the stark blank canvas of her mind.
“You should have fought for me, Leo. No one has ever fought for me.
My ex-husband didn’t fight for me, to keep our marriage together. Here
I am, waiting, just waiting, for some man to think I’m worth fighting
for.”
“You are, Franny.”
“Nope. I’m not. I mean, I am, but that’s the wrong answer. I can’t keep
waiting for any man to fight for me. It’s time to fight for myself.”
That’s what Marilyn wanted me to realize, Franny thought, remembering
their last conversation.
“Cancer sucks.” Marilyn chuckled softly. “Don’t let anyone tell you
otherwise.”
“What kind do you have?” Franny asked. She had been curious since
finding out Marilyn was ill. She’d assumed cancer, but had never
brought up the subject herself. Marilyn never made room for this
conversation, not until now, in the hospital.
“Not me, dear,” Marilyn said. “Douglas.”
Franny had nearly fallen off the uncomfortable visitor’s chair.
“Douglas? Has cancer?”
“Yes, of course. His prostate. Put off his PSA until it was too late.”
Cold fingers danced up Franny’s spine. “Too late. Is Douglas, is he,
dying?”
“Oh no, at least, not right this minute. He’s having it out, though, his
prostate, and he feels terrible.”
“I thought that was a relatively minor kind of surgery, though,”
Franny said. “I suppose any surgery can make someone feel really sick.”
“He feels terrible that he can’t be here with me. Douglas is a true
gentleman, Franny, and he would be here if he could. But the doctor
sent him home to recover. Apparently, hospitals have a lot of germs.”
Marilyn’s eyes twinkled from her pallid face. “I told him I would refuse
to see him if he snuck in.”
“He loves you, that’s clear to anyone with eyes to see.” Franny fought
tears that threatened to overflow. Powerful love always made her
weepy. And the thought of these two people, Douglas and Marilyn,
having to say goodbye to one another was more than she could bear.
She rose, bustling, thinking of a reason to say she had to go.
“You’d be amazed how willfully we can avoid seeing love that is right
in front of us, Franny.” Marilyn’s voice was quiet, and her eyes were
closed. “I know. I’ve avoided seeing it for years. And you are, too.
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Willfully not seeing. But remember that no one can force your eyes open
for you. There is such a thing as realizing love too late. The universe
doesn’t always send you a message, a white feather or silver horse.
Sometimes, dear, we have to fight ourselves for ourselves. Fight the
layer of fear and grief that paralyzes us, and move freely into love.”
Speechless, Franny sat back down in the uncomfortable chair. She
waited, but Marilyn had soon fallen back into a restless sleep.
Now that it was well into autumn, Kassandra’s shifts ended in the dark.
She had a little fob clipped to her jacket zipper, with an LED light in it.
She’d click it on to make herself more visible on the dark streets as she
walked home.
It was only a few blocks, but Kassandra knew all too well how quickly
an accident could happen. Still, she had to be grateful, in a way, for that
overnight stay in the hospital with her concussion. Her mother had
come to see her, making as clear as she could that the whole trip was a
terrible inconvenience, if a necessary one. Her mother seemed more
concerned with what her friends would say about her if she didn’t visit
her daughter in the hospital than with how Kassandra was feeling.
“I know you’ll be fine, you always were a hardy person, at least
physically,” her mother said. “But you know how people get ideas in
their heads, and talk.”
Kassandra experienced a clarity of mind that was exceptionally
ironic, given her head injury. “Mom,” she began. The rest of what she
said at the time, she figured, was allowed to come out of her mouth
because her mind was still foggy from the crash on the sidewalk.
“Mom, I’m changing my major.”
“Thank goodness, dear. Finance? Business administration?”
“Art.”
“Well, at least your father won’t have to worry anymore.” Then her
mother stopped, having heard the word Kassandra spoke. “Art?
Whatever do you mean?”
“Art. Painting, mostly, and sculpture. I don’t want to be an economist,
or some high-flying banker. I want to make art and serve people their
favorite coffee every day. Mom, I’m not you. I’m not dad. I’m just me,
and I love art, and I love people, and I love serving them.”
Kassandra fitted her key into the lock of her apartment door. She
sighed as she opened it. Her first apartment all by herself, without
roommates. And one of her favorite customers, Franny, right next door.
Another customer, Allison, had tipped her off to the apartment and its
reasonable rent one day in the coffee shop, as Allison told Kassandra
about buying a house.
Kassandra pulled the door shut behind her, walked to the large
window, and looked out on her beloved Pine Street.
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Marilyn’s cancer had sped through her body. The night of her wedding,
it attacked her lungs. Soon its metastasizing cells had colonized her
liver, and were planting their ugly flag of territorial possession in her
brain.
Douglas wept when he wasn’t with her. His love for Marilyn, always
a warm glow in his heart, turned to a raging fire as her health and life
slipped away. When he was with her, he smiled, laughed, teased,
cajoled, and took care. He wiped her brow, brushed her hair, bathed her,
fetched ice water or peppermint tea. When she decided no further
treatment would help extend the quality of her life, he sat with her as
the nurse replaced the chemo line with plain saline.
He did not cry in front of Marilyn, ever. When the emotions
overwhelmed him, he made up an excuse to step outside her hospital
room. Once a week or so, he slept in his own bed, in Marilyn’s house,
emptier every day of her spirit. Those nights, when everyone else
thought he was finally getting some rest, were the most restless of all.
He could sleep in an uncomfortable chair in her hospital room. He
thrashed with wakefulness in the bed with her covers and pillows all
around, but not her.
When the time came, he organized the celebration of her life with
grace and ease. He’d said his farewells to her in plenty of time. He’d
been in the room when her soul left her body. He did not begrudge Leo
being the first to notice. He did not cry then, either, not until he had a
moment alone with her physical body.
Then, Douglas wept as fiercely as he could ever remember weeping.
He could not imagine his life going forward, though he knew it would.
He wept hot tears that wetted the thin sheet over the love of his life.
His tears lasted a few minutes, and then he kissed her lips, tucked her
covers around her, turned his back on her earthly remains, and walked
out the door into the rest of a life he could not imagine, but knew would
go on.
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About three months after Marilyn’s garden hosted her wedding to
Douglas with flowers, friends, and food, it hosted a celebration of life
with leaves tinged in gold. The friends and food, they were there again,
too.
Kassandra, who had felt uncomfortable at the wedding, was
unaccountably at ease at the celebration of Marilyn’s life. She arrived a
bit early, helped with the final set up, and served drinks to one and all.
Allison had not attended the wedding, but as a neighbor she was
drawn to the garden for this mournful celebration. She ventured to
make a pie full of early-season apples and piles of cinnamon, and laid it
on the dessert table, wondering what on earth her professors would
think of this domestic effort. She accepted a cup of coffee from
Kassandra, handing them out with compassionate murmurings and sad
smiles, and found a chair to sit on. It just happened to be the corner that
Franny had used as her refuge during the wedding.
Douglas hosted, offering meaningful words for everyone. He started
the recitation of memories of Marilyn with a story of their early romantic
tryst and failure that made everyone laugh, and broke the ice. One at a
time, those in attendance felt free to stand and share their own stories of
the art professor.
Penelope was there, oddly sober (both in her mood and the lack of
alcohol in her bloodstream) and could not complete her story of meeting
Marilyn at the university, due to breaking down into very dramatic
tears. Franny could not help but compare this performance with
Penelope’s birthday party, which was far more soaked in wine, but just
as dramatic.
Leo played Marilyn’s favorite song on his guitar: Johnny Cash’s
Folsom Prison Blues. Everyone sang along, and cried, and laughed, and
applauded. Then, he played a song he’d written back when he and
Marilyn first met. It was a simple tune about love and loss, and everyone
listened in hushed sorrow.
It appeared everyone who wanted to speak had done so, and Franny
had still not risen from her seat next to Douglas. He turned to her,
raising his eyebrows, a silent invitation.
Franny had a poem she’d written in honor of Marilyn, but when she
stood to speak, she changed her mind about reading it.
“Marilyn would hate the poem I wrote,” she began, as the gathered
friends chuckled. “It was sappy, and full of sentiment, and Marilyn was
anything but that.”
Franny breathed in deeply. Standing in front of a group of people all
trying hard to celebrate the life of a dear friend, when they also needed
to mourn, made her dizzy. She let out the breath, and continued.
“Marilyn was not sentimental. She was sharp. Her mind, her intellect,
always led her. She took me in as a friend, and I still do not know why.
I have no sharpness about me. I’m led by, I don’t know, not my mind
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and not really my heart, either. I’m led by guilt, I guess, and fear, but
when I was with Marilyn, on a walk around this neighborhood,
watching Precious find the next best place to pee, I never felt afraid.
Marilyn’s gift to me was to make me see myself the way she saw me. I
guess that’s what we all try to give to each other, and most of us, maybe
we aren’t too successful. But Marilyn could do it.
“In her eyes, I had much to offer. She saw that I could write, and she
encouraged it, but not in a sappy way. Her encouragement was always
as crisp as burnt toast. She would not accept excuses, not in work or in
life. Her art was big and bold, and her friendship was, too.”
Franny found Leo in the crowd and made eye contact with him.
“Marilyn never accepted my excuses for failing to be as generous and
loving as she is. Was. I mean, as she was. But she is, too. I mean, even
though she’s, you know, gone, I feel her with me every day. But I also
miss her.” Holding Leo’s gaze threw her completely outside herself. She
blinked, and refocused on Douglas.
“My last conversation with her, she said to me, the universe doesn’t
always send a white feather. It doesn’t always give us a sign. There is
such a thing as being too late for love.” Franny took another deep breath.
“So, she said, I have to fight for myself. For what I want, and need. And,
well, the poem I wrote was sort of about that. Maybe I’ll read it after
all.”
She opened the piece of paper on which she’d written the words.
They swam, prompting Franny to realize tears filled her eyes. She
blinked them back.
“Here goes,” she said. And began.

The poem Franny read at the celebration of life for her friend Marilyn:
We’ve spent too much time in useless wandering, searching
for the safety
That never lasts.
We’ve spent too much time in worthless fear, seeking the
certainty
That doesn’t exist.
The sign from the universe, the white feather, the unicorn,
the strike of lightning at precisely the moment we need it:
this, all this, is a myth.
The longer we wait for it, the longer we wait. Period.
Waiting is our retreat. Waiting is our denial. Waiting is our
excuse.
Our hearts are already broken. What do we have to lose?
This is all we need to realize in order to stop waiting, and
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start living.
Now, this is our time. We come forward, not backward. We
step up, not down.
We fight.
We love.

As Franny and Leo sat in Marilyn’s garden, having the conversation
they’d put off all summer, and Precious sniffed her old territory with
deep satisfaction, someone watched from inside the house.
Someone watched as they scooted the lawn chairs closer together, as
their voices lowered, and their heads bent toward each other. As Leo
put his hand on Franny’s knee, as she moved it away, then took it in her
own. As she used her other hand to wipe away tears, as Leo offered her
a handkerchief, an old bandanna of dark blue patterned cloth, and as
she blew her nose loudly in it, triggering laughter from both of them.
Precious the dog noticed the new scent, and turned toward the
kitchen door. The odor was familiar, but not completely recognizable.
Like a combination of moss, alcohol, and expensive laundry soap.
She whined. The humans didn’t react. She sniffed some more, making
her way toward the door slowly, uncertain why her hackles wanted to
raise themselves. Living with Marilyn, and then Douglas, and then
Franny, and walking the comfortable neighborhood around Pine Street,
Precious had rarely ever needed her hackles. She’d nearly forgotten she
had hackles.
But yes, they were raising themselves. Precious now recalled that her
hackles were attached in a deeply spiritual way to the low spot in her
throat where her growls started. What reminded her of this connection
was the fact that she was growling. Head lowered, one front leg raised,
back legs tensed slightly, ready to pounce or run, she growled at the
closed kitchen door.
Now the humans noticed. “Precious!” Franny called. “Whatever is
the matter?”
Leo put his finger to his lips, indicating quiet. He spoke quietly. “Hey,
Precious. What’s going on, huh?” He walked slowly toward the kitchen
door, from the side, not directly on. “Franny. Do you have your phone
with you?” She nodded. “Get ready to dial 911.” He took a big step
toward the door and called out: “Who’s there?”
The kitchen door to Marilyn’s house banged open. “I’m sorry,” the man
who stepped out said. “I didn’t mean to spy. But you are on my
property, and I was curious as to why.”
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He was tall, angular, with gray eyes and dark brown, close-cropped
hair. “Hello, dog,” he said. Precious relaxed her posture, just a little, but
her hackles and growl did not turn themselves off, not yet. Something
about his smell, though, rang a very small bell of recognition.
“Your property?” Franny said. “This house belongs to our friends.
Belonged, anyway.” Scenarios flashed through her mind. Had Marilyn
sold the house before she died? Had Douglas sold it afterward? Maybe
Marilyn didn’t have time to change her will, and the house went to some
stranger? But Marilyn had been on top of all of that. She hadn’t waited
until the wedding to do anything. Her affairs were in order before
Douglas and she exchanged their vows.
“Yes. My family’s property.” The man smiled in a way that rang a
very small bell of recognition in Franny’s mind, too.
“We’re sorry, man.” Leo extended his hand. “I’m Leo, this is Franny.
We’re good friends of the lady who died here. If Marilyn was your
family, we’re sorry for your loss. She was a very good woman.”
The tall man did not take Leo’s offered hand. Instead, he focused his
gray eyes on Franny. “You’re Franny? Well, it is nice to meet you,
finally. I’m David.” Now he reached his right hand out, shook Franny’s
hand, held it a moment longer than absolutely necessary, then shook
Leo’s hand, dropping it a moment sooner than absolutely necessary.
“Finally?” Franny asked. She narrowed her gaze, trying to turn the
little bell of recognition into a full note of understanding. But she could
not recall ever hearing of this man before today.
“Well, we’ll let you have your space back. Again, very sorry for your
loss.” Leo gathered Franny’s arm and Precious’s leash. “Sorry for
intruding.”
As Leo steered them out of the garden and back to the sidewalk,
David called after them. “I’m sure we’ll see one another again soon,” he
said.
Now it was Franny’s turn to wonder why she suddenly had hackles.
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“Why did you hustle us out of there so fast?” Franny asked, although
she was relieved to go. She meant Leo, but Precious was also straining
at the leash to leave.
Leo didn’t answer. Once they were down the street, in front of the old
green house where he lived in the basement apartment, Allison stepped
off the porch to greet them.
“Everything okay?” Clearly, this was not the intimate group of a few
minutes ago. They all showed signs of unsettledness.
“Fine,” Leo said. “Franny, I will call you later, okay? I promise.” He
took her hand. “We have more to talk about. I know that. And we will.”
“Okay. Fine. That’s fine. Leo, I don’t understand why you have to be
so mysterious. But I do understand, very clearly, that you have decided
we are done with this conversation. Fine. Come on, Precious.” She
tugged the little dog’s leash. “Allison, good to see you.”
And they left, kicking leaves in their wake.
Allison turned to Leo. “That went well,” she said. He stared after
Franny and Precious. “Go after them,” Allison said. “You know you
want to. You know you should.”
“I have something I have to do, first,” Leo said, still watching the two
forms getting smaller and smaller as they retreated.
Allison squinted up at him. There were times he seemed nearly a foot
taller than she was. Maybe he was that tall, and most of the time he
stooped. Or maybe it all depended on her perspective. Right now, his
eye level seemed barely an inch or two above hers.
“If you always have something you have to do first, you never get to
the things that mean the most.” Saying this, Allison was reminded of
most of the last two years of her own life. “Just once, Leo, you should
try going straight to what you have to do second.”
She walked up the rickety porch steps. “I have a carpet to remove,”
she said to no one in particular. “That’s my second thing I have to do,
and I might as well start now.”
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The man who had introduced himself as David went back into the
house. Was it his property? Well, that seemed like the best tactic at the
time. It very well could be true; he hadn’t seen the will yet. But
possession was nine-tenths of the law, and David knew the law well
enough to try to bend that last tenth to his will.
And Franny - she was something special. If there was anyone who
would be named in the will, he thought it might be her. So, hedging bets
meant making friends with her, as well.
Just as his father, Douglas, had done.
What had surprised David the most was the actual wedding. Not that
he hadn’t been invited to it, that was completely within character of his
noble father. He’d been shocked that the elder man had been able to
convince the art professor to do it.
After all, she had terrific medical insurance from her days at the
university. The marriage, legally, was all about making sure his father
would be covered when it was his turn. Neither of them thought
Marilyn would go first.
And that lack of anticipation of the worst-case scenario was likely,
very likely, to work in David’s favor. The professor had arranged her
will to take care of his father. If he was lucky, they hadn’t thought about
his father’s survivors.
David had hoped to surprise Douglas with this visit, but he was
pretty sure Leo would call his father right away. By now, Douglas was
probably figuring out how to get back over to this little house and
garden that had served as his love-nest for just a few months.
David figured he could be well-settled in by the time his father
arrived. He counted backwards: five, no, six years since their last
encounter in person.
He’d be ready for this one. He went into the kitchen, which had been
left intact. This town - he’d had no trouble finding the spare key under
a flowerpot, and no one had even thought to take any valuables out of
the house. There was even some coffee in the cupboard, He made a pot,
and unloaded the rest of his belongings from the car he’d parked down
the street. Why not move in? Let his father figure out how to get him out
of the house, if he really wanted to.
Franny slammed her door closed behind her, startling poor Precious,
who was already unsettled from their encounter with the new human at
Marilyn’s house.
“Sorry, sweetie,” Franny grumbled. “But what the? Doesn’t that man
ever finish a conversation? Does he have some genetic issue that
requires him to be mysterious? Or what?”
She unhooked the little dog from the leash, took off her jacket, and
opened the refrigerator door. This seemed like a moment for some stress
eating if ever there was one.
They’d been close, very close to figuring out what had happened
between them, and if there even was going to be a “them.” Just a few
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unspoken words lay between their current status and some kind of
resolution.
Words that Franny had been practicing. “I understand. I forgive you.
I think we should try this. I think there could be something really sweet
between us.”
Ugh, she thought. Really sweet? What grown-up talks like that? And
double-ugh, that she would have been so close to baring her soul to Leo,
when he was clearly preoccupied with the situation at Marilyn’s house.
Again.
Marilyn had prodded Franny to fight for herself. But what does that
look like, when the person you might, might (Franny emphasized in her
internal monologue), might be interested in, when that person squirrels
away before you can ever get close enough to throw a punch?
Not that I want to punch him, of course. Although, maybe I do.
Maybe if I did, he’d at least pay attention.
Nothing in her refrigerator spoke to her in a way that indicated it
could soothe her anxiety. She opened the snack cupboard and pulled
out a bag of Tim’s Potato Chips.
Much like those who are trying to quit smoking always stash a pack
somewhere, in case of emergency, Franny always had a bag of Tim’s
hidden away. Okay, not really hidden, because she lived alone. Even so,
she tucked the bag behind a few other, healthier-appearing snack foods,
just to give the illusion that she might make a different choice.
But when stress hit, out came the Tim’s. And given this day, Franny
decided to pull out the biggest gun of all.
Opening the refrigerator again, she withdrew the jar of peanut butter.
She grabbed a spoon, a paper towel, and flopped on her comfy chair to
drown her sorrows in potato chips drizzled with peanutty goodness.
Precious curled up at her feet, ready for the crumbs and drips that
would make her feel better, too.
The loss of Marilyn left Douglas bereft. Never had that word applied
more precisely to a human being’s situation. His love for Marilyn had
grown and deepened in the years they spent leading separate lives, after
their passionate encounter and realization that they were not meant to
be romantic partners, at least not then. Very few days had passed in
Douglas’s life that did not involve a reflection, memory, or internal
conversation with or about Marilyn.
Still, life did go on. And Douglas did have other, fleeting romances.
He’d even been married, for about six years, to a woman with two
profound talents: one for dancing, and one for drama. Not the kind of
drama you’d see in a theater, but the kind of drama that threatens to
take over your life.
At first, Douglas could convince himself that by marrying her, he was
saving her from the painful drama that swirled around her. Very
quickly he realized she took sustenance from drama as if it were oxygen.
Family feuds, battles with employers, conflicts with every neighbor. Her
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role was always as the innocent ingenue who began a relationship by
throwing herself into it, praising it as the one true good thing in her life,
and then navigating it toward sure catastrophe on the shores of
misunderstanding and resentment. Their divorce was in many ways the
least drama-ridden part of their marriage, for by then she had latched
onto another man who was destined to be the one true good thing in her
life.
But they’d had a son. The little boy went with his ex-wife to her new
one true good thing, and although Douglas tried to maintain a
relationship, he had to admit he did not invest as much effort as needed.
His ex-wife was on to her third or fourth one true good thing after their
divorce, when Douglas realized two years had passed since he’d seen
David.
After that, Douglas became diligent about making sure they had a
week together every summer, and either Christmas or Thanksgiving,
until the boy turned eighteen. He would have kept up the same pattern
forever, if David had wanted it.
But Douglas had to admit to a touch of relief when David started
college and told his father he had no need of their regular visits. “I’ll call
you,” the young man had said, and Douglas shook his hand.
What kind of man had his son turned into? Douglas, bereft from
losing Marilyn, now had to confront this question as well.

This was not how they’d planned it. When Douglas’s PSA test had come
back showing advanced prostate cancer, a concerning but not terrifying
diagnosis, given the high rates of recovery with good treatment, Marilyn
had insisted they get married. Douglas’s professional life had left him
with a substantial retirement account but, at the moment, no health
insurance plan. And they both knew that even a pile of cash was no
match for the cost of cancer treatment.
Marilyn knew this intimately, from her own experience. But neither
of them believed that her cancer would reassert itself with such
aggressive force in her body. They’d planned a couple of years together,
during which they could settle into her little house, tend her back
garden, and walk the familiar paths in and around Pine Street.
The cancer eating its way through Marilyn’s vital organs had other
plans. By the wedding night, it had possessed one lung, causing her to
cough up blood. Within days, she and Douglas were facing the decision
they’d talked about often: aggressive experimental treatment with a low
certainty of results, or no treatment at all, with a guaranteed result.
Marilyn had known from the day of her diagnosis which she would
choose, and she did not waver when the moment came. No treatment, a
peaceful path toward death. “Life offers many opportunities for
suffering, and so does art. I don’t need any further invitations. I want
my last memories to omit, as much as possible, needles, tubes, and
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vomiting.”
That was truly how she spoke, Douglas remembered, shaking his head.
He also recalled how strongly he fought his temptation, no, his need to
convince her to continue her fight to stay alive. By then, he had no idea
how to imagine his life without her in it. He also knew that he could not
dissuade her, and that what she needed from him was confirmation and
support.
He’d bitten his tongue, mostly. One time, he’d slipped. “Would it
hurt to find out more about this one?” he’d asked Marilyn, referring to
a particularly promising, yet brutal, experimental option.
“I suppose it wouldn’t hurt you at all,” she’d snapped at him. Then
her expression softened. “Dear heart,” she said. “Thank you for wishing
for me to stay. But no amount of wishing will keep me here.”
That was the night he’d called his son, for the first time in he couldn’t
remember how long.
Now, Douglas wondered if he would regret that call.
Although Leo had a hot plate, crock pot, and microwave in his basement
apartment, more often than not he ate dinner upstairs with Allison. She
was becoming an excellent cook in her own right, and Leo loved
whipping up large, substantial, and highly spiced meals. Breakfast-fordinner was a specialty of his, typically resulting in large omelets stuffed
with vegetables, accompanied by onions and potatoes. He enjoyed these
meals very much, enjoyed getting to know Allison better, and seeing her
become the person she was growing into.
They had plans to meet for dinner that night, but those plans were
interrupted.
After the conversation with Franny had been interrupted by the
appearance of that man, David, at Marilyn’s house, Leo had sought out
Penelope. She’d been Marilyn’s friend, and knew more about her
history than anyone else. He’d found Penelope at her home, and after a
few pleasantries, he’d asked her the question he’d come to ask.
“Did Marilyn have any kids?” Leo asked. Penelope produced her
braying laugh. “Hell no, Leo. Whatever gave you that idea?”
“I met someone today,” Leo said. “I thought he might be, um, related
to Marilyn.”
“Well, she did have a sister, I think, who died fairly young. She’d had
a couple of kids.”
Maybe the man at Marilyn’s house, David, was a nephew. That
would make sense. Marilyn would always be generous and welcoming
of her family, even after her death.
“Nieces,” Penelope continued. “I remember Marilyn telling me how
much fun it was to buy them little frilly things when they were small,
and how guilty she felt about it.” Penelope laughed again. “That was
our Marilyn. Scrutinizing everything, even gift-giving, for gender bias
implications. I told her, Mare, lighten up! Every woman loves to buy
frilly little girl things. It’s just in our DNA. But that made it worse, of
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course. As the nieces grew up, Marilyn gave them stuff like science kits
and camping gear. They adored her, but I’m sure they thought she was
a bit potty.”
“No nephews?” Leo asked.
“Don’t think so. Who was this person you met? Sounds like he put
the wind up you, somehow.”
He certainly did, Leo thought. “I’m not sure,” he said. “But you’re
right. He kind of gave me the willies. I’m sure he’s fine, though. Thanks,
Pen. Is there anything I can do for you, before I go?”
That question led to another hour in Penelope’s house, working to
unclog a drain. This is exactly what Allison was talking about, Leo
muttered, laying on his back under a sink. If I’d done what I needed to do
second, first, I’d be with Franny now.
Allison listened to Leo’s explanation when he called to say he’d miss
dinner. A clogged drain at a friend’s place, or something like that, and
she reassured him she had plenty to eat on her own. She wanted to
remind him to go to Franny, but figured that was up to Leo.
She planned to make a simpler version of breakfast-for-dinner: a
couple of scrambled eggs with tomatoes and onions. She had some from
the farmer’s market, tomatoes that would taste like food instead of
tennis balls. Allison began chopping while her skillet heated up.
A knock on the door interrupted her preparations. She went to
answer it, thinking either Leo had finished early and forgot his key, or
her mother was sending her another something via UPS. Allison’s
mother loved to send her quirky items she found on Amazon. The last
package had included a kit to get out of your car if it sunk under water,
a blade to cut the seatbelt and a diamond hammer to break the window
glass. Allison wondered why her mother fantasized that her daughter
would be driving across raging floods, when she knew Allison did not
own a car. Still, there was something nice about reading the gift notes
her mother wrote, knowing her mother was thinking about her.
But the person at the door was not Leo and it was not the UPS driver.
It was a tall, angular young man with vaguely familiar features.
“Sorry to bother you,” the man said. “I’m new to the neighborhood,
and wondered if you could point me toward the nearest grocery store?
The kitchen in my rental is pretty bare, and my internet isn’t hooked up
yet.” He smiled, and something about his smile made Allison want to
close the door again.
“Um,” she said, stepping out on the front porch so she wouldn’t have
to invite him inside. “Well, there’s Safeway three blocks that way.” She
pointed. The outline of the store’s sign was clearly visible.
He turned his head to follow the direction she indicated. “Oh, okay,
great,” he said. Turning back to her, he smiled again. “I know it’s kind
of creepy for a stranger to show up on your doorstep. I promise I’m not
creepy, really, and I hope I’ll have a chance to prove it, since we’ll be
neighbors.” He retreated down the porch steps, and from the sidewalk
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said, “Thanks, neighbor.”
Allison locked the door and slid the deadbolt, something she rarely
did before bedtime.
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Some years fall drifts gently into winter. Skies darken earlier each
evening, temperatures cool, and the first frosty morning gathers the
attention, and mild grief, of gardeners.
This year was different. Autumn’s golden afternoons were replaced
suddenly with an early snowfall, blanketing the ground in November.
Comparing notes with the old-timers, denizens of Pine Street and its
environs were reminded that, back in the day, there was often snow
before Halloween.
The newcomers (anyone who arrived sometime in the last fifty years
or so) were not comforted by the old-timers’ recollections. The snow
disconcerted them. They wondered if they needed new boots, or new
tires on their cars. They had thought there would be time to bring in the
hoses, to put the gardens to bed, to place one more coat of paint on
something.
Mother Nature had fooled them, they said, but in reality, what had
lulled them into inaction was the very human tendency to imagine that
the way things are is the way they will stay. Despite living in a universe
that is never the same two days, or two milliseconds, in a row, human
beings persist making their investments in the illusion of permanence.
How we feel, live, spend our time today, we believe will be the way we
feel, live, spend our time tomorrow.
Illnesses, accidents, deaths, and early snowfalls interrupt this illusion,
and we humans rarely welcome such interruptions.
Franny, suiting up to take Precious outside in the snow, grumbled to
herself. She’d had to dig deep in her closet to find the bin of winter hats
and boots. She knew Precious had a fleece vest Marilyn had made her
wear for the coldest winter walks, but didn’t think she’d seen it in the
box of dog supplies she’d brought over from Marilyn’s house. That
meant she’d have to find something else, or go back to the house, or call
Douglas. Of the three options, none charmed her out of her crotchety
mood.
She wrapped an old scarf around Precious, tying it in an awkward
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knot at the little dog’s back. Bundling herself into her winter coat,
Franny ventured out into the falling snow. It wasn’t even all that pretty,
as it fell in a heavy, gloppy, sleety mess around them. Standing in front
of the building, Franny heard her name.
“Hey there.” It was Kassandra, the barista, who’d moved into the
apartment next to Franny’s when Allison bought her house. “I’m
heading to work. Walk with you guys?” Kassandra knelt in the messy
snow to scratch Precious behind her ears. “Hi sweetie.”
Their paths converged for only a single block, but something about
Kassandra and Precious’s simple enjoyment of being together for that
block helped Franny warm up.
After Kassandra parted ways from Franny and Precious, sending them
further on their walk, she ducked in the back door of the coffee shop.
Kassandra loved being the first one there, loved the last few moments
of quiet before her coworkers and the customers created their happy
whirl of activity and noise.
In that moment, Kassandra remembered her mother’s reaction to her
declaration of her decision to major in art, back in the warmth of
summer, in the hospital after her accident.
First, her mother had been silent. Then, she’d held up one hand
toward Kassandra, palm outward, a gesture of her mother’s that was
her way of attempting to stop the progress of the universe. Her mother
used this gesture when she felt her world spinning out of control.
With her palm holding Kassandra and the universe at bay, her mother
used her other hand to call her father on her smart phone. “You will
never guess,” Kassandra heard her mother say. “No, she’s fine.
Physically. But mentally? Talk to your daughter.”
Her mother then handed the smart phone to Kassandra, in her
hospital bed, never lowering her outstretched arm.
A short conversation with her father ensued. Kassandra repeated her
declaration that she would study art and work at the coffee shop. She
repeated her statement that she was her own person, not destined to
fulfill her parents’ ambitions, and meant to explore her own path.
She handed the phone back to her mother, who put it to her ear.
“Fine,” her mother said, and hung up the call.
Only then did her mother lower her arm, slowly, reluctantly giving
up on her incantations of control, her intentions to stave off the
inevitable.
“Your father says he supports your plan.” Her mother’s voice
sounded as if it was coming from some place far away. “But only in the
sense that we will always support you, Kassandra. You are our
daughter, no matter what you decide to do with your life. We cannot
support you financially any longer. Your… art school tuition will be
your responsibility.”
Kassandra had been prepared for this, although she felt it hard that
her mother would deliver this message while she was still in a hospital
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bed. The mix of newly found freedom and anxiety about her future had
turned her stomach a bit queasy, and it did again, that wintry morning,
as she heard the bell over the door ring and her co-worker brought a
gust of chilly air with her cheerful “hello, K!”
The daily bustle had begun.
Kassandra greeted her coffee shop co-worker with a smile and wave,
shaking herself back to the present moment. Winter had begun, the
conversation with her parents about her future receded into the past,
and she focused on the tasks that would earn her money for rent and
tuition.
She set up the first pots of self-serve brewed coffee: one medium, one
dark, one de-caf. Her co-workers liked to laugh at the idea of coffee
without caffeine in the morning, but Kassandra saw it differently. We
don’t serve coffee, she’d say to herself, her daily work mantra. We serve
people.
And if the people did not want to wake up in the morning, if they
wanted to stay half-asleep, or rely on their kombucha or yoga breath-ofjoy or talk radio to wake them up, or if they were just ending an
overnight shift and wanted to experience the companionability of the
coffee shop as a transition between work and home and sleep,
Kassandra would serve them with smiles rather than questions.
As she checked all the supplies, vented the espresso maker, and
arranged the morning pastries in their case, her mind drifted happily to
the project she’d started in her painting class. Inspired by her customer,
the art professor Marilyn, Kassandra began with a sketch of a giant
squid. They were learning how to use paint as texture as well as color,
and Kassandra had a vision of creating the texture of murky water
swirling around the slick, shiny skin of the giant squid. She wanted to
experiment with adding something surreal, as well. A friend insisted
she should put a Star Wars character in every painting. Kassandra
smiled to herself as she considered R2-D2 meeting the giant squid.
For many of her co-workers, the coffee shop job was a way station on
the track toward their “real” careers. For Kassandra, it was her home
while she learned how to make art. She suspected it would be her home
when she became an artist, and her home when she retired from art.
“Good morning,” she asked the first customer through the door, still
a half-minute before they were truly open. “What can I get for you?”
The first customer that morning, the one Kassandra smiled and
welcomed even though he arrived half a minute before the coffee shop
truly opened, was a tall, angular young man she did not recall serving
before.
A new neighbor, she pondered, or someone passing through?
The young man brushed wet snow off his jacket and smiled at her in
a way that made her want to harden her own. Kassandra knew people,
or so she flattered herself, and something about this person put her
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guard up.
“Well,” he said in response to her inquiry, “I can think of many things
I’d like to try.” Kassandra flicked her eyes to the big chalkboard menu,
hoping he meant items on its list. “What would you recommend? Is
there a specialty of the house?”
Most of the time, if a new customer asked a question like that,
Kassandra would respond with a variation on her theme: our specialty
is making the drink you want, or we specialize in service with a smile.
But she didn’t want to engage this new customer that way, and
Kassandra had learned to trust her instincts.
“Our dark coffee is nice - really rich, but smooth, too, not too bitter.”
Kassandra held his gaze, trying not to give away her inner discomfort.
It was rare that a customer triggered this kind of business-like demeanor
in her. She wondered why he had.
“Then I’ll have one,” he answered. “The largest size you have. Do you
call them large, or grande, or something else? It’s always tough for me
to learn the language of a new barista.”
“One large dark drip, coming right up. Here’s the cup, and you can
fill it over there,” she pointed to the drip station. “Cream, milk, almond
and soy, if you want, and of course lids and sleeves.”
The angular young man filled his cup and did not dilute the dark
brew with anything. He sipped from the cup, holding it without a
sleeve. Kassandra knew how hot it was, and realized he was sending a
message.
“Perfect,” he said, with the same unsettling smile. “I’m glad to know
the barista in my new neighborhood is so good.”
As he exited, Kassandra made a mental note. Twice he’d referred to
the “barista” instead of the coffee shop. She turned to see if her coworker had seen the interaction, but Melissa was just then coming out
of the storeroom.
While David, the Pine Street newcomer, was making another creepy
first impression, Leo was walking.
He walked in the sloppy snow, wearing a hooded sweatshirt and
gloves, both quickly soaked through. At least I thought to put on my
boots, or else my feet would be wet too.
Because Leo was in one his moods, a mood that could only be dealt
with by walking. Riding his bicycle was out of the question in this
weather; although he’d done it a few times, he’d learned the lesson that
snow-slicked alleys, shallow-treaded tires, and distraction had taught
him a few times, as well. And in any case, riding a bicycle was not the
remedy for this mood. He needed to have his feet on the ground, and to
get lost in his thoughts, which he imagined as the tangled steel girders
and beams of some kind of post-apocalyptic landscape.
Leo knew the meaning of being “your own worst enemy.” He was,
he knew it, and he could not seem to stop. He’d seen book titles about
being “your own best friend,” and thought that sounded a hell of a lot
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better.
Leo didn’t really like reading. He wished someone would read those
books, and then sit him down and tell him the secrets they held. This,
he imagined, would unlock his worst-enemy rut, and launch him into
best-friendliness.
But no one volunteered, or even came to mind as someone he could
ask this favor of.
So he walked.
Wet snow created dark stains on his sweatshirt, and dripped off his
nose. Chill seeped into his bones. His feet were warm and dry, but
encased in those big rubberized boots, they seemed to weigh about ten
pounds each. He wanted to run, as he’d done as a kid, just run as fast
and far as he could until the thinking was drowned out by shortness of
breath and hot pain in his thigh muscles. No way, though, not at his age,
in this weather, with these dang boots.
Leo walked, and walked, and tried to leave his own worst enemy
behind in the cold wet snow.
The screech of brakes and a honking horn jolted Leo out of his thoughts.
No, the car hadn’t nearly hit him. It was braking and honking to avoid
a big black Jeep making a late left turn.
Leo only caught a glimpse of the Jeep driver, and had an even briefer
flash of possible recognition. He took in his surroundings. He’d walked
in ever-widening circles, apparently, because he was near the north end
of the college campus, near where he’d lived for a while in his early days
in this town, in the basement apartment in a rickety old house. The
house was gone, now replaced by one of those small, generic,
apartment-and-town-home complexes where everything is painted in
tasteful neutrals, and the standard-issue vinyl windows reveal nothing
about anyone who might be inside, and the garage doors dominate the
cul-de-sac.
Character replaced by efficiency, Leo thought, and wondered
sincerely whether that represented progress or not.
The sloppy snow had ceased, and the break in precipitation revealed
a bright blue sky. The surrounding hills looked like chocolate cake
thickly dusted with powdered sugar. A lone skinny maple tree, planted
in an attempt to give the complex something green, wavered in the same
cold breeze that had blown the clouds away, at least for a moment.
Since Leo’s feet had brought him back to his past, he allowed his mind
to drift to those days, when he’d been young, alone, adventurous,
optimistic, and directionless. For some reason, remembering that
younger self triggered tears.
Or maybe it was just that brisk wind that made his eyes water.
His vision swam a bit, and in contrast to the watery view, one thought
came into clear focus.
Of all the things he missed about his youth, being alone was not one
of them.
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And of all the things he could not fix about his life now, perhaps being
alone was not one of them, either.
The clouds blew back, the wet snow started up, and Leo turned his
feet back toward Pine Street.
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Winter took hold of Pine Street and its denizens in fits and starts. Early
snow, then moderate weather; a white Christmas, ice storms in January
and February. Franny took an assignment teaching a course in central
Mexico, where she spent a little over three weeks learning about
avoiding the local water, dealing with altitude sickness, and adoring the
interested, engaged, young students.
Young, so young, and eager for all that their future would bring them.
Franny soaked up their energy as an antidote to the thin air in the
mountains. She pinged back and forth between getting back in touch
with her own eager optimism, and feeling desperately old and jaded.
While she was away, Leo took care of Precious, and waited for Franny
to return. They tried a couple of sketchy cell phone calls, and even a
Skype session with Leo on Allison’s computer, but distance did not
work in their favor. Leo missed Franny terribly, but rarely mentioned
her to Allison. He spent a lot of time with Precious, who showed her age
by loathing the cold and ice, and trying to spend as many hours a day
under a blanket as she could manage.
Allison quietly worked on the inside of the old green house, with
Leo’s help when he could. They upgraded plumbing, cleaned out the
attic, and removed an ugly dropped ceiling in the living room and
kitchen. The real ceilings were nine feet high on the main floor. Allison
celebrated the feeling of openness the high ceilings created, even as her
arms ached from patching the plaster where it was crumbling.
Kassandra kept an eye on Franny’s apartment, making sure the pipes
didn’t freeze, picking up the mail, and opening a window now and then
to let in fresh air. She spent that winter term learning all about painting
and sculpture, and sending occasional e-mails to her parents about how
happy she was. They rarely responded.
David prowled the neighborhood, learning its quirks, finding its
secrets, and working hard to keep his own to himself. He knew that with
the warmth of spring, much of his past would be exposed, as the melting
snow and ice would expose grass, gravel, and the garbage no one picked
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up before.
They would all meet again, he knew, and he wanted to be ready.
Franny unlocked her apartment door and was greeted by the fresh scent
of lemons. After being away teaching in Mexico, and then spending a
week with old friends back in Seattle, she’d expected a musty, stuffy
apartment.
But Kassandra, the barista who lived next door, had kept the place
sparkling. A note on the counter in the tiny kitchen that formed a corner
of the living room caught Franny’s eye. In it, Kassandra had written a
simple message:
“The place is clean, the lemon oil I used is under the sink, if you like
the smell keep it as a gift.”
Franny smiled and opened a window to let in some fresh air,
although it wasn’t strictly necessary. She went to the bedroom to unpack
and saw freshly laundered sheets folded neatly on her bed. Another
note:
“I wasn’t sure how you like your bed made. I just washed some sheets
for you to put on in your own way.”
I think Kassandra has a second career as a house sitter, Franny mused, or
she’d make the best boyfriend ever. She put her dirty clothes in the laundry
basket, put her toothbrush back in the bathroom, and turned on the
water for a hot shower.
No matter how many places I visit, it’s the first hot shower when I come back
home that I love the most. After she dried off, Franny pondered whether
to take a nap or a walk. Knowing that a nap would become hours lost to
sleep, without resetting her internal clock, she decided on the walk.
She should call Leo and retrieve Precious, she knew, but she’d given
herself an extra day for that by telling him she’d be home tomorrow. It
wasn’t strictly a lie. She would be home tomorrow. She’d simply
omitted the detail of arriving home today. And, anyway, what if there’d
been a delayed flight, or bad weather on the pass? It was totally
reasonable to give herself an extra day.
It had nothing to do with avoiding the reunion with Leo for as long
as possible.
Franny decided to walk to the laundromat. She put as much laundry
in a duffel bag as she could comfortably carry, and grabbed the little
bottle of lemon oil from under the sink to add to the detergent.
As soon as she walked out onto the sidewalk, she ran smack dab into
Leo and Precious.
“Franny,” Leo said. It seemed the dumbest thing he could say, and yet
it escaped his mouth before he could stop it. “Franny.” It came out again.
Precious the dog wiggled all over with pure delight as Franny knelt
to scratch behind her ears. “Hi, sweetie,” Franny said. “It’s good to see
you, too.”
Tears burned Leo’s eyes. Was Franny really ignoring him, or was her
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greeting meant for both of them? And wasn’t she supposed to be back
tomorrow?
And would she realize that he’d walked Precious by her apartment
building every day while she’d been gone, nurturing his connection to
her when his cheap cell phone and his lack of ability on a computer kept
their conversations to a minimum?
“Franny,” was all the speech he could muster.
“Leo,” she replied, standing up. “It’s good to see you, too.” She
peered more closely at him. “Are you okay? Are you crying? Is
something wrong?”
“I’m fine. It must be the wind.” Leo smiled with relief that she was
speaking to him, and that he could form words other than her name
again. “I’m glad you’re home safe.” He noticed the duffle bag with a
pang of panic. “Unless you’re leaving again?”
“What? Oh, no, that’s just my laundry. I was heading over to the
laundromat.”
He held Precious’s leash out to her. “Let me, then. Here, you take
Precious, and I’ll carry the bag.” The scruffy little dog voiced her
enthusiastic approval of this plan, letting out three sharp barks of joy at
being back with Franny, and on a walk, and still with Leo.
“I’m sorry,” Franny said. “I know I told you I’d be back tomorrow.”
“You did? Well, I’m glad you’re back today.”
“Weren’t you keeping track? You know, for taking care of Precious?”
Franny’s expression was mysterious. Leo couldn’t tell if she was angry
or hopeful.
“Oh, it’s written on my calendar. But you know how I am.” Leo
immediately regretted this answer, seeing Franny’s face. “I would have
realized it tomorrow. If you hadn’t been here, I mean.” That’s still not
right, he thought, that’s not what I mean.
Leo took a deep breath. “No. That’s not what I mean, Franny.” He
stopped, and put a hand on her arm. “Wait a minute. Let me tell you
what I really mean.”
This time, she responded to his kiss by initiating a second one of her
own.
When Franny was a girl, she idolized her older brother. He was cool,
that elusive state of being she felt completely unable to achieve. First,
cool was reserved for boys, an unspoken rule that girls could be mean,
sweet, popular, unpopular, pretty, or ugly, but only boys could truly be
cool.
Second, cool dwelt in an undefined future, a time when she'd be
"older" herself. There was no road map to this future, and no indication
of how much "older" she needed to be.
And third, despite reading dictionaries and just about everything else
in the library, Franny could not locate a satisfying definition of cool. It
was ephemeral, only applied in context, one of those "you'll know it
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when you see it" concepts.
She watched her older brother and his friends, and knew they were
cool, because she could see it. She saw how they dressed as if they cared
nothing for the impression they made, how they laughed at jokes she
did not quite understand, and how they cared for one another deeply,
but expressed that care mostly through insults.
One of those friends seemed just a touch less cool than the rest.
Franny noticed him, and when her brother and his friends were around,
she watched him. His smile was quicker, his eyes were twinklier, and
his sense of humor was more understandable.
A lifetime later, that friend of her older brother's kissed her in front
of her apartment building, and Franny kissed him back.
Am I finally cool? the thought drifted through her mind, pushed by the
wind.
Precious the dog felt conflicted. As much as a dog can, anyway.
Her tail wagged, seemingly of its own accord, catching the infectious
happiness of the two people she loved most in the world enjoying their
second kiss. Their joy radiated outward, warming the atmosphere
around them, reaching down to the level where Precious’s tail could
waive like a flag in it.
But. This was a walk, wasn’t it?
And right now, no walking was happening, was it.
So, while her flag of a tail waved happily, Precious felt an itching in
her toes and her nose.
The only way she knew of to stop that itching was to move. Standing
or sitting still did no good. In fact, it made the itching worse.
She knew this because, trying very hard to be a Good Dog, Precious
sat on her waving tail, and held still, as still as she could, for as long as
she could.
The itching in her toes grew and grew. She tried lifting one front paw,
then the other, to see if the itching would respond.
It did.
It grew.
Each paw became itchier as she raised it, and itchier still when she set
it back down on the pavement.
Meanwhile, her tail, always a creature under its own willpower, lifted
her rear end off the sidewalk with its desire to wag again.
If Precious could have put her thoughts into words, she might have
asked: when will this kiss be over?
Or: why do humans enjoy putting their mouths together? Noses offer
much more pleasure when they touch.
Or: how long can one kiss last?
Or: squirrel!
It wasn’t actually a squirrel that grabbed Precious’s attention. It was
a large brown leaf, somehow loosened from under the slushy snow,
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blown in a sudden gust across the street. In fact, Precious had never seen
a real squirrel. There weren’t many of them in her neighborhood. She’d
chased birds, cats, and the occasional small wild rabbit. Maybe a rat. But
never a squirrel.
Somehow her doggy mind came up with the word “squirrel!” for
anything that distracted her from being a Good Dog.
Running after the leaf felt good. All the itching in her toes and nose
vanished.
By the time she realized she was untethered, that the other end of her
leash was not being held by either of the joyful humans she adored, she
was halfway across the street.
Old dogs, like Precious, cannot run very fast. Likewise, they do not
always hear the voices of their beloved humans calling them back. In
this case, even if she’d had a young dogs sharp hearing, the voices
would likely have been drowned out by the deep rumbling of the engine
of the big black Jeep headed toward her, freezing her in her tracks.
Leo could not recall starting to run across the road. As if in a dream, or
a nightmare, his awareness found him halfway to Precious as the old
dog stood in the path of the Jeep.
Old humans should not be able to run as fast as they did when they
were teenagers, competing in the mile or the cross-country races, not
caring about winning or losing, joyfully losing their tormented
adolescent self-consciousness in a flood of pain and endorphins. Old
humans should be aware of the impact on their knee and ankle joints,
should dial it back a bit, should keep a jot of self-consciousness in order
to avoid injury.
Or just pulling something.
Leo, not exactly old but nearly four decades past his high school track
career, happily ignored all this, and ran his heart out to get to Precious
in time.
Never a sprinter, Leo had observed the coaches work with the shortdistance runners enough to know that unlike the distance races, in a
sprint you start all-out and run all-out until your quadriceps can no
longer lift a foot off the track’s surface.
Time slowed as his running speed increased. It seemed he had hours
before the Jeep and Precious would collide.
Then, in a blink, it was over.
The next sound Leo heard also moved into his awareness at its midpoint. Franny’s voice, yelling something.
He could not make out the words. Slowly his brain processed the
sonic data and informed his awareness that the sound was coming from
above him.
Unable to make sense of this, Leo shook his head, trying to clear the
signals and start again.
Gravel ground into his hair and ears.
I’m on the pavement, he thought. His mind flashed back to the previous
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summer, finding Kassandra the barista in much the same position after
he’d knocked her over with his bicycle. Wasn’t that the same night of
the first time he and Franny had kissed?
“Hold still, idiot,” Franny’s voice cut through his flashback. “Hold
still. I think you’ve knocked your noggin pretty well already. No need
to make it worse.”
Sirens blared from a distance.
“Precious?” Leo asked, and could tell nothing from the answering
expression on Franny’s face.
“It’s okay, I’ve got her.” David held onto Precious as best he could. The
scruffy little dog, all the itchiness returning to her toes, noes, and,
weirdly, somewhere deep in her intuition, wriggled and squirmed.
“Thank you,” Franny said. “I’ll take her.”
“No, you have your hands full with that gallant gentleman who tried
to save her.” David turned to keep Precious away from Franny’s
reaching hands. “I’ll take care of the dog until you’re ready.”
I’m ready now, Franny thought, isn’t that what I just told you? As she
opened her mouth to make this point, Leo moaned.
She knelt back down beside him. “It’s okay. The ambulance is on its
way.”
“I don’t need an ambulance,” Leo said, trying to sit up. “I’m fine. I’ll
be fine, anyway. What happened?”
“Just rest there, Leo. The EMT’s will assess you. They’ll decide if
you’re fine or not.”
“Franny. Precious,” Leo mumbled.
“She’s fine, Leo. Precious is just fine. I’m going to take her home as
soon as the EMT’s are here.” Franny stood to take her dog back from
David as the ambulance arrived, and her attention turned back to Leo.
One of the EMT’s knelt next to Leo, asking questions in a soft,
reassuring voice.
The other asked Franny for a run-down of what happened. She
explained how Precious’s leash had slipped out of her hand when the
dog ran across the street after something. How the Jeep had been
moving, probably too fast, the driver unable to either see the dog or stop
in time.
How Leo had dashed out into the road to save Precious.
How at that moment, a car going the other way blocked Franny’s
view, so she wasn’t sure what had happened in the collision.
How, by the time she got there, the Jeep’s driver had scooped up the
dog, and Leo was laying, semi-conscious, in the road.
How she hadn’t seen any blood. How Leo had answered her, after a
moment or two, she couldn’t be sure how long he’d been out.
How the driver of the Jeep, a new neighbor named David, had now
disappeared with her dog.
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Life doesn’t sort itself neatly into episodes, or in multiples of ten. This is
our one-hundred and first visit to Pine Street, occurring somewhere
around a year and a half since our first day there, hanging out with
Franny in her new, nearly-bare apartment. The lives of the denizens of
Pine Street should pause, give them a moment to reflect, and make some
important choices about how to move forward.
But the pauses life sends do not always correspond with our wishes
for the means of delivery. We hope they will come as beautiful vacations
to tropical beaches, or lovely escapes to snowed-in yet cozy mountain
cabins, or well-earned prizes for our creative contributions.
The wisdom of the universe finds that these carefully constructed
pauses miss the mark. We do not take advantage of them as we ought.
We remove ourselves from the gorgeous beach with our smart phones,
or we spend our time in the cabin worried about the work we are
missing, or we undermine our own accomplishments with doubt about
whether we truly deserve them.
So, life sends us other opportunities for reflection.
This one came to Leo and Franny in the form of a big black Jeep, a
collision, and a disappearing dog.
It was delivered by the least likely person, the person who the Pine
Street regulars all reacted to with unease, at best, and suspicion, at
worst.
David had knocked Leo over, spirited Precious away from the scene,
and left Franny angrily wondering what he was up to, what he wanted
from her. Did David want her to chase after Precious so he could draw
her further into whatever he was up to, taking over Marilyn’s house? Or
was he simply trying to work his way deeper into the neighborhood
fabric of Pine Street?
At the same time, watching the ambulance drive Leo away, Franny
sensed the invitation life had offered to reflect on her choices.
Before the collision, kissing Leo had sent a warm glow into the space
around her heart, a space that had closed itself off since her divorce, a
space that had held nothing but cold, damp, and mold. Something alive
woke up in that space during their embrace, like a cat uncoiling from a
nap, stretching, yawning, wondering why its dish was empty, when it
was so, so hungry.
Life, like a cat asking for breakfast, invited Franny to choose to fill the
empty spot around her heart with warm nourishment.
This time, she wanted to respond. But first, she had to find Precious.
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Allison watched the black Jeep crawl up the street to the house that used
to belong to Marilyn. She’d put a chair on the front porch, despite the
wind-blown chill in the air, just to feel the newly emerged sun on her
face.
Summer was just around the corner, and Pine Street felt its nearness.
Trees bloomed, tulips unfolded their petals, ants swarmed out of their
underground dens, birds chirped their ancient stories of where to find
the best seeds and grubs.
The front bumper of the Jeep still had that dent. The sight of it made
Allison shiver inside her fleece jacket.
They’d come that close to losing Leo.
That day Franny returned, and Precious was nearly crushed, Leo
knocked over by David’s Jeep. Allison had heard about it all from
Kassandra, the barista.
The news from Leo’s trip to the hospital. The broken rib that had
grazed his spleen, the bleeding in his abdomen, the emergency surgery.
His long recovery, while the denizens of Pine Street pondered how
close they’d come to life without Leo.
Kassandra considering never seeing him pass in front of the coffee
shop again. He rarely came in, but he often stopped for conversations
with her regular customers as they arrived or left. When those
conversations ended, her customers smiled, heading into the rest of the
day with something lighter about them.
Allison pondering the empty basement apartment, and having to sort
through all Leo’s collected stuff, the coolers and totes full of mysterious
bits and pieces, fasteners, caps, plugs, hooks, and ephemera, and having
to eat her meals alone, and tackling the rest of her remodel without Leo’s
strong back, scattered attention, and willingness to try anything.
Douglas, away in the big city dealing with his own illness and
treatment, wondering if his son David would be the cause of the biggest
loss Pine Street would see since Marilyn’s death.
David himself, planning the rehabilitation of his reputation, if the
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worst happened.
Precious the dog, puzzling over why her tail seemed less likely to wag
itself during those days staying with David in Marilyn’s old house, her
own old house, she vaguely recalled, although all its smells had
changed.
And Franny, marveling at the ways in which Leo felt essential to her,
already, and terrified that he would be taken from her before she could
tell him that.
Leo was the only one of them who knew, even when his recovery was
at its most fragile, knew without a doubt in his mind that he would
always come back to Pine Street.

The day Leo came home from the hospital, Franny and Allison settled
him back into the basement apartment. It seemed a better place to
recover than Franny’s small apartment, or perhaps part of her clung to
her own need for an independent refuge.
Somehow, David had kept Precious. Franny’s landlord had run out of
patience, perhaps, or the near-death experience on the street had
spooked Franny. Leo wasn’t up to dog care yet, and Allison did not want
Precious upstairs in the chaos of remodeling.
David’s smooth reassurances that he loved having the scruffy old dog
with him, she reminded him of Marilyn, and of course Precious would
be most comfortable in her old home, lulled Franny into agreeing to
leave her there until Leo got stronger. Her apartment felt cleaner, quieter,
and emptier without Precious.
But Franny spent much of her time with Leo, or working, and the
guilt of not taking care of Precious as she’d promised Marilyn nagged
less and less. Leo would insist he could take Precious back any time, and
Franny would be about to agree. Then she’d catch a glimpse of Leo’s
face when he thought she wasn’t looking, and it would seem suddenly
gray with fatigue or pain. She’d reassure Leo that Precious was doing
just fine, and he should take his time.
Time seemed in generous supply, now that Leo was home, and they
all knew he would be okay. Afternoons lengthened, and daylight
lingered until well after suppertime. Leo, Franny, and Allison would sit
on the old green house’s porch in the evenings, wrapped in blankets if
the wind blew, and watch the neighborhood’s life pulse around them.
Sometimes David would walk Precious over, and join them, adding joy
at Leo’s reunion with the dog, and tension to the atmosphere.
David’s apologies for hitting Leo with his Jeep had been profuse, and
easily accepted by Leo himself. The others were more circumspect. They
reserved judgment on whether David could have avoided the whole
incident by driving more slowly, or more carefully, or not at all. Once or
twice, somewhere deep in Franny’s guts, a twinge suggested David
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might have had a clear chance to avoid the accident and simply not
taken it.
But she couldn’t imagine why anyone would want to hurt Leo; she
would shake the twinge away and try to be grateful that the outcome
wasn’t worse.
Precious, when she saw the group on the porch, wiggled with delight
and loved to snuggle in Leo’s lap, especially if he had a blanket on. He’d
throw an edge of the blanket over the old dog, and she’d sigh with deep
content.
One evening, warm and calm, with no one in blankets except Leo and
Precious, as they all mused in silence about their internal worries and
aspirations, Douglas returned to Pine Street.
Douglas had heard of the accident, his son David’s big black Jeep
clipping Leo in the crosswalk as he ran to save Marilyn’s old dog,
Precious. These names were incantations in Douglas’s mind as he
underwent his own cancer treatment.
Leo, the person who had been there when Marilyn went to the
hospital for the last time, who had cleaned up after her illness with quiet
cheerfulness, who had mourned her loss with open tears.
David, the son who had become a stranger to Douglas, the result of a
marriage that could readily be considered a mistake. Douglas spent his
adult life working to keep the thought of the boy being a mistake out of
his conscious mind. Everything in the older man’s being insisted that
babies, children, are not mistakes. They are human beings, bundles of
potential for making art, love, careers, joy, no matter the circumstances
of their birth.
Somehow, though, had David picked up on his father’s regret over
the marriage to his mother? Had David interpreted that regret as a
message to him, a message of rejection? Is that why he’d walked away
as a college student?
Precious had welcomed Douglas when he came to live with them.
The scruffy dog had sniffed Douglas, turned around three times, and
settled into a ball at his feet, when the decision was made for him to
move in. Douglas loved her for that. Marrying Marilyn for her health
insurance had turned into the most love-based marriage Douglas could
imagine
Marilyn. The truest love of Douglas’s life. As his health rebuilt itself,
all indications good that his prostate cancer was gone, or had hidden
itself in the deepest darkest cells of his body, invisible to the scans and
tests. Douglas’s heart had to reknit itself together as well. He knew
which would take longer.
As summer began, Douglas’s physical strength allowed him to return
to Pine Street. He debated whether to put it off a bit longer, a pit of dread
in his stomach making itself known whenever he imagined the reunion
with David, and his first steps back inside the house which no longer
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held Marilyn’s presence.
But something inside Douglas wanted that feeling back, the one he’d
had when Precious had curled up at his feet. The feeling, he thought, of
belonging to a family. And the people on Pine Street, David included, were
the family Marilyn had given him.
It was time to go home.
Leo recognized Douglas first, his tall frame coming into focus the closer
he came to the sidewalk in front of Allison’s old green house.
No, that’s not true. Precious recognized her old friend Douglas first,
expressing her joy with whimpers, wiggles, and three short yips. She’d
sniffed him from a block away, his comforting smell of laundry soap and
leather shoes, and made it difficult for Leo to hang on to her as she
squirmed with delight, trying to escape his lap.
None of them ever let Precious outside any more without her harness
and leash. When she finally made it off Leo’s knees to the porch, she was
tethered to Leo’s hand, and still could not reach Douglas. She stared his
direction and yipped again.
Leo followed her gaze, saw Douglas, and stood up quickly to greet
him. The wave of dizziness that still occasionally swamped Leo when
he pushed his body too far knocked him back into the porch chair.
Precious looked back at him with an air of disappointment. Come on,
she seemed to say, you know who this is!
The commotion stirred Franny out of a reverie, all too common these
days, in which she was trying on various futures: living on her own,
dating Leo; moving in together; running away. When she first glanced
at the tall man walking toward them, she thought it was David, and
wondered why her spine did not tingle as usual.
“Douglas!” Allison cried, and she ran to embrace him. This surprised
Franny and Leo. Allison had been the least connected to Douglas and
Marilyn.
“Hi, sweetheart,” Douglas said. “Thanks for all those letters, keeping
me in the Pine Street loop.” He hugged her again, stooping from his
height to hers.
“Of course,” Allison beamed. Franny and Leo exchanged a look,
recognizing that much could happen under their noses without them
realizing it. “Have you been to see David, yet?” Allison continued, a
note of concern in her voice.
Douglas did not answer. Instead, he walked up the porch steps.
“Leo,” he began, and then his voice appeared to desert him. “Douglas,”
Leo answered, and their hug lasted long enough for Franny to wipe a
tear or two away. She stood to receive her hug in turn, saying nothing,
but welcoming her friend back with all her heart.
“Dad,” a voice came from the sidewalk. “Hello, dad.”
Douglas turned to see his son David on the sidewalk. There is an
expression that Douglas always thought of as a terrible cliché: his heart
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leapt into his throat. But he could not help but note the heartbeat that
threatened to take over his ability to breathe.
“David.”
Everyone on the porch appeared frozen in that moment in time.
Allison, standing, one hand on her screen door, paused on her way to
get Douglas a glass of lemonade. Franny, holding Douglas’s hand, her
arm angled upwards because of his height, as if she were a child. Leo,
back in his chair, blanket askew.
Only Precious the dog moved, toward the man who had been taking
care of her, confused by the smell of fear underneath his usual
arrogance. In the way dogs can, Precious loved David, despite knowing
his heart held a sliver of ice. Precious also knew how David fed her at
the same time every morning, made sure she had a warm bed, and let
Leo, her truest love, take her into his company at any time.
The scruffy old dog sniffed deeply, allowed her tail to wag gently, and
cast her gaze from David to Douglas to Leo and back.
The odor of fear emanating from David intensified. Suddenly
Precious doubted everything about the situation, and she turned to find
a spot behind Leo’s feet. From there, she could keep tabs on the humans,
and feel safe.
A little whimper from Precious broke the spell. Douglas let go of
Franny’s hand and strode down the porch steps, extending the same
hand toward his son.
“Hello, David,” he said. “It’s good to see you.”
“Is it?” the young man replied, without extending his own hand. “I
would have thought I’d be the last person you wanted to see.”
Douglas hesitated only a moment. “Nonsense,” he said, and pulled
his son to him in an embrace.
Allison’s hand slipped and the screen door thudded closed.
Kassandra loved summer. She loved every season in the valley, and her
favorite was always the one that was happening around her at the time.
She stepped out of the coffee shop, waving a cheerful farewell to her
coworkers, ready to enjoy a rare afternoon off on a lovely day.
A little cool, yes, and a touch windy, sure. But the sun held court in a
bright azure sky, and birds sung happily as they twirled on the breezy
gusts. Kassandra ducked into her apartment across the street, changed
into old jeans and a t-shirt, tied a sweater around her waist, and headed
out for a walk. Her favorite way to walk was to imagine flipping a coin
at each corner, taking a left for heads and a right for tails. This leant a
random quality to her route, despite her knowing that it was her own
imagination governing the coin flips.
Left, left, right, left, and oh, the imaginary coin spun on its edge for a
moment, sending her straight ahead. Kassandra saw the group of
figures in front of her friend Allison’s house.
Could she think of Allison as a friend? She was more than a customer,
definitely a regular at the coffee shop, and they’d had a few
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conversations about topics more personal than the weather or the latest
news. Especially after Leo’s accident, when Kassandra had filled Allison
in on the horrible events of that day, the two seemed to share some kind
of bond.
Kassandra was the type of person who rarely needed to name or
categorize other people or relationships. She felt entirely content to
enjoy whoever came her way, whatever they might call themselves.
Perhaps this was one reason why the coffee shop customers adored her.
They felt no pressure to be anything around her other than what they
needed to be in that moment. If they wanted to linger and converse,
Kassandra asked them just the right questions. If they wanted to get
their coffee or tea and get on with whatever came next, she handed their
drinks over with only a quiet smile.
That quality helped Kassandra walk right up to the group clustered
on the street, smiling broadly, ready to greet them all in whatever way
they needed to be greeted: wave and walk on, or stop and help.
Except for David, who Kassandra could not read. When she spotted
him, caught his eye as he looked at her over his father’s shoulder,
Kassandra stopped, and her imaginary coin fell unnoticed out of her
mind.
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When Kassandra was a girl, she had a best friend. The two girls shared
everything: their taste in ice cream (“three kinds,” as they called
Neapolitan); their crushes (Sammy, the dark-haired, blue-eyed football
hero at their junior high school); and even their long limbs and lanky
builds.
People often mistook them for sisters. They both had straight, honeyblond hair parted in the middle, hanging in curtains on either side of
their fresh, open faces. By the time they were fifteen, Kassandra stood
nearly an inch taller than Sasha. She stooped unconsciously, making
their heights match as well as their hair, and everything else about them.
Kassandra’s parents expected great things from their daughter.
Sasha’s parents, on the other hand, expected the worst from her.
For three summers in a row, Kassandra and Sasha’s families
vacationed together at a sunny lake resort across the state from their
hometown. The girls turned matching shades of nut-brown as they
spent their days outdoors, lake swimming, cycling, and lounging by the
pool.
The third summer, Sasha’s and Kassandra’s lives veered abruptly
apart.
Something about the scene unfolding in front of Allison’s house, as
Douglas returned and embraced his grown son, David, brought
memories of that long-ago summer rushing back to Kassandra. Maybe
it was the look in David’s eyes as he caught her gaze over Douglas’s
shoulder.
The boy who had led her and her best friend on their path to
separation as young teens had a similar look. Charming, devious,
unsettling, entrancing. For a dizzying moment, Kassandra imagined
David to be that boy, grown into an equally unsettling, charming adult.
Shaking off this sense of time bending in on itself, Kassandra pasted
a smile on her face and took a resolute step toward the group on
Allison’s porch. As she did, David separated from his hug with his
father, allowing Kassandra to register Douglas’s return.
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Her smile transformed into its natural, beaming self, and her strides
lengthened. Yet, as she walked toward Douglas, Kassandra’s mind
conjured that long-ago summer. In one calamitous twenty-four-hour
period, the girls had met that boy, shared another crush, fulfilled their
parents’ expectations, experienced their first real disappointments, and
made decisions that echoed a dozen years later on Pine Street.
Marilyn, the art professor who had died nearly one year ago, had been
one of the first people to encourage Kassandra’s pursuit of her own
creative life as an artist. Douglas became part of the package, joining
Marilyn as a cheerleader for Kassandra, and a friend in his own right.
Kassandra and Douglas embraced in front of Allison’s house on Pine
Street. Kassandra sighed. A word came to mind: completion. And with
it, the sensation of warmth in her core, of her tribe of friends being truly
together again.
As much as they could be without Marilyn, of course.
The summer sun dipped below the horizon. Shadow overtook the
group on the porch of the old green house, charging the air with a brisk
chill. The warmth in Kassandra survived this, until David spoke.
“Well, we’re all here, together. How delightful.” Was that an
undertone of menace that crept into his voice? “Like best friends on our
last summer vacation together.”
Kassandra inhaled sharply. How could David have known she was
remembering the story of her last summer vacation with Sasha, her best
friend, the year they turned fifteen? That was over a dozen years ago,
and she couldn’t recall having told anyone in this town about it. Had
she told Marilyn, or Douglas? Or maybe Allison? She would have
remembered. She would have. She turned away from David, and back
to the group.
Franny was the only person on the porch who noticed Kassandra’s
reaction. She tried to catch the barista’s eye.
Artist, Franny corrected herself. She and Leo had made a pact, upon
learning of Kassandra’s commitment to an artistic vocation, to stop
referring to her as a barista. The young woman would, henceforth, be
the artist who worked in a coffee shop.
Kassandra had laughed warmly when Franny and Leo told her of
their resolve. “I love being a barista, too, no worries. But thanks. Your
support means a lot.”
“Marilyn would have called you an artist,” Franny answered. “And
then she would have asked for her usual, and expected you to make it
precisely to her liking.”
They’d laughed together at that, and cried a little, too.
Thus, those who we’ve lost never truly disappear from our lives. It is
a terrible cliché to say the live on in our stories about them, but clichés
are rooted in the truth of our common experience, after all. Marilyn
never truly disappeared from Pine Street. Her presence was conjured
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daily, in friendly exchanges at the coffee shop, and nightly in her friend
Penelope’s dreams.
Franny wished Marilyn was with them in body, still, helping them
navigate the emotional terrain of Douglas’s return, his reunion with his
son David, and Kassandra’s fearful glance back at Franny.
What would Marilyn do? Franny considered the possibilities, as the group
stood in the gathering chill on Allison’s porch. Would she have
welcomed David with a warm hug, holding no judgment in her heart
for his past - distant or recent? Would she have whisked Douglas away,
sternly instructing David to come back to the house later, after his father
had a chance to rest?
Would the art professor, friend and mentor to them all, have surveyed
the scene: gazed at all of them in their uncertainty, engaged in their
private versions of this outward drama, and sorted them all with a
single comment?
A single incisive, sardonic, deeply intelligent comment. Franny rather
thought it would be the latter. She wanted to channel the spirit of her
friend, but certainly did not feel up to constructing such an allencompassing statement. She spoke anyway.
“David, while it is clear your father is very pleased to see you,
something you’ve said has upset our dear young artist friend. I want to
understand what exactly that means, but it is getting far too dark to
delve into the depths out here on Allison’s porch. Also, Leo looks cold,
and his health is more fragile than he cares to admit. I suggest we go up
to the house, make ourselves a selection of warm drinks, and near the
full and true tale once we are settled.”
They all stared at Franny, mouths open. Franny herself was
astonished at how much, how exactly like Marilyn she had sounded,
right down to the oblique reference to David’s collision with Leo and its
aftermath.
This is another way those we have lost stay with us. Once in a while,
their spirits hijack our larynxes, and we speak their voices to the world.
No one could argue with Franny’s suggestion, as they had all often
found themselves unable to argue with Marilyn. Up to her old house,
now David’s (or perhaps Douglas’s, in truth?), they went, more or less
quietly. As if none of them wished to risk speaking and hearing
Marilyn’s voice come out of their mouths.
Precious the dog, however, murmured happy canine burbles at
Franny’s heels the whole way, tail and toes tingling pleasantly at the
memory of her dear mistress’s voice.
David let them into the house. The living room still held Marilyn’s
eclectic collection of furniture: the cushion-laden couch, oversize coffee
table, mismatched, comfortable chairs.
It felt different, though. Less messy. Less cluttered. A bit sterile, even.
Franny noticed with a cold of sorrow that most of the art had been
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stripped from the walls. A peek in the kitchen revealed a cleanliness that
only occurs when stoves are not being used to do any actual cooking.
David waved her in, giving Franny his tacit permission to begin
making the warm drinks. She wiped dust from the tea kettle, filled it,
and set it on a too-clean burner to heat. She opened the drawer where
Marilyn had kept a seemingly infinite assortment of tea sachets, tins,
and packets of powdered hot chocolate.
A box half-full of Lipton tea bags rattled in the now nearly empty
drawer. Franny corralled a tin of bulk peppermint tea that had slid
behind the Lipton. That could do, she thought, opening the tin and
taking a whiff. The mint still held a touch of sweet, bracing scent. Franny
looked for tea strainers in vain, so she grabbed a bag of coffee filters.
Scooping heaping spoons full of peppermint leaves into a paper filter,
Franny inhaled again. Perhaps the tea tin held a bit of Marilyn’s spirit,
too.
A high cupboard held the pot. Franny rinsed it, and settled the paper
coffee filter inside, twisted tightly to hold in the tea leaves. She gently
poured the now-hot water into the pot.
Now, to scrounge enough cups for everyone. Kassandra, Allison, Leo,
Douglas, David, me. Franny found and lined up four ceramic mugs, two
hefty jelly-jar glasses, and one delicate china cup on the counter.
“Who is the china for?” Allison had come in. Her elfin features
puckered with gentle concern. Franny remembered helping the young
woman pick her own lock, when she’d lived in the apartment next door,
and had locked herself out. Again. Allison had matured into herself a
great deal since then, but her youthful appearance could still shock
Franny into feeling each and every one of her own years.
“One for each of us,” Franny answered, scrutinizing her line up. “Do
you want the china cup?”
“You have seven. There are only six of us.” Allison pointed to the
seven containers.
Sometimes, the spirits of those we have lost just up and get a cup for
themselves, and join the storytelling circle.
They settled in, the Pine Street regulars: Franny, Leo, Allison, and now
Douglas, just returned home. Precious curled up in her usual spot on
Leo’s lap. They were ready for David to explain his comment to
Kassandra, a seemingly offhand reference to “best friends spending
their last summer together,” which had caused the artist-barista to
blanch.
But it was Kassandra herself who began. She described her girlhood
friend, Sasha, as she had seen her through fifteen-year-old eyes: tan
limbs, honey-blond hair, full of vibrating energy of adolescence.
Kassandra described the colors of their friendship: azure blue skies,
dark green lake waters, candy-colored beach towels.
Sasha, the free spirit, had noticed the boy at the lake first. But both
girls fell for his charming, dangerous smile. And the boy himself had
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initially approached Kassandra as she rested on the swimming dock,
letting the bright sun warm her after a plunge in the cool water.
Young, inexperienced, and flattered by the handsome boy’s
attentions, she had perhaps shared too much.
Where they were staying, for instance. That it was their last night at
the lake. Their parents’ plan to enjoy a nice dinner out while the two
girls would go to the outdoor movie and, weather permitting, spend the
night outside under the stars.
By then, Sasha had joined them on the dock. She’d lifted herself out
of the water in one smooth movement, and shaken water out of her long
hair, laughing as the drops hit the two of them. Electricity sparked
between her and the boy, who introduced himself as D.J.
And by then, D.J. knew the two girls would not be missed until the
next morning, at the earliest.
Kassandra paused, surveying her rapt audience in Marilyn’s old
living room.
“I feel a little sick,” Franny said. “This sounds like a story with a bad
ending.”
“It could have been,” Kassandra offered a rueful smile. “It sure could
have been.”
In the living room of Marilyn’s old house, now David’s house, the
friends sat together. Each imagined how Kassandra’s story might end.
Two teenage girls, the freedom of summer vacation, and a toocharming boy.
“There’s no tragedy here,” Kassandra spoke softly. “No violence, or
anything like that. It’s just, well, the end of a friendship, and…” she
halted.
“I hope you weren’t about to say, ‘the end of innocence.’ That’s a
terrible cliché,” David said.
He’s trying for sarcasm, but underneath, he’s scared, Franny thought.
She’d immediately assumed “D.J.” in the story to be David, now back in
Kassandra’s life by some fantastic coincidence or other. Back a dozen
years or so after whatever had happened that summer. Eagerness to
know more about David’s past made her urge Kassandra to continue.
“Don’t mind him,” Franny said. “Go on.”
“Only if you really want to.” Allison’s usually small voice was firm
as she sent a cautionary look Franny’s way. “No pressure, Kass.”
Kass? Franny was surprised by Allison’s use of a nickname for
Kassandra. They must be closer friends than I realized. There is much I never
know about the people I see every day.
“It’s okay. I mean, if you all aren’t bored, or anything.” Kassandra
smiled. “It makes me a little sad to realize how long it’s been since I saw
Sasha. But that’s good. I mean, it doesn’t feel back to miss her. She was
my best friend. She deserves to be missed.”
Let’s hope all our friends will say that about us when the time comes, Franny
thought.
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“Anyway, there’s not much left. The three of us, D.J., Sasha, and me,
we all went to the outdoor movie together. It was a really old movie.
Vertigo, it’s called, one of Hitchcock’s movies. I remember thinking, this
is just like a Hitchcock movie, later that night. About halfway through
the movie. I had gone to the bathroom, and when I came back to our
blanket, Sasha and D.J. were gone.”
“Vertigo has always been one of my favorite movies,” Douglas chimed
in. “There’s something oddly attractive about Jimmy Stewart’s
desperation, don’t you think?”
Kassandra looked up at the interruption in her story about the last
summer with her friend Sasha, paused at the description of the outdoor
movie they watched at their lakeside vacation spot. She flashed a smile
at Douglas, bemused by his insertion of film criticism into the
conversation.
“I love the visual style of it,” Allison added, another of the Pine Street
group gathered in the living room that used to be Marilyn’s. “Me, too,”
said Franny. “And Kim Novak’s transformation.” Leo scratched
Precious behind her left ear. “Guess you and I are the only ones who
haven’t seen it,” he said, smiling at the scruffy old dog.
David joined the discussion. “It’s particularly apropos, as a story of
mistaken identity,” he said. “Yes, I’ve seen the movie, several times. If
I’m not mistaken, Dad, once was with you, just before we - before I left
for college.” Douglas nodded as David continued. “In fact, that was the
first time I saw Vertigo. And none of my viewings was at an outdoor
theater at some posh lake resort.”
He stood. “If any of you are casting me as the villain of this story, let
me remind you. I’m ten years older, at least, than our young barista here,
and more importantly, I was never there.”
“Artist.” Franny leveled her gaze at David. He stared back, waiting
for an explanation. Franny caught Leo’s eye and continued. “She’s an
artist. Kassandra. She’s an artist who works at a coffee shop.”
“Oh, hey, no,” Kassandra jumped into the tense moment between
Franny and David. “I’m a barista who aspires to be an artist, maybe, one
day. And I never meant to imply that David and D.J are the same
person.” Her audience took a breath, almost a sigh of relief.
“You do remind me of him, though, so much, David. Your eyes, and
the smile… but even, you know, D.J wasn’t really a villain. Or at least I
wouldn’t call him that now. Back then, for sure, I blamed him. I thought
he’d convinced my friend Sasha to dump me and go off with him.”
The group of friends had returned their rapt attention to Kassandra
and her story, and waited as she took a deep breath. “But now, now I
think she probably went with him to prove something. You know, to
herself. See, the night before all this, Sasha and I, we’d stayed up late,
talking and all that. How teenage girls do. Everything seemed deep and
important.
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“And then, you know, we had this big, sort of experimental kiss.”
Kassandra blushed. “It seems insignificant now, but at the time we got
all embarrassed about it, and went back to our own rooms, and then all
the next day we didn’t mention it. We pretended it hadn’t happened.
“I think, in a funny way, when Sasha flirted with D.J in front of me
like that, and he flirted back, she felt kind of reassured. She was straight
after all. And she went off with him.”
Kassandra wiped a tear from her eye. Franny snuck a look at David,
whose expression had softened considerably. In fact, Franny thought it
was the first time she’d ever seen him look a little vulnerable.
What is up with him, she wondered, and turned her attention back to
Kassandra’s story.
Kassandra stood, breaking the spell of attention the group of Pine Street
friends had been woven into. “I know, this is a long story, and I’m sorry.
You’re probably all sick of it by now, just some teenage drama.”
Allison stood too, her small frame silhouetted against the lamplight
in the living room where they gathered. “Kass,” she said, touching her
friend’s arm. “We’re with you, and listening. Your story is important to
us, because you are important to us. But it’s up to you whether to go
on.”
Franny imagined the spirit of Marilyn had animated young Allison,
bringing this gentle wisdom forward. “It’s totally up to you,
Kassandra,” Franny added. “But I, for one, am dying to know what
happened next.” She smiled to lighten the moment.
“Me, too!” Leo chimed in, as the others nodded.
Kassandra laughed. “Okay, then. Where was I? Oh, right. Well, I think
D.J recognized that Sasha was, you know, vulnerable. Maybe he looked
for that. Or tuned into it. Anyway, I saw Sasha one more time after she
disappeared with him that night, for about five minutes the next
morning. Her parents had picked her up from the local police station.
“She wasn’t hurt,” she added hastily. “She’d gotten lost. D.J had taken
her out to this wooded area, and kissed her, and she said she realized he
was a jerk. She was too embarrassed to come to back to where I was, so
she told D.J to piss off and she didn’t need his help to find her way back
to the hotel. She was also a bit worried he’d try to follow her anyway.
She ran off in the wrong direction and got lost. Finally she found the
main road and followed it to the police station.”
Kassandra paused, swallowing. “Sasha told me all this in that five
minutes in her room, as she packed up her stuff. Then she said, ‘I love
you, K,’ kissed me again, and left my life for good.”
The friends in the room held a reverent silence, each reflecting on an
experience of being left for good.
“But why were you afraid of David?” Franny blurted. “And why did
he make that comment about summers long ago?”
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Fall has returned to Pine Street. Trees are edged with crimson and gold.
The first home football games are now in the win (or loss) column.
Sunflowers, once straight and tall, lay prone in yards and alleys, toppled
by the weight of their seed heads. Magpies circle above as quail scratch
out a meal in the dirt, spring babies transformed into plump, chattering
adults.
Franny’s question hangs in the crisp air, along with the scent of
woodsmoke and ripening apples. Kassandra, mystified be her own
fearful reaction to David, had only shrugged her response. David had
put his comments about “summers long ago” down to “pure
coincidence.” And no one else in Marilyn’s old living room that evening
had offered any answers, or questions, of their own.
Once again, summer had separated the Pine Street friends, sending
them off on work, travel, and other diversions. Kassandra took a full
load of art classes, and keep an eye on the street during her shifts at the
coffee shop. Allison had been called away shortly after the evening of
Kassandra’s story, leaving to help her father recuperate from a sudden
heart attack. She discovered this meant helping her mother, who was
shaken by seeing her husband as anything other than hale and hearty,
she could not focus on his needs in recovery.
While Allison was with her parents, Leo house sat and worked on the
many projects they’d started in the old green house. His own recovery
complete, he rebuilt his strength rebuilding the back porch, preparing
the double-hung windows, and installing a salvaged, solid-wood front
door, painted a cheerful bright blue.
Douglas and David lived together in Marilyn’s house. Douglas made
regular visits to the coffee shop, old dog Precious in tow, always visiting
during Kassandra’s shifts. David seemed to disappear from Pine Street,
although Douglas always answered “fine, busy,” when asked how
David was.
Franny wrote. She rose early all summer long, writing for an hour or
two in the peace and quiet of the morning. Her book was taking shape,
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and the glorious feeling of words pouring out almost made her forget
about the mystery of David’s past, and connection (if any) with
Kassandra.
Almost.
Oh, and did we mention that Franny and Leo are now lovers?
Yes, love has come to Pine Street, too.
It was the day after Allison left to help her parents following her father’s
heart attack, Franny and Leo’s first real date.
Leo, overwhelmed by Allison’s sudden departure and the projects
ahead of him, nearly called Franny to cancel. He told Precious as much,
kneeling down to scratch her favorite spot behind her ear.
“So much going on, old girl. Maybe I should reschedule this dinner
when I have more time. Or more focus. Or something.”
The old dog slapped his knee with her tail. Leo took Precious to his
place just about every afternoon, their bond strong after their shared
near-death experience. Precious sighed, fixing him in the gaze of her
cloudy eyes. Her message came across loud and clear: Keep your date.
Leo laughed. Precious loved Franny, too, and maybe the scruffy dog
just wanted time with her. Or maybe she knew Leo needed a kick in the
rear. Either way, he decided to shower and get dinner started.
He prepared a meal of spaghetti and garlic bread, both of which were
fragrant and steaming when Franny arrived, wearing the sixth (at least)
outfit she’d tried on before leaving her apartment to walk up Pine Street
to the old green house.
Casual, but pretty; put together, but not trying too hard; comfortable,
but not sloppy; layers, because Leo’s basement apartment could shift
from hot to cold and back again in the blink of an eye. Accessories alone
had taken nearly thirty minutes of Franny’s prep time, necklaces and
bracelets tried and rejected until finally she wrapped a lightweight
yellow scarf around her neck, grumbled at herself for being
“ridiculous,” and headed out the door.
All their nervousness melted into the steam of the warm food as they
ate, savoring the tastes and aromas and one another’s company. Leo
made Franny laugh hard enough to cry, and when he told her how
beautiful she was, damp and flushed and a mess from laugh-crying, she
responded with a heart-fluttering kiss.
“Garlic kisses,” they laughed, kissed again, and Franny spent the
night.
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Franny anticipated her third winter on Pine Street with something like
delight.
She had a cozy apartment, a set of friends, a full schedule of teaching,
and a brain full of ideas for new stories, new books.
She had Leo.
After two years of dancing around the edge of their mutual attraction,
they were together. They did not live together, not yet. Leo stayed in his
basement apartment in the big old green house with Allison upstairs,
helping her with the world’s slowest renovation. Franny stayed in her
apartment, in the historic building, far from sterile now.
She even had a comfortable love seat.
And a television.
Granted, the television wasn’t hooked up to anything other than
power and a DVD player. But on long winter nights, if Leo was busy,
she could curl up and watch old movies or public television series on
DVDs she checked out of the library next door.
Every once in a while, if Leo wasn’t busy, he came over and they
watched a movie together. But more often, if Leo wasn’t busy, he came
over and they did other stuff.
Made dinner together, roasted squash, baked potatoes, cooked up
huge pots of spaghetti, drank a little beer or wine.
Made love, deliciously, regularly, but never predictably.
Talked. Shared stories of their past, present, and most joyfully, future
lives.
It was Leo she told first about the manuscript she had finally sent to
several small presses, sent with equal parts hope and dread, hope
equally divided between wishing for publication and wishing to just
move on to the next story. Dread equally divided between anticipating
rejection and anticipating success.
This third winter after her divorce felt like a kind of personal spring.
No, it wasn’t spring yet, she considered. It was the exquisite anticipation
of spring, the firm conviction that spring was on the way, even as the
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light of day faded early, the nights froze, and the sun took ever longer
to rise.
David did not anticipate a spring in his own life. He watched Leo and
Franny become closer. He watched his father, Douglas, take back his
place at the center of the Pine Street community, living in Marilyn’s old
house with David. He watched Allison renovate her green house.
Everyone was moving on but him.
In order to escape the growing claustrophobia that threatened to
overcome him whenever he saw two or three of the Pine Street friends
laughing, talking, or walking without him, David planned a weekend
away. Although he knew his father would support his need for a
vacation, he did not tell Douglas about his plans.
David rose early that fall morning, left a note for his dad, hoisted a
backpack onto his shoulder, and walked to the shuttle bus stop. About
four hours later, David stepped off another bus in his old neighborhood
in Seattle. He turned, scanned he sidewalk, oriented himself to the busy
streets, turned his coat collar up against the rain.
Not rain. No, this was classic Seattle drizzle: steady, cold, nearly
invisible. A wetness you breathed rather than saw, one that you drew
into your bones with every inspiration.
“David! Over here!” The friend he’d craved a visit with, the one who
had invited him as soon as he explained his situation on the phone,
stood on the corner, waving. He took three long strides and they were
beside one another.
Then, an awkward hug as David bent to his friend’s height, and tried
to prevent his backpack from swinging forward.
Then, an even more awkward kiss.
As it turned out, Kassandra and David did have history. David was
not the “D.J.” of her summer story. Indeed, David was ten years older
than Kassandra, and was not near the lake of the summers of her youth.
“Hello, Sasha,” he said.
But he had met Sasha, many years after she had walked out of
Kassandra’s life. A short relationship, ended by him, followed by a
longer friendship, kept alive by her. In hopes, David believed, that the
romance might be rekindled, at some point.
Hardly likely, now that he’d met Franny, but that wasn’t something
he was ready to share.
In his emails and texts, he’d mentioned the barista on Pine Street who
seemed too nice to everyone, Kassandra. Sasha replied, I knew a
Kassandra once. Wouldn’t it be weird if this was the same one?
A quick photo snapped and texted, Sasha’s response, and David had
a source of inside information on the barista. He’d hoped he could use
it to gain further acceptance from that group, but no. They were
insulated against him in every way.
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While David was away, Douglas cleaned Marilyn’s house. He would
always think of it that way: Marilyn’s house. His love for her deepened
after her death, took on a sheen, like burnished bronze, almost more
beautiful than brand new.
Douglas cleaned and replaced some of the things David had hidden
away. He knew his son might find this irritating, and as he put the house
back to rights, Douglas rehearsed the conversation he would have when
David returned.
“I know it’s hard to be the new person in a community, especially a
town like this one. Just hang in there. You’ll be accepted in time.”
That sounded stupidly obvious. David might be withdrawn, socially
awkward at times, but he had never been stupid. Douglas worked on,
hanging some art, putting out some tchotchkes.
“Now that I am back in her house, I feel her presence everywhere. I
like that feeling. I like remembering her. A few of her things back out in
the open, that helps lighten the weight of grief.”
A tear slid down Douglas’s cheek. All that was true. But for David?
He wasn’t at all sure an appeal to David’s compassion for his father was
a useful tactic. Douglas remembered their troubled relationship, the
picture engraved in his memory of David leaving for college. Eager to
be rid of his father’s guilt.
There was a knock on the door. Precious, the elderly dog, lifted her
head from her bed and crafted a sharp bark, a kind of after-the-fact
watch dog alert. Douglas petted her scruffy head on his way to see who
was there.
“Douglas!” Marilyn’s old friend Penelope boomed a greeting and
entered the house unasked, as if no one would consider failing to invite
her inside. “I heard you were here, and I felt that you were communing
with dear Marilyn’s spirit. I thought you might want this.” From behind
her back, Penelope drew a small picture, a piece Marilyn had painted
many years ago for her friend. A slightly abstract wine glass filled with
dark red wine on a background of bright turquoise lines. The
background, upon closer examination, represented the tentacles of a
squid.
More tears threatened to follow the path of that first one
down Douglas's face. He was taken aback at this evidence of Marilyn’s
early talent. “It was just a practice piece, a kind of study, but I loved it,
and she gave it to me,” Penelope said. “I think an old lover of mine hid
it away in spite, once, and I lost track of it. I found it again, today, when
Louise visited me and asked about it.” Only then did Douglas notice the
other woman who had entered in Penelope’s wake. “Louise, this is
Douglas, Marilyn’s final paramour. Douglas, Louise is my baby sister
who has moved in with me.”
Louise’s expression suggested that “baby sister” was not her favorite
epithet, but she greeted Douglas warmly. He shook her hand, a bit
overwhelmed, but not so much as to fail to notice Louise’s bright blue
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eyes, almost the same color as the turquoise of Marilyn’s painting.
Allison stared at the bank balance on her computer screen, willing it to
climb higher, to expand. She remembered staring at the presents under
the Christmas tree, when she was still young enough to think Christmas
was the best day of the year, trying the same experiment. Willing them
to open and reveal the tricycle or pony or giant stuffed panda she longed
for.
As in her childhood, wishing on her bank account did not yield
results.
The money she’d saved from the last round of family Christmas
checks (much less fun to imagine opening than a pile of gaily wrapped
presents, yet welcome) was nearly gone. Given her decision to end her
education and invest in an old house, and her father’s illness, she could
not be sure that anyone in her family would be pulling out their
checkbooks this year.
She considered, briefly, asking Leo for rent. He offered, periodically,
reminding her of how much she could get for the basement if she rented
it on the open market. But he was working on her house, buying
groceries, and providing the kind of company that kept her sane. Plus,
she shuddered at the idea of finding a stranger who would live
underneath her.
“Time to get a job,” she said out loud, testing the sound of the words.
But what kind of job could someone with a master’s degree in a field
that only rewarded doctorates find in a town that had an economy built
on retail and tourism?
Allison decided to print out her most recent resume, ready to curl up
in a chair with coffee and a red pencil to revise it. Her printer blinked a
warning: low ink. Her spirits rose. A trip to her favorite book and office
supply store perked her up.
The “Help Wanted - Holiday Season” sign on their front door seemed
like a welcome message from the universe.
Allison plucked up her best professional smile, pushed the door open,
and asked the girl at the first register for an application.
“You’re kind of overqualified, aren’t you?” the girl asked. “I mean, I
think I recognize you from campus. You were a grad student in my
department.”
Allison tried not to let her smile deflate. “We all need to make a
living.”
“Sure, of course. Well, we do all our applications online.” The girl
handed over a business card with the web address and a look of gentle
pity. “Hey, put my name down as the person who referred you, would
you? Because if they hire you I’ll get a reward.”
“Sure,” Allison answered, suddenly needing to get out of there
without her ink cartridges. “Thanks.”
“My name is Lydia,” the girl called after her as Allison headed for the
door.
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And Kassandra, the barista, art student, and gentle friend to everyone
on Pine Street. How did she start this winter?
In Marilyn’s house, or rather, in her studio.
Douglas reopened the garage studio Marilyn had used to paint some
of her larger pieces and gave a key on a bright pink glittery key fob to
Kassandra.
“Use it whenever you’d like,” he said. “It’s heated, and there’s a
utility sink with running water. No bathroom, but you can come in the
house for that.” Douglas smiled through a glimmer of the tears that
came often to him now. “Marilyn would adore the idea that this studio
is being used by someone she loved.”
Kassandra wept a bit, too, thinking of her mentor, and Douglas’s
kindness. Her response was to take the key and give Douglas a warm
hug.
One thing nagged at the edge of her gratitude. Douglas seemed to
anticipate it.
“David’s out of town for a while,” he said. “It will be nice for me and
Precious, too, to know there’s another person around.”
Early on a Tuesday morning, her first day off from the coffee shop
since receiving the key to the studio, Kassandra opened the garage door
to take stock of the space.
The early morning light filtered through two large windows on the
north, bathing the space in a soft grey glow. A few pieces stood on easels,
covered in yellowed sheets. Kassandra resisted the temptation to look at
Marilyn’s work, not wanting to invade the privacy of an artist who had
not herself deemed something ready for public view.
Douglas had moved two empty easels to the center of the space and
leaned blank canvases against a wall. Kassandra smiled at his
thoughtfulness, and at his assumption that she would paint using the
same materials Marilyn did.
Kassandra was just starting her artistic journey and had much left to
learn. But she already had confidence in her own vision, and her vision
was far too complex for a two-dimensional medium. She carefully
moved the easels and canvases out of the way and checked the electrical
panel.
Yes, it looked good.
She pulled her welding mask out of her backpack, and opened the
rolling toolbox she’d drug from her place.
She hoped the sound of the welder wouldn’t wake up dear Precious.
“I shall leave you to become better acquainted,” Penelope said, with a
presumption that took Douglas’s breath away. “I must be off to do some
errands that Louise would find terribly tedious, I’m sure. And she needs
to make friends here. Douglas, you are forever a gentleman.”
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The woman swept out of Marilyn’s house, leaving Douglas to
consider how to make this moment less awkward for poor Louise. He
thought one good start would be for him to put his cleaning supplies
away, and offer tea. He turned toward Louise to say so, but she beat him
to it.
“Well, that’s my big sister,” Louise said with a grin. “She lives in a
world entirely of her own making. I adore her for it, but it creates a series
of awkward moments that would be at home in a nineteenth century
novel.” She laughed, a small but delightful bark of a laugh. “It’s lovely
to meet you, Douglas, but please don’t feel obliged to follow Penelope’s
instructions. I’m very capable of being on my own. In fact, there’s a
coffee shop just a few blocks from here that I’ve been quite eager to try.
I thought I’d walk down there. Of course, if you’d like to join me, you
would be welcome. Please consider this invitation entirely optional. You
likely had your own plan for the day before my sister offered up the
chance to babysit me.”
Douglas laughed in relief. “A grand plan, as you can see,” he said,
gesturing toward his cleaning supplies. “But to be honest, a break for a
walk and a coffee sounds lovely. I have no doubt you do not require
company, but if I wouldn’t be intruding, I’d love to walk with you.”
The smile Louise beamed by way of answer sent a warm arrow to the
same place in Douglas’s chest where the damp fish of anxiety had been
active just moments before, as he pondered how to help his son David.
It was a most welcome substitution.

Douglas and Louise trudged through a cold drizzle on their way to the
coffee shop, mostly quiet, with Douglas occasionally pointing out a local
neighborhood landmark. They entered the coffee shop’s door, stomped
the wet from their feet, both slightly embarrassed at the amount of water
dripping from their coats.
“Douglas!” Franny waved from her table, near the front window.
“Hello!” The warm flush of additional embarrassment rising in his
cheeks surprised Douglas. Why would he feel shy about being seen in
the coffee shop with Louise? No good reason, he decided, and waved
back at Franny.
“Friend of yours?” Louise asked, with a twinkle in her eye.
“A dear friend,” Douglas answered.
“Shall we join her?” Louise offered. “Why don’t I order us something,
and I’ll meet you both bearing warm beverages. What would you like?”
Douglas shared his preference for a strong drip coffee, and Louise
smiled at that, too. “Good choice, although at this time of day, that
amount of caffeine would prevent a good sleep. I’ll bring it to the table.”
“I really should treat, you being the guest,” Douglas began.
“Nonsense. You can buy next time.” And just like that, Douglas knew
there would be a next time, perhaps many.
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He joined Franny at her table. “Who’s that?” Franny asked, face
aglow with warmth and happiness, as she sipped her chai tea.
“That is Louise, Penelope’s sister.” Douglas leaned forward on his
sharp elbows. “And how are you, dear? You look exceedingly well.
Being in love suits you.”
“Do I? Am I? I mean, does it?” Franny smiled, flustered. “Ah, here
she is then. Hello, Louise, I’m Franny.”
“Lovely to meet you, Franny,” Louise offered a hand as she sat down.
“My sister Penelope speaks very highly of you.”
“She does? I mean, thank you, but I’m not sure I know Penelope that
well.”
“That hardly matters, of course. Penelope enjoys a tangential
relationship with practical realities. If she met you once, and liked you,
she will speak highly of you forever.”
Douglas chimed in. “Well, your sister is right about Franny. She
teaches, she writes, she makes terrific pasta, and she is a godmother for
dear Precious. Marilyn adored Franny, of course.” Expressing Marilyn’s
opinion in the past tense triggered a small, sad, knot in Douglas’s throat.
“Well, then. It’s nice to know my big sister gets a few things right,”
Louise said gently, placing a hand on Douglas’s arm.
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On Christmas morning, Franny awoke well before daylight. The white
holiday lights she’d strung in her window provided enough of a glow
for her to navigate her way to the kitchen to start a fresh pot of coffee.
The coffee maker gurgled and sputtered. Franny found this particular
sound as comforting as her favorite pair of socks.
She peeked into her bedroom, curious to see if it would disturb Leo’s
sleep. This is one of the delights and terrors of a new relationship,
discovering a lover’s habits, examining whether they will mesh with
one’s own.
If I like to sleep in a cozy warm room, and my partner loves to sleep
with an open window year-round, who will rest comfortably?
If my partner needs an hour or more to fully waken before breakfast,
and I rise with an intense hunger, how will we manage our mornings?
If I adore Christmas, would string lights everywhere, and play Nat
King Cole and Vince Guaraldi and Santa Baby endlessly, and my
sweetheart finds everything about Christmas annoying, who will enjoy
the holiday?
Leo responded to Franny’s silent inquiry with a snore, pulling a
pillow on top of his head in his sleep.
She smiled and retreated back to her kitchen, pouring a cup of coffee,
and curling up in her one comfy chair with her notebook.
The novel she’d been working on feverishly for the last two months
called her. She filled pages with scribbled scenes, hoping she’d be able
to read her own writing when the time came to type them up.
An hour flew by. Franny reached for her coffee cup, found it empty,
and looked up.
The sun had risen, sending pink streaks through the morning sky. Leo
stood in the doorway to the bedroom, wearing sweats and thick socks,
sipping from a mug of his own. As if he were an apparition, he startled
Franny; in the same moment, his expression of pure pleasure in
watching her sent an agreeable shiver through her.
“How long have you been there?” she asked.
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“Long enough to fall in love with you a little more than I was
already,” he answered. “Also, you make strong coffee. I love that about
you.”
“Are you hungry?” Franny asked, not sure how to respond, and
realizing that she was famished.
“Starving,” Leo answered. “I’ll make breakfast. And Franny?”
“Yes?”
“Merry Christmas. Mind if I put on some music? How are you with
Charlie Brown’s Christmas?”
“I could listen to it endlessly,” Franny said. “Merry Christmas, Leo.”
Kassandra loved books for Christmas. Her parents made sure the space
under the Christmas tree was piled with the latest, greatest, on-trend
toys, the ones that required them to send the housekeeper to stand in
lines the day after Thanksgiving, with cash in her pocketbook and strict
instructions not to let anyone else get the last of whatever toy was on
their list.
This led to many disappointing Christmas mornings, when
Kassandra’s response to opening the package with the it-toy was less
than ecstatic. The girl never meant to be ungrateful. She just cared not a
bit for toys.
Her first Harry Potter Christmas was better, for her and her parents,
and the dear patient housekeeper who had stayed at the bookstore
nearly overnight to make sure to get the second book in the series within
minutes of its release. Kassandra loved books, loved Harry Potter, loved
the universe in which children had power, even if they spent their
formative years locked away under a staircase.
She loved the whole idea of magic hidden in the fabric of daily life,
there to be seen if one only knew where to look. After reading that
second Potter novel, Kassandra expressed to her mother her wish to visit
the train station, to seek out a hidden platform, convinced it would be
there. Her mother’s refusal to entertain “such foolishness” formed an
early sign of the rift between them. Kassandra’s attempts to hide her
conviction that magic was operating all around them were never quite
successful, and that was her first and last Harry Potter Christmas.
At least as far as her mother was concerned. The next year, the third
Potter novel appeared, wrapped in sparkling paper, on the foot of her
bed before she ever came downstairs for breakfast. When Kassandra
skipped down the stairs, ready to thank her mother, the housekeeper
intercepted her, gave her a hug, wished her a very merry Christmas, and
whispered: “Don’t tell me the ending of this one, mind. I’ve just started
reading my own copy.”
This kindness and secrecy impressed upon Kassandra an early
knowledge of subversion of class, parental roles, and expectations. She
went into her adolescence ready to find her way through the world,
using the magic at her disposal, and kept her housekeeper’s gift with
her always. In her apartment on Pine Street, a worn and much-read copy
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of Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets held pride of place alongside
books on welding on her single bookshelf.
On one of their walks that first winter Franny lived on Pine Street,
Marilyn had shared this story of Christmas from her childhood.
“Our tradition was to drive out into the woods, about an hour from
our house, to cut down a tree for Christmas. My mother would drive
our Packard, even then looking like something from a previous
generation, as my father would likely have been sipping from his flask
since early in the morning. My little brother and I would bundle into the
large backseat, oblivious to the smell of alcohol and anger coming from
the front seat. Our father would turn on the radio, and we’d sing
Christmas songs at the top of our lungs the whole way out. I’m sure my
mother would have a raging headache by the time we arrived, but it was
the one day a year when she was determined to be cheerful.
“One year, I think I was about eleven and my brother nine, we piled
in the Packard as usual, heading out into a light snowfall. It felt magical,
dear Franny, absolutely magical. Snowflakes gently cascading down,
turning the landscape white, creating the sensation of driving through a
feather pillow. I believe my father was more sober than usual, and my
brother and I sang more tunefully than was our previous standard. In
my memory, we arrived at the forest service parking lot after what felt
like a lifetime of joyful travel through the landscape, watching town
disappear, melt into hills covered in glorious pines and firs.
“The magic lasted as we left the car, ready to find the most perfect
Christmas tree of all. We were a merry lot, and a lovely tree, just the right
size, full and green and easy to chop down, presented itself to us. It was
as if the tree itself said merry Christmas, have a holly jolly holiday, take
me home.
“My father took one end of the two-handled saw, and I went to take
the other, my usual role. ‘No, Marilyn,’ he said. ‘Your brother’s big
enough this year. What about it, Max? Want to help your dad cut down
the tree?’ Well, you can imagine, my brother was in heaven. I set aside
the pang of envy I felt, in the spirit of the day.
“To this day, I can’t picture what happened next. I only recall being
shoved back in the Packard, my dad’s leg placed on my lap, my mother
instructing me to hold her scarf on the gash across his shin, and racing
back to the nearest emergency room. My father, much drunker than he
seemed, had somehow walked into the saw’s blade. He recovered, just
needed a few stitches, and the alcohol numbed him enough for the
doctor to do it without additional anesthetic. My mother, though, she
never really recovered her love of the hunt for the perfect tree.”
Marilyn paused. “I know that might seem a dark sort of Christmas
story, Franny dear. I cherish it, though, because it reminds me that every
form of magic has a touch of darkness in it. My father loved to show off
that scar, and I fully recovered my love for the holiday. In fact, please
come have Christmas breakfast with Precious and me, if you would.”
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Franny did, of course, and she wished she’d been able to spend a
hundred more Christmases with Marilyn.
Allison never received the pony she wished for, fervently, and asked
Santa for, every year from her sixth birthday until she started middle
school. But other than this perennial disappointment, Christmas at her
home was pleasant enough.
Her dad would make pancakes for breakfast, asking Allison what
shape she wanted: Mickey Mouse or Pac-Man. They all turned out to be
large blobs. Allison would pick the most outrageous option she could
think of: a 747 jet, or the Eiffel Tower, or the Beatles. One year she asked
her dad to make pancakes in the shape of Dobby the House Elf, which
started a running joke that lasted for years.
When she opened her gifts after breakfast, ripping the paper off each
one, to the consternation of her father who persisted in trying to
persuade her to take the paper off carefully, so it could be saved and
reused, she discovered a package of socks her grandmother had sent.
Allison tried to hide the pang of disappointment even as she proclaimed
to admire the pink and green argyle pattern.
“Oh, the socks arrived!” her dad cheered. “Hooray, hooray!”
Allison stared at him, intrigued. “Dad!” she chided. “Why are you
cheering?”
“This is your lucky day, Allison!” he said. “The socks, the socks, the
socks are here!”
Nine-year-old Allison, skeptical: “Why, what’s so great about socks
for Christmas?”
Allison’s dad, conspiratorial: “You know. What does it mean when
you get a pair of socks?”
Nine-year-old Allison, drawn closer to him: “What? What does it
mean?”
Allison’s dad, voice low: “Come here, honey, or your mom will
overhear.”
Allison’s mom, exasperated, as usual, with the closeness between
them that she felt unable to penetrate: “Oh, for heaven’s sake. I’ll be in
the kitchen.”
Nine-year-old Allison, oblivious to her mother’s pain, heartless as
only children with their favorite parent on Christmas can be: “Okay,
she’s gone. What do socks mean?”
Allison’s dad: “You’re free now, sweetheart. You have socks, you have
clothing, you have your freedom.”
Twenty-seven-year-old Allison, remembering that Christmas, and the
package of socks under the tree for her every year after that, mailed to
her at college, only missing this year because of her dad’s poor health:
“Thanks, Dad.”
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Louise, over another cup of coffee on another visit to the local coffee
shop, a routine she and Douglas were developing, asked him: “What
was Christmas like for you, as a child?”
An innocuous enough question, and yet it struck him that along with
the regular coffee dates, he and Louise were creating a kind of intimacy.
Friendly intimacy, he quickly corrected himself.
It felt all too easy to answer her question, without stopping to
consider what it might make her think of him.
He began:
We did not celebrate Christmas at home, actually. My mother had
grown up Jewish. My grandparents on that side kept kosher, and
celebrated the high holidays. One of my earliest memories is a Passover
meal in their home, watching and listening as all the rituals were carried
out and explained for my benefit.
Then my father died, long before I was old enough to truly remember
him, and my mother remarried quickly. My stepfather was raised in a
Christian family, but he didn’t hold with any formalities or traditions. If
you’d asked him what religion he was, for example, he’d say something
like “any denomination that puts on good potluck suppers.”
My mother’s parents were not pleased, to say the least. It was many
years before we celebrated any holiday with them again.
After Thanksgiving, the kids at school would begin their
hyperventilations about Christmas: the presents they desired as life
itself, the wheeling and dealing with parents, the anticipation of time off
school. I longed to participate in these rituals, that seemed as much a
part of childhood as learning our times tables and spelling. But at home,
my stepfather invested no energy in creating a holiday. My mother halfheartedly tried to engage me in Hanukkah events and rituals, but they
seemed a pale ghost of the materialistic orgies my schoolmates took part
in.
When I was ten years old, my stepfather woke me up on Christmas
morning, as the sun peeked over the horizon. Putting a finger to his lips
to keep me from exclaiming, he led me to our attached garage.
There, glistening in the florescent light, was a bright red Schwinn
bicycle. I nearly cried with joy. I embraced him in one of the only truly
loving hugs I can recall us sharing.
Riding that new bicycle out to the park that day, in a pouring rain, to
show it off to all my schoolmates, hearing their oohs and aahs, being the
center of their attention, just for a moment, I realized the gift my stepfather had truly given me. For that moment, I belonged.
Sasha had invited David to spend Christmas with her. He accepted,
knowing it would be a complicated experience, given their history and
her wishes for their future.
Anything but watching the sappy, sentimental Pine Street group
celebrate in their sappy, sentimental way, finding new and subtle ways
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to emphasize his exclusion.
At least his father had seemed genuinely disappointed that they
wouldn’t have Christmas together. “Maybe New Year’s Day, then?”
Douglas had said, wistfully. “A meal together on the first day of a brandnew year, with my son. That would be wonderful. But no pressure. You
have your life, David, I understand.”
Do you, David had longed to say. Do you understand anything about me?
He spent a cold and windy day in Seattle, trying, to his credit, not to
inject too sour a note into the gathering Sasha planned with a few of her
straggly sort of friends. He strove to project good cheer, out of
consideration for her good, if misguided, intentions in making a place
for those who had no family they wanted to spend Christmas with, or
who wanted to spend Christmas with them.
After the last guest left, though, he could not help himself. He blurted
something about the kind of people who spend Christmas with their
second (or third) choice of company, and Sasha, on her last nerve after
cleaning, cooking, prepping, and hosting, burst into tears.
“I’m a jerk,” David said, “I’m sorry, Sash. I really am.” And he meant
it. “Let me make you a cup of tea.”
“Why do you have to be so mean, sometimes?” Sasha asked, her voice
plaintive, her legs curled under her on the couch as she took the cup of
sweet-smelling peppermint tea.
“I wish I knew, Sash. Maybe it’s Christmas. I’ve never loved it. When
it was just me and my mom, you know, she’d do her best. I’d wish my
hardest that my dad would come around, the years I wasn’t with him.
The years I was with him, I’d wish my mom could be there, too. It
always seemed like the day of the year when everything conspired to
remind me that I wasn’t part of a real family.” A memory flooded back,
surprising David with its emotional valence.
Sasha, perhaps seeing the shadow crossing his face, leaned forward,
touched his knee. “What is it, David?”
“I just remembered this one Christmas, when my dad’s schedule
changed, and he was able to drive me home, instead of putting me on
the bus. We spent about eight hours in a car together, stopping at
roadside diners for our meals, and just, you know, talking. I think I must
have been about eight years old, maybe nine. Old enough to wish that
drive would never end.
“And then, when we got back to mom’s house, she came out to meet
us, and for about five minutes we three were together. Like a Christmas
card, standing by my dad’s big old car, as it snowed around us, and
that’s what I thought: If someone took a picture of us now, snow falling,
suitcases on the driveway, it would look like we were going on a
vacation together, we’d look like a family, this would be our Christmas
card for next year.”
The best picture of my family ever, he thought, and it wasn’t even real.
Of all the Pine Street regulars, Leo had the best, simplest memories of
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Christmas. Raised among dozens of cousins in an extended family with
more of just about everything - kids, trouble, food, affection - other than
money, Leo spent most of his childhood Christmases at his
grandmother’s house.
Her farmhouse sat at the top of a gentle hill on the distant outskirts
of his hometown. It had been built by her father and uncles, using hand
tools for the finish work, scooping a hole for a basement with mules to
pull the digging blades and drag away the piles of dirt and rubble on
sleds. The house was solid, small, and cold in the winters.
Leo and his cousins would share a drafty attic room on Christmas Eve
night, grown-ups gone to church, rowdy children left at the house to
fend for themselves. They would stay up as late as they could,
promising one another to stay awake, to see Santa, to wake the others
when he arrived.
Snuggled under piles of blankets, each and every cousin was asleep
by the time midnight Mass ended. The adults returned, mounded
gaudily wrapped presents under the tree, and miraculously found
places to sleep in nooks and crannies around the tiny farmhouse.
At first light, the cousins roused, cursed their lot at missing Santa once
again, felt the delicious anxiety of wondering whether there would be
any presents for them, and cascaded thumpingly down the narrow stair
to the kitchen.
Leo’s grandmother was always up before them, always pulling warm
biscuits out of her oven, always stirring gravy, scrambled eggs, and hash
browns in vast cast iron skillets. Each cousin kissed the cheek she
offered, flush with warmth from labor and stove, as she sternly
reminded them: “Breakfast first, then presents.”
The flood of cousins then broke into the living room, issuing a
collective gasp of delight at the mountain of gifts and tree, waking up
the rest of the grown-ups, and launching the raucous barely controlled
chaos of Christmas morning. They ate rafters of eggs, potatoes, biscuits,
and gravy, tore into wrapping paper and boxes, oohed and aahed and
shouted at one another about their haul, and, as if following a magical
signal, took their toys, miniature trucks and tractors, fake weaponry and
stuffed animals, outside to the yard that surrounded the farm house to
play. Snow or not, they would spend the rest of the morning out of
doors, coming inside for the occasional restorative hot chocolate, or to
report to a parent the dreadful transgression of a sibling or cousin. The
grown-ups drank coffee spiked with brandy or whiskey, sharing gossip
and playing card games with rules that were impenetrable for the
cousins.
“We fought, we skinned knees and rolled ankles, we got cold and wet,
we broke the toys we’d just received, we made each other cry, we made
each other laugh,” Leo told Franny as they sipped unspiked Christmas
morning coffee of their own together. “Some of the best days of my life,
until now.”
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Franny listened to Leo’s tale of the raucous, cousin-filled family
Christmases of his youth. Another thrill associated with early romance:
learning the history of your new partner, imagining how it helps you
understand that person, helps you put the pieces of his current self
together in a sensible, rational way, full of new insights that your
budding love wants you to share, to show how clearly you see your
beloved.
And equally, the invitation to share your own past, to see it anew
through your beloved’s eyes. Franny searched for a suitable memory to
turn into a delightful or moving story to share with Leo. She found
herself wanting to show him how she, lone among her past family and
friends, understood the true meaning of giving. She wanted to make
him believe she was deeper, more introspective, more truly generous
than she really had been.
Realizing this, observing herself trying to frame a narrative for her
new lover, she let out a snorting laugh, nearly spraying coffee across her
small table.
“What’s funny?” Leo asked, wiping the table with his napkin.
“Me, I guess. My ego. Honestly, there’s only one thing I can remember
right now about my own childhood holidays, and it’s not that flattering
of a tale.”
“Then I must hear it,” Leo said with an encouraging smile.
“Remember, I’ve known your brother a long time. I hope it involves
him.”
“Not this time, at least that’s not how I remember it,” Franny said.
“We had a lovely elderly great auntie, who made the best peanut butter
cookies in the entire world. She was a spinster, as we called single
women back then, and she would bake for days in preparation for
Christmas time visits of friends and family members. But as an elderly
lady, she was a bit frightening to me when I was small. When we arrived
at her small house, I’d go straight to the dining room where the cookies
were set out on platters and plates. I’d eat as many peanut butter cookies
as I could before a grown-up, usually my mom, came in and found me.
Then I’d sit, crumbs all over my face and dress, pretending to pay
attention to the conversations until we left again.”
“Well, you were just a little kid,” Leo said. “Nothing unusual in kids
preferring cookies to adult conversations.”
“I suppose not,” Franny admitted. “Still, I wish I’d been able to tell
her how much I loved her, and her cookies, back then. See, I feel in some
ways…” She trailed off, emotion rising unexpected in her chest.
“Yes?” Leo encouraging, expectant.
“In some ways, Leo, my whole life, I’ve been too afraid of people and
situations to join in, to really participate, to tell everyone how much I
love them. I don’t like being afraid, Leo, and I want, I need to change.”
“You already are, Franny. You’re here, and you love me, right?”
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“Yes.”
“And you’re not scared, are you?”
Franny snorted her laugh again. “One hundred percent terrified, of
course.”
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Douglas and Louise settled into a friendly routine. Twice a week, they’d
meet for coffee in the morning, followed by a walk around the town.
Occasionally, Penelope would join them at the coffee shop, although she
did not share their walks. “Walking is altogether too healthy for me,
Douglas, even when it’s not the dead of winter, cold and slushy and
dreadfully uncomfortable. I’ll leave that part of your care to Louise, who
seems to enjoy it.”
Louise presented the opposite of Penelope in many ways. She was
practical, where her sister was dramatic; she was quiet, where Penelope
was loud, and she was reticent, where the elder girl would blurt out just
about any thought that came into her head.
“I’ve cultivated it, I must admit,” Louise said to Douglas on one of
their walks. “I knew from a very young age that there was no room for
me in Penelope’s shadow. If I tried to be like her, I’d be a second-rate
version. I carved out a different kind of territory.”
Douglas nodded. He could easily imagine the two girls, Penelope
bursting with energy and drama, Louise thoughtful and studious.
“But don’t get me wrong. I have my own demons. I simply express
them differently than my big sister does.”
“Demons?” Douglas felt his curiosity pique. “We all have them. I’m
curious to know yours, if you want to share.”
“Alcohol, for one. Truthfully, it’s not in and of itself my demon. It’s
what I used for years to try to medicate my demons into the kind of
quiet I strove to project.”
Douglas held silence, respecting Louise’s revelation. They walked on
for a while, stomping snow off their boots when they encountered a
clearing on the sidewalk. After a few more blocks, he ventured a
question. “And now? This quiet? Is it a projection?”
Louise kept a steady pace, but turned her face to him. “Now that is
not at all the question I expected, Douglas. Most people would ask if I’m
sober now, or would offer some sort of platitude. But you go right to the
heart of the matter. And, as a matter of fact, every bit of quiet for me
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holds a kernel of struggle, still. There is always a pinprick of fear that in
the silence, I will be discovered to be lacking something essential. I feel
that pinprick now. That I haven’t answered your question to your liking,
that you will find me too damaged for our friendship to sustain.”
“Ah, well. From one damaged creature to another, Louise, I offer only
my intention to sustain this friendship for as long as we both desire it.”
Douglas wanted very much to take her gloved hand in his, but
restrained himself, unsure as to why he felt the desire and why he
resisted it.
At Penelope’s house, Louise created a sanctuary of sorts in the spacious
room her older sister had designated for her use. Although the two were
just a few years apart, they had grown up in different worlds. Their
mother had died when Penelope was sixteen and Louise was thirteen.
Penelope responded by venturing out into the world, making herself
and her life as big as possible.
Louise tried to take care of their father, whose grief calcified into a
stultifying depression. No matter what she attempted, the entire
continuum from perfect behavior to out and out rebellion, her father
stayed behind his wall of grief. His heart gave out when Louise turned
twenty-one, and she found herself on the verge of having a life of her
own.
This turned out to be even more terrifying than the endless battle with
her father’s depression. Louise spent her twenties lost in one
relationship after another, searching for herself, finding, mostly, one
bottle after another. A marriage or two landed in this phase of her life,
until finally she gave up on the idea of finding any other person who
could tolerate her, resigning herself to a long-term relationship with
alcohol, until her liver had other ideas, and helped her meet some
doctors with tickets to rehab.
By the time she came to live with Penelope, Louise was five years
sober, and ready to focus on learning to love herself. As corny as that
sounds, she pondered, it’s precisely what I need to do. She began by
accepting her sister’s offer of a place to stay, indefinitely, and by
arranging the room in her sister’s house to hold some of her favorite
things.
A cozy blanket she’d managed to keep with her since her mother
died, that had lain on her parents’ bed;
A small painting of a quail standing in front of deep green grape
leaves, gazing somberly past his topknot at some undefined object of his
desire;
A tall glass candle holder with a quote from the Willie Nelson song:
Little things I could have said and done, I just never took the time.
This last one always made her smile, wryly. She’d purchased it in a
little shop off Pine Street, her housewarming gift to herself, feeling as if
it was the story of her life up until now.
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Franny’s midwinter found her in an unexpected groove of productivity.
As the sun rose a few minutes earlier each day, so did she. She found it
easy to spend an hour writing before turning her attention to the day’s
demands: preparing two class seminars per week, grading papers,
helping students who turned to her for mentoring or advice.
In the late afternoon, before the light faded completely, she’d walk to
the grocery store or indulge in a stroll around the town, nodding and
waving at an increasing number of familiar faces. Many days, the
familiarity comforted her. Sometimes, it created a small pit in her
stomach, a hard smooth knot of fear that the comfort would disappear,
or that it was only an illusion to begin with.
Time with Leo followed a similar rhythm: setting up routines of
dinner together, taking longer walks on weekends, alternating with
inexplicable conflicts and times apart.
One Saturday, Leo arrived at Franny’s apartment nearly two hours
after he’d claimed to be on his way. She’d spent those two hours
alternating between irritation, anger, relief at having more time on her
own, and fear that something terrible had happened. As usual, Leo’s
explanation was about helping someone in need. He’d been waylaid by
an old acquaintance, in this case someone who needed a dead car battery
jumpstarted.
Franny sputtered with frustration that she could not even be mad at
him for helping out. “But you could have called.”
“My phone battery was dead,” he answered.
“I thought you were dead.” Tears sprang to her eyes. “You don’t
understand, Leo. What you do, it affects me.”
“I know,” he said, averting his gaze. “I know.”
“I don’t think you know. I mean, I didn’t even know. I didn’t know
until now. You affect me, and I’m not one hundred percent sure I like
that, Leo. I came here to be, you know, my own person. I want to be my
own person. I love my life now, my writing, my teaching. I am not sure
I can do this, this relationship thing again.”
“I know,” Leo said, making eye contact now.
“How can you know?” Franny went on, mixing crying with talking
and trying to catch her breath. “You don’t know me better than I know
myself, Leo. And I don’t know myself very well at all.”
“I know, Franny. I do.”
“Maybe we should take a break.” Why am I saying this? Franny
wondered. What is this, this terrible thing coming out of my mouth? “Maybe
we are moving too fast.”
Leo took her arms in his hands. “Franny. Take a breath. A deep breath.
Then listen.”
She breathed. “Okay,” she stammered. She breathed again.
“Franny, I’m not at all used to having someone, anyone, who really
cares where I am and what I’m doing. I’m not used to having someone
who is waiting for me. But I can tell you one thing: I like it. I like it a lot.
And Franny?”
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In an instant, Franny spun a hundred possible options for Leo’s next
words: I’m sorry. We should take a break. I like you. I’m hungry. Let’s eat.
“What?” she said.
“I love you,” Leo said, in the softest, strongest voice she’d ever heard.
“I love you.” He’d said it, out loud, and he couldn’t take it back, even if
he wanted to.
Which he didn’t. Not at all.
After years of being alone, although rarely lonely, Leo found love in
his heart and body as if a switch had been flipped. It had been off, now
it was on.
As if the baggage he’d been carrying for so long he did not even feel
its weight, its pressure on his back, lifted. And he could stand up straight
for the first time in forever.
As if coming out of a dimly lit room into a clear sunny day, blinking
cautiously, turning to feel the warmth of the sun on his cheek.
As if tasting the first rich, slightly bitter sip of hot coffee after going
days without, the dark liquid sending a charge of energy he hadn’t
remembered missing all the way to the core of his being.
As if his toes, numb with decades of cold, tingled back to life, rivulets
of ice water soaking his socks.
Actually, he was standing in a puddle. He’d tromped into Franny’s
apartment from helping his friend, snow packed into his boots, which
had a little rip part way up, he’d meant to duct tape it this morning, but
he’d already been running late and then he’d completely forgotten until
now, his hands on Franny’s arms, looking her in the eye, saying the
words “I love you” while standing in a growing puddle of icy water, wet
socks and all.
Leo tried not to laugh. Franny looked scared, and vulnerable, and he
knew laughing would be just about the worst thing he could do. But his
toes were tingling with the warming, and that tickled, and the whole
situation seemed delightfully absurd, a combination of sublime emotion
and ridiculous puddles. He tested a smile.
Franny smiled back. “What?” she asked.
“I said I love you, Franny.”
“No, I mean, what’s funny? Why are you laughing?”
Sensing this could be the first test of his ability to manage his new
love relationship, Leo stepped back. “My feet are wet,” he said as
seriously as he could, “and tingly, and it tickles.”
Franny looked down, took in the puddle at his feet, and regained his
gaze.
Then she burst into her hearty, high-pitched laugh, and Leo laughed
too, and she leaned on him as she laughed.
“I love you,” he said again, when he caught his breath.
David turned his face into the brisk wind. The cold needles on his face
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felt better, somehow, than watching Leo go into Franny’s apartment
building.
It wasn’t that he still harbored any idea that Franny would dump Leo
and turn to him, David reminded himself. He knew that was a figment
of his imagination, and probably always had been.
The thought flashed through his troubled mind: is this how Sasha feels
about me?
He shook his head to rid himself of the trace of empathy. No room or
time for that now, he considered. I have to fish or cut bait. If I’m going
to have a life, I need to start it today, this minute. No more dithering, no
more wasting time in hopes of something other than what is in front of
me.
Walking quickly toward his house, his father’s house, Marilyn’s
house, whatever it was, David blew his warm breath into his cold hands.
What is front of me? He pondered. Stay with my dad? Watch his budding
relationship with that other woman, what’s her name, Louise? Witness
everyone finding a partner but me?
Nothing about that idea appealed to him, except that he couldn’t
think of anything better. Going back to Seattle, dealing with Sasha’s
feelings for him, filled him with dread. Finding someplace new should
be a glorious challenge, as it always had been before. Today, it provoked
only boredom.
He’d made it to the sidewalk in front of Marilyn’s house, but his feet
kept going. He couldn’t stop until his mind quieted a bit, and that
seemed far in the future. Tromping farther north, face still beaten by the
wind, David made a sudden turn.
Allison, the small woman who lived down the street, who’d never
welcomed him, not much anyway, who seemed at that moment to
embody every person who’d ever rejected or ignored him, crossed the
street in front of him and headed into the office supply store.
On a whim, he followed her. He watched her go into the back room,
behind the counter, and emerge again with a name tag.
She works here? David tried to puzzle it out. Isn’t she some kind of genius
scholar?
“Can I help you?” Allison asked him, a little too brightly. “Hello,
David.” Her voice tightened almost imperceptibly at his name.
“Hello, neighbor,” David tried to muster a relaxed smile. “Just saw
you pop in here and wanted to say hello. I had no idea you’d joined the
staff.”
A kernel of a plan made itself known in a far recess of David’s mind.
One of the beautiful and disturbing elements of small-town life is the
inevitability of encountering people you know in one context - work, or
school, or that time you were called to jury duty - in a completely
different context, and having to be polite.
Allison experienced this daily in her new job at the office supply store.
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She’d have to check out the purchases made by a professor from her old
department, uneasily realizing that this august person loved coloring
books that featured My Little Pony. Or, she’d be required to special order
a book for the professor who’d nearly derailed her thesis defense with
his predatory ways, smiling all the while.
Most days, though, Allison adored her new job. She felt slightly guilty
about this, the voice in her head reminding her it had nothing to do with
the master’s degree she’d worked hard to earn. But her boss was great,
the customers were usually happy, and her co-workers were sweet.
Lydia, the girl who’d helped her apply for the job, turned out to be
hilarious, full of happy energy and naive enthusiasm for life. The “close
encounters,” as Allison named them to herself, with eccentrics or creeps
or those whose private hobbies surprised her, were outweighed by the
steady if small income and the community she found herself in.
This wintry day, Allison’s first close encounter was with David.
Douglas was a doll, but his son had triggered a sense of disquiet in her
since they met. She continued smiling, as she’d been trained, as she
responded to his veiled insult about her status as “staff.”
“I’m happy to have a job, of course,” she said. “Many people don’t.”
If he takes that as an insult, given I’ve never seen him go to work, then so be
it, she thought.
“True,” he responded mildly. “We are always better off when we are
grateful for what we have, aren’t we?”
The little bell that indicated a new customer had pushed open the
front door sounded. Allison looked behind David to see who it might
be. “Excuse me,” she began. “I need to -”
David ignored her. “I mean, you must be grateful to have the income,
given that you are likely to lose a roommate soon.”
“What?” Allison asked.
“Oh, I’m sorry,” David said. “You’re busy. I’ll leave you to it.” He gave
her a sort of salute, turned, and walked out past her new customer.
He loves to stir up trouble, Allison reminded herself. Don’t fall for it.
On her way into the office supply store, Kassandra nearly collided with
David. “Hello,” she said. Ever since she discovered that David had,
indeed, known her childhood friend Sasha, Kassandra had tried to reach
out to him. She wanted to learn more about Sasha’s life, but did not want
to raise sad memories. On some level, being closer to David was a way
of being closer to Sasha, of holding out the hope that she could reconnect
with Sasha herself, at some point.
But David had withdrawn further, as if this odd coincidence of a
person whom they had both loved, or who had loved both of them,
frightened him. Kassandra did not want him to be scared. She held
nothing against anyone, including him, not even his strange behavior
on Pine Street, not even his clear “secret” crush on Franny, not even his
sometimes discourteous rejection of his father’s overtures.
Kassandra is one of those rare souls who truly wants everyone to be
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happy. She never uses another person’s misfortunes to make herself feel
more secure or more deserving of her own fortunes. She never asks the
universe for revenge. She wastes no time or energy trying to even scores
or elevate her own ego.
She loves people truly, as a whole and as individuals, and often finds
herself puzzled by those who do not. How could you not love people?
They are infinitely odd, curious, engaging, unpredictable, entertaining;
they are always striving, always moving, always becoming.
Kassandra, therefore, mustered as warm a “hello” for David as she
could manage on this cold slushy day, hoping for a moment of
connection, a chance to reassure him with eye contact that at least one
person today would be glad to see him.
But he brushed past her without making eye contact, lost in another
world. David’s energy painted itself on the young artist-barista as he
passed, and Kassandra’s heart ached for his loneliness.
David had no idea that Kassandra held such good will for him. His
loneliness formed a wall around his intuition and understanding, a wall
that was virtually impenetrable. Paradoxically, the more he longed for
company, the more he behaved in ways that further cemented the wall.
The plan that tickled the back of his mind exemplified this paradox.
He figured that Leo would soon move out of Allison’s basement and in
with Franny, anyway. Why not hurry it along a bit? And then, with
Allison needing a roommate, David could move in.
Just down the street from his dad and Louise, not needing to see how
close they were becoming, but nearby, to keep an eye on that situation.
Far enough away from Sasha so that she wouldn’t have an
opportunity to slink back into his life more than he wanted her to.
And Allison would of course stay close to Leo, and give David
information that he might be able to use, when the time was right, to
insert a wedge between Leo and Franny.
All this scheming came from the need to find someone to be close to,
someone who could be a partner. Most of us are like this. The seed of
our behaviors is natural, necessary. The plant grows warped toward the
only light we offer it, whether its source is compassion, understanding,
and love, or jealousy, envy, and fear.
The wall David built around himself only let in light from the fear
that if anyone truly knew him, they would reject him. The seeds of his
behavior grew toward that light, creating a tangle of schemes and plans
too complex to manage.
Stealing dogs, knocking over lovers with a jeep, and now sowing
consternation among friends. David kept plowing forward like a road
grader through the snow, trying hard not to notice what he splattered
along the way.
His next stop, after the office supply store, was not to Leo or Franny,
as he could do nothing directly. David’s next stop was back to Marilyn’s
house, to start the wheels in motion with his father and Louise.
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Franny looked up from her keyboard and squinted.
A beam of sunshine entered her apartment through the window,
slanted low, aglow with the promise of actual warmth.
Snow still covered the rooftops and yards on Pine Street; ice crystals
glittered in the breakthrough of sunlight. Winter had lingered this year,
with a late punch of blizzards that seemed unending. The energy on
Pine Street turned anxious and edgy. People were irritable and dogs
misbehaved out of boredom. A daylong break would bring out the
people and dogs, slogging across berms of snow and ice left by the
plows, and then the next storm would chase them all back inside.
This sunbeam felt different, somehow. Franny went to the window to
be closer to it, to absorb its warmth. In a fit of madness, judging by the
lingering ice, she threw the window open and took a deep breath.
As she coughed out the cold air, she heard birdsong. A group of robins
hopped about, eating the last lingering fruit on the ornamental pear tree
in front of her building, creating mini snowfalls as they landed on laden
branches.
A single small cloud moved to block the sun, casting her apartment
back into darkness, and sending a chill down her spine. Franny closed
the window, turning back to her computer, ready to pick up where she
left off in the chapter she was writing.
But something changed in the five minutes the sunbeam had flooded
her apartment, and she knew what it was.
The smell of cold air had changed, no longer full of the imminent
arrival of more snow. It held an undertone of green, of growth, of
newness.
The song of the robins was not the desperate calling to one another to
help find the last source of food. It sounded of celebration, of hope.
Even the cloud that had blocked the sun looked different.
Franny felt it in her bones. She pulled on boots and threw on a coat,
and headed out of doors.
Spring was not here, and it was not even around the corner, but it was
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coming. It would bring the warmth of the sun, and the winds of change.
Franny walked, dodging snow dropping from tree limbs, toward the
lingering light in the west, until it completely disappeared.
Spring on the “other” side of the mountains, far from Pine Street, closer
to the moderating effect of the ocean, was a very different experience.
Although the strange late-winter snow had buried the entire state, for a
while, the other side soon found itself back in its usual pattern of
gradual lightening of the grey that blanketed each day. Once in a while,
a brisk wind would blow the clouds away, revealing blue sky and
sending seagulls and starlings swirling on its drafts. The denizens of this
“other” side would be drawn out of doors, only to be chilled to the bone
by the wind.
On the whole, they much preferred the incremental change of
seasons, becoming connoisseurs of various shades of grey.
This included Sasha. Deeply tempting though it was to show up on
David’s doorstep, to disrupt his small-town idyll, to win him back, the
climate helped hold her to home. She could not quite imagine living
year-round in such extremes of cold and heat.
No, reunion with David depended on luring him back to the city, back
to the lifestyle Sasha loved and she knew David would love, too, much
as he would learn to love her again.
She’d grown since they were together, and she longed for the chance
to demonstrate to him her new depth of understanding, her revised
character.
In the meantime, she waited, much as spring waited for its chance to
be revealed in all its other-side glory.
That day arrived in early April. The wind arrived, but this time it did
not bring a bone-curdling chill. This time, it carried the lightness and
warmth of the sun to every corner of the city. The thick grey overcast
dissipated, leaving puffs of white clouds sailing in its wake. Baby crows
stretched their immature wings, cawing out their desire to try flight for
the first time.
Sasha stepped outside, ready to walk to her favorite coffee shop, and
watched as the sky turned the shade of blue that only sky over water
can achieve.
She snapped a quick selfie, coffee mug in hand, blue sky in the
background, and texted it to David, with no words to accompany it. Her
message was clear:
Wish you were here.
On the day everyone set their clocks ahead, to “spring forward,”
Kassandra woke early and sprang out of bed. One gift of youth is that
the change in time is absorbed quickly, with very little lingering
resentment in the body.
Sundays were typically her days to work in the studio that Douglas
had set up for her, but this morning she’d offered to fill in for a coworker
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at the coffee shop. The coworker volunteered at the cold weather shelter,
staying overnight at the church which opened its doors to anyone who
needed a warm place to sleep, no questions asked. Kassandra had done
this once or twice herself, and knew what it was like to try to adjust after
having virtually no sleep. She was happy to step in and let her coworker
go home and rest.
Plus, it gave her a chance to see some of her regulars one more time.
Kassandra loved the few moments she got to connect with each
customer while she took their orders, made their drinks, corralled their
sweet treats, and tidied up the tables. Regular or stranger, Kassandra felt
each person brought something special to her day, each interaction
created an opportunity to make their day a bit better.
This spring-forward Sunday, she was delighted to see Allison walk
through the door. Kassandra greeted her friend heartily, and offered her
usual dose of caffeine. “Ready to go to work at your store, Allison, and
keep this community in printer paper and art supplies?” Kassandra
smiled.
“I wish,” Allison answered. Kassandra noted the flatness of her
friend’s voice, and trouble that lurked behind her eyes.
“Why, what’s up?” Kassandra asked.
“It’s my mom,” Allison said, taking the first sip from her mug of
steaming, strong espresso. “She needs surgery, and my dad’s still not
well enough to care for her. I’ve got to go stay with her for a while.”
Kassandra imagined this situation in her own life: having to give up,
even temporarily, all the routines she’d built to care for the mother who
was never truly satisfied with Kassandra’s choices anyway. It made her
stomach ache a little.
“Oh, I’m sorry,” she said genuinely. “I hope your mom will be okay.”
“Me too,” Allison said. Her expression was bleak. Kassandra pulled
a cinnamon roll from her pastry case and put it on a plate.
“Here, it’s on the house,” Kassandra said, and was rewarded with a
brief smile from her friend.
Allison sat on the front steps of her parents’ house, holding a mug of
coffee in her hands, and staring into the middle distance between their
front fence and the street.
She understood why people took up smoking. At least it gave them
an excuse to step outside every hour or so for a few minutes. And when
you are staying with your mother, watching her struggle to recover from
surgery, with all your past swirling around, the future uncertain, and
the present full of pain, you need to step outside.
Or, get up super early, as Allison had, bundle up against the morning
chill, and take your first cup of coffee out on the porch. If Mom wakes up,
she won’t see me and start the day’s conversation, Allison pondered.
The thought immediately triggered a pang of guilt that threatened to
interfere with her ability to swallow her coffee. I should be grateful
Mom’s home for her recovery, and well enough to talk, she thought, not
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annoyed by her need to comment on everything about me and my life.
Even when she says she supports me, it comes across as
micromanagement.
There was something else, too, underneath the moderate annoyance
at her mother’s ongoing critiques of her educational, vocational, and
relationship choices.
Allison was stunned by the vision of her mother as physically frail.
She had always known her mom’s emotional ups and downs, had
memorized them as a kind of road map of hazard areas to avoid. But
seeing her mother in her nightgown, face dreadfully pale, thin hair
mussed from too much time on a pillow, weaving unsteadily on her feet
as she rejected the walker the hospital had sent home with her, this was
new territory.
And it was territory that Allison disliked intensely. Any moment,
watching her mom, panic would creep up her spine, or clutch at her
bowels. This panic was beyond word or thought. It was, Allison began
to understand, the simple, blank terror of confronting a vision of one’s
own future.
“Allison? Honey?” Her mother’s voice came through the front door.
“Where are you?”
Taking a deep breath, Allison downed the dregs of her coffee, and
stood. She took a long look around her, and started her inner clock,
counting down to when she could, legitimately, take her next break to
step outside.
She opened the door.
“I’m here, Mom. Right here.”
Call me when you need a break.
Allison read the text from Kassandra once, twice, three times. The first
time, she read in astonishment; the second and third times, she read with
deepening gratitude.
As she waited for the soup she’d made for her parents’ lunch to heat
up, Allison called.
“Are you at work?” she asked Kassandra.
“Just stepped out for my 15 minute break. Your timing is perfect,”
Kassandra answered. Allison allowed herself to suspect that this was a
white lie, that the young artist-barista had called to her work mate and
said, hey, I’m taking my break now, when she saw Allison’s name on her
phone.
She is just that much more kind than the rest of us, Allison thought.
“How’s your mom?” Kassandra asked.
“Fine, you know, as much as can be expected,” Allison said. She
prepared herself to launch into the story of her mom’s diagnosis,
surgery, prognosis, but Kassandra spoke again.
“Good. And you? How are you?”
Perhaps it was the unexpectedness of the question, or even the way
Kassandra had reached out. Or perhaps it was the buildup of all the
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worry over her mother’s condition. Maybe, it was the accumulated
frustration of being cast as both child and caregiver.
Allison began to cry. She stepped to the other side of the kitchen door,
closed it behind her, huddled under the little overhang on the back
stoop. And cried.
“I thought so,” Kassandra said, softly.
When Allison could choke out a few words, they were an apology.
“I’m sorry,” she said.
“Nothing to apologize for. You need to let it out. It’s okay. It’s
necessary. I don’t mind. I can listen to you cry as long as you need to.”
This made Allison giggle. The image of Kassandra, on Pine Street,
holding her phone close enough to listen to a friend sob, while squinting
into the sun or trying to find a place out of the spring wind, seemed
terribly funny.
Soon, they were both laughing. Young women, each facing very
different challenges, had found a moment to laugh together, across the
miles between them.
“I’d better get back inside. My parents need their lunch.” After a few
more shared giggles, Allison hung up and returned to her parents.
Friendship, Allison pondered, is such a gift.
Kassandra returned to the coffee shop. She did not know that Allison
had guessed correctly about Kassandra’s impromptu break, just to be
there, to listen to her friend cry and laugh. She felt their bond had
deepened, though, and as she went back to work she experienced that
lightness of body and mind that friendship triggers.
Back at the front counter, Kassandra looked to see who the next
customer might be. Everyone already in the shop had been served; they
were drinking, eating, reading, chatting, working on their laptops.
Franny had come in while Kassandra was on the phone with Allison.
She was in her usual corner, tapping away on her keys, probably writing
her great American novel, Kassandra thought. The barista decided not
to intrude on Franny’s writing time. If she needed a refill, Kassandra
knew, her friend would look up, cast about with a dazed expression for
a moment, then make eye contact and smile. Until that happened,
Franny needed to keep writing.
The bell over the door jingled. Kassandra turned to see who it was.
David smiled at her, but his smile never had the same effect as
Franny’s. Or anyone else, really. It wasn’t warm, Kassandra decided. It
was a smile without warmth, and the young woman puzzled over how
that could happen. How was it someone as intelligent and educated as
David could produce a smile without warmth? Where had all his
warmth gone?
“Hi there,” he said, interrupting her interior monologue. “How are
you?”
“Fine,” Kassandra answered. There, again. A perfectly standard,
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appropriate, even thoughtful greeting. But no real interest or warmth
inside it. No genuine interest in connection. It felt like an obligation
David was getting out of the way in order to get on to what he wanted.
“What do you want?” she asked, adding her own less-than-genuine
smile, trying to soften that challenge into her ordinary inquiry into a
customer’s order.
“Ah, well, that’s always the question, isn’t it.” David paused. “What
do any of us really want?” Kassandra tried not to let her annoyance
show as she continued to smile, and wait for David to order something,
or get one with it.
He’s a hurting person, somehow, she reminded herself. Maybe it’s Sasha,
maybe it’s something else, but he’s hurting, and he hides it behind this facade of
coldness.
“Have you seen Allison, lately?” he asked. The question surprised
Kassandra, and she answered it honestly before she could think about
whether such openness was wise.
“She’s taking care of her mom and dad. I’m not sure when she’ll be
back.”
“Leo is alone in that house?” David asked. “I’ll have the usual,” he
continued, before Kassandra could reply. “Bring it to Franny’s table.”
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Allison took a deep breath. There was no mistaking it: she was back on
Pine Street, back home, and summer was right around the corner. The
green smell of spring was giving way to a sweeter, dryer, straw-like
smell that meant warmer days.
After spending a month with her parents, Allison did not even mind
the wind that whistled past her, threatening to slam her front screen
door into her back as she fumbled with her key to her house.
Home.
She lugged her suitcase over the threshold, leaving the wooden door
open, letting that wind swirl fresh air into the living room, and sat on
her old love seat. Neatly piled on the coffee table, the junk mail that had
arrived while she was away sat waiting to be recycled. Leo, she smiled,
he’s never tidy with anything but he must have made a special effort.
Allison wanted to pop down to see Leo, to thank him for watching
the house and taking in the mail, to see Precious and receive some
sloppy dog kisses.
But not quite yet.
She had two things to do first. She had to call Kassandra, to let her
know she’d arrived back safely, to thank her for the texts, brief
conversations, excuses to step out she’d provided over the last few
weeks.
Before that, even, Allison knew, she needed to deal with the pent-up
emotions that would bubble up and over any second now, now that she
was safe.
Home.
Allison took another deep breath. She conjured her mother’s face and
felt it, weirdly, cover her own. This sensation of taking on her mother’s
face had occurred surprisingly often while she’d been caring for her
mom. It would be a brief and welcome surprise to catch a glimpse of
herself in the mirror, and realize that her own face had not disappeared
completely.
“I am not my mother, “Allison whispered. She brought her hands to
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cover her face, touching the skin that seemed not to belong to her at the
moment, and let herself dissolve. She wept for a time; the sky outside,
still bright blue when she’d opened her front door, was dusky when she
stood and shook the tears away.
Allison washed her face, her very own face again, and scooped the
junk mail into the recycling bin without opening a single envelope.
“Leo?” Allison tapped the door to her friend’s basement apartment.
“Leo? It’s me, Allison, I’m home.” She heard the radio, set to classic rock,
turned up loudly. That meant one of two things: either Leo was home
and working on a project, or he was out and trying to fool potential
burglars into thinking he was home. Either way, it was unlikely that he
would hear her tap on the door or her voice. She turned to head out on
a walk. The evening was cool and breezy, with a few clouds visible in
the darkening sky.
“Allison?” The voice reached her a few steps down the sidewalk.
“Hey, welcome back!”
Only it wasn’t Leo. Allison turned and saw David walking her way.
“Um, hi.” She wasn’t sure about David, ever.
“How’s your mom?” David asked. Allison felt a chill. It could have
been the wind or the way David was pretending to care.
“She’s fine.”
“Oh, good. That’s such a relief. How’s Leo? I haven’t seen him in a
long time, either.”
“I just got home, actually. I haven’t seen him yet.” Allison
immediately questioned her judgement in giving David this
information. If she wasn’t so tired from traveling, and care taking, and
all of it, she’d be more on her guard.
“Oh, well, sure. I’ll leave you to get reacclimatized, then, Allison. And
don’t worry. I’m sure Leo’s fine. Precious, too.” David smiled that
disingenuous smile of his and turned to walk the other direction.
Ugh, thought Allison. My recovery walk spoiled right away. Should I
be worried about Leo? And Precious? Of course not. David’s just trying
to stir up trouble.
And yet. What if?
This “what if” niggled at Allison as she tried to focus on the summer
evening around her, stealing the potential for relaxation, replacing it
with visions of all kinds of potential minor disasters.
“Hey, welcome back!”
Now that voice was certainly one she wanted to hear.
“Kassandra!” Allison stepped quickly to give her dear friend a hug
that warmed her to her core.
After being away for a few weeks, caring for her mother, Allison found
herself shocked as she walked down Pine Street to the coffee shop.
She was sure that there was at least one more empty storefront than
when she left. Or maybe two more?
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All around her town, city economies boomed. They struggled to hold
all the people who streamed to their centers for the decent jobs
flourishing there. Then those same people realized they could not afford
to live close to those decent jobs. Some found roommates and tiny spaces
to share with them; others pushed their lives to the periphery of the city,
creating the need for cars or buses or trains to ferry them back and forth
to work. The bustle of commuting became a kind of second job for these
people, adding hours to their time away from the homes they worked
hard to be able to afford.
Some of those people found their way to Allison’s town, perched on
the edge of a barely feasible commuting distance, especially if they could
telecommute during the worst of the winters.
And yet. Despite this growth, despite these additional people, the
core of the town seemed to be stripping itself bare. Three or four shops
had closed just on this single street. People retired, or relocated,
according to the brief notices in the local paper, and no one stepped in
to buy the business or replace it with something else. Or, a business
simply failed. A good idea, but no lightning in a bottle to keep it alive.
Allison worried. She slowed her pace, reading the For-Lease notices,
scanning the interiors visible through paper taped to the windows for a
glimpse of the life that had been present in the space just a heartbeat
ago. Was this just an ebb in the flow of commerce, a coincidental episode,
and the street would thrive again in another year or two?
Or was Pine Street dying?
The bell over the door of the coffee shop offered its reassuring jingle,
and she entered an arena of noisy community: young moms chatting
with one another, hair pulled back in practical ponytails; older women
planning book club meetings; students settling in for hours of
homework, using the wireless for the price of a single drip coffee; and
over there, in her usual spot, Franny with her laptop, writing feverishly.
This corner of Pine Street was thoroughly alive, at least for now.
Leo loved taking Precious on long walks around town. He would get
busy with a project, or work, or helping someone, and think: I don’t have
time for a walk with Precious.
Then, he’d realize: that’s crazy. Of course I have time for a walk with
Precious. And, he’d get her on the leash, grab some plastic sacks for poop
scooping, and head out.
Walking with a dog on the leash turns transportation into meditation.
You can’t have a destination or time too much in mind; you have to let
the dog stop, sniff, circle, pee, reverse directions, and do it all again. If
you pass other dogs out on their walks, you must do the modern-day
equivalent of doffing your cap, sharing a conspiratorial smile that
encompasses all the emotions of dog-love: the joyfulness, the slight
anxiety to keep your canine friend safe, the slow release of built-up
tension, the shiver of disgust at having to touch poop, even through a
plastic bag or scoop.
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When Allison returned from caring for her mom, and knocked on his
door, Leo had been out with Precious, walking a random route, stopping
to chat with others they met along the way. He’d intended to stop by
Franny’s place, and bring her along on their walk, but Precious had
started off in the opposite direction. For an elderly dog, she could pull a
strong man like Leo down the sidewalk with surprising ease. Perhaps it
was because Leo didn’t like to use his full strength, but he wondered. In
a true tug of war, if Precious gave it her all, and he did the same, who
would win? She had a single-mindedness that, Leo believed, would give
her the advantage over his brute strength.
So, he decided to follow the scruffy old dog on her choice of route,
and gently wind their way to see Franny at the end of their walk.
Perhaps they could convince her to put her writing aside, for a bit, and
come sit on the porch with them, enjoying the sensation of summer
lilting in the air.
When they came to the sidewalk in front of Franny’s building,
though, Leo saw David buzzing the front door. He fought the irrational
urge to rescue Franny, as if something bad was about to happen.
That’s silly, Leo thought. David’s odd, and awkward, but he’s trying.
Still, Leo decided to circle the block with Precious, more compliant
now that she’d burned off some of her canine energy, until he could be
sure David had left again.
Leo and Precious circled Franny’s block. David had not, as far as Leo
could tell, emerged back onto the street. What could he be doing in there for
so long? Or did he leave, and I missed him? Leo fretted.
And fretting was not Leo’s favorite emotion. He typically filled his
time with tasks and his mind with thoughts, in order to avoid fretting.
Over the course of his life, Leo had seen others give in to worry as a
raison d’être. He’d even convinced himself that being lost in worry was
a mark of adulthood; and so, determined to avoid it, he worked hard
not to become a real adult.
Women in his life seemed to know this about him. First, they were
drawn to his carefree attitude. Then, they grew frustrated with what
seemed to be a lack of caring. Finally, they would confront him with an
ultimatum: grow up or get out.
He would get out, lovingly, understandingly, sad that he could not be
the person they seemed to want, resolute in his determination not to be
that boring, worry-full adult.
Only recently did he realize that worry had snuck in through the back
door, a loophole in his emotional logic. His determination not to
succumb to a life of fretting made worrying about worrying his constant
companion.
Crushed by this realization, and lost in fretting, Leo watched the door
to Franny’s apartment building. Precious sat patiently at the other end
of the leash, occasionally sniffing something within nose-reach. The
scruffy old dog had felt many human emotions transmitted down that
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length of nylon webbing: fear, joy, sadness, grief, distraction, elation,
silliness, and, of course, worry. In her canine way, she took them all in
stride. Humans were nothing if not changeable, transitioning through
emotional states the way dogs move through a stand of tall grass,
sniffing every molecule that tells the story of the past twelve to fortyeight hours of the site. Wait five seconds, the wind will shift, and you
will learn something new.
Dogs, however, do not judge the smells that come their way. They
simply take them in, translate them into useful information, and move
on. Humans are full of judgment, layering it on like coats of paint,
creating a muddle of colors and textures.
On balance, Precious thought, I’m glad I’m a dog.
It’s been a while since we visited Franny. She’s been hidden away,
focusing on her writing, taking the occasional walk with Leo and
Precious, spending some mornings behind her laptop at the coffee shop,
fueled by Americanos and eavesdropping on the conversations around
her. She’s teaching, too, even unpublished fiction writers have to make
a living. And she gives her students the best she can. It takes most of her
energy. So, we have allowed her, mostly, to work in peace.
David’s interruption this late spring afternoon was not entirely
welcome. Too polite to tell him to go away, Franny buzzed him in the
main door, popped her apartment door ajar, and went to her refrigerator
to pull out a couple of seltzer waters.
She turned back to her living room. David sat there. He’d entered
silently, while her back was turned.
So awkward, she thought. No wonder Kassandra is the only one who can
really tolerate him.
“Oh, hello,” Franny said. “I didn’t hear you come in.” She offered a
seltzer water. “Thirsty?”
“No, thank you, Franny,” David said. “I can’t stay long.”
She opened her own can, which made the only sound in the room: a
spritz of carbonation releasing its pressure. She had an odd flash of
imagining the pressure in the room releasing in the same way, with a
flood of tiny bubbles floating out into the hallway.
Franny waited for David to say why he’d stopped by.
He did not. He sat quietly, gazing at her, with a smile that seemed to
indicate a private joke.
“Um, okay,” Franny broke the silence. “What can I do for you,
David?”
“Not a thing, Franny. I just wanted to check to see if you are okay.”
“Me? I’m fine. Why?”
“Oh, you know. Word on the street. People are concerned. That’s all.”
Franny frowned. “People? What people? Why are they concerned?”
“I’m sure it’s nothing. As I said. Just people, probably making up stuff
when nothing’s really going on.” He rose. “How’s Leo?”
“Fine, I assume. I haven’t seen him in a few days. Why? Did you hear
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something about him, too?”
“Oh, nothing in particular. You know how it is. Well, thank you for
reassuring me. I’ll pass the word along.” David gave a slight bow, and
left, that secretive smile still on his face.
Ugh, thought Franny. I’m sure he’s just stirring the pot.
But she found she could not re-settle into her writing. She grabbed a
light jacket and headed out to clear her head with a walk.
Franny ejected herself from her apartment building onto the street,
ready to refresh herself with a brisk walk, and shake off the lingering
“ugh” feeling left by her brief visit from David. She turned away from
the wind, moderate for this time of year, and focused on the sidewalk.
“Hey,” a voice called from behind her. “Slow down.”
She was tempted, oh so tempted, to ignore the voice. But, almost in
spite of herself, her heart lifted.
It was Leo’s voice, and she longed to spend time with him. Her
devotion to writing had kept her cooped up and away, with Leo’s full
support. Franny loved the sense of accomplishment she found in
spending her planned three hours at the keyboard.
And, she realized, she loved Leo.
Love terrified her. It thrilled her. It made her unsettled, cranky, picky.
It made her want to throw her laptop out the window, call Leo in to her
bedroom, and not come out for days.
Love had led Franny down dark and dismal pathways before, and
she was not eager to tread them again.
And love had lifted her out of herself, given her a new view of the
world, filled it with colors, songs, and smells she could never have
imagined without it.
Anyone who has seen the crumbling of a marriage they worked hard
to build, who has felt a marriage slip through their clinging fingers, who
has listened to the loneliness of a shared, loveless bed, anyone who has
been through this will understand Franny’s pause on the corner, the
inner competition, one voice imploring her to keep walking, the other
inviting her to turn toward her lover.
On this breezy, late-spring, almost-summer day, Franny chose to say
“yes” to the invitation.
She turned to Leo, and kissed him as a brief cloudburst soaked them
through.
Precious the scruffy old dog, who typically hated to get wet, waited
patiently, tail wagging, happy in her humans’ joy.
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That’s a nice spot to pause Franny and Leo for a bit, isn’t it? They are in
love, happy, transforming themselves from who they were before to
who they will be with one another.
They’ll still be involved with their friends on Pine Street, of course.
They can’t avoid it. That’s how small towns work. No one is ever
completely outside the main story.
David wants to cause trouble in their world; he probably will. He’s
smart enough and sad enough to distract himself that way. But Sasha
has other plans for David, and herself, and we’ll want to find out what
they are.
Allison needs Leo’s help on the renovation of her green house. He’s
happy to help, of course; he always is, which is why his own projects
often languish. But Allison also is drawn to figure out David’s issues,
perhaps as way to avoid dwelling on her mother’s ill health and her
father’s lack of ability to cope.
Kassandra continues to be the ray of sunshine on Pine Street. Even as
summer heats up, her light shines brightly. So does her art. We’ll
discover one of her pieces, and where it takes her. Kassandra deserves a
little fame, and don’t worry, it won’t go to her head. She’s too kind for
that.
Let’s not forget Douglas and Louise, either. They were regular coffee
dates in the late winter and early spring. It’s quite possible, don’t you
think, that Douglas deserves another round of love in his life; and Louise
certainly deserves her first.
With all that to follow, we can let Franny and Leo have some private
time to explore their romance.
Besides, it’s getting hot out there on the sidewalks of Pine Street, and
the dog days of summer loom. Precious needs to rest up a bit. She’s an
old dog, and we have to take good care of her, pamper her a little now
and then.
Marilyn would want it that way.
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Hot.
Allison glanced at the thermometer her boss kept on the wall next to
the main entrance to the office supply store. Its old-fashioned hand
seemed to waver in the heat, but it looked like it was pointing at the
hash mark just past ninety degrees Fahrenheit on the dial.
Fricking hot. And only a little past one o’clock in the afternoon, with
the real heat of the day yet to descend.
At least there’s no wildfire smoke, not yet, anyway, Allison pondered.
She stepped inside the cool air-conditioned store, a rash of goosebumps
prickling her arms. Some days, she wished they could turn the AC off.
The store was built with thick concrete walls and floors, and would stay
relatively cool anyway, without that damp chill that hit you when you
came in from the out of doors.
But, you know, customers, she would say to herself. They want to be
cool.
Truthfully, Allison found the customers provided a welcome
diversion from fixing up her green house. She loved working on the
house, too, but every day she had a shift at the store, she looked forward
to showering, putting on clothes that were entirely presentable, and
getting out of her house (and head) for a bit. The part-time income
helped, too. This week’s paycheck was going for paint.
Allison had always wanted a bright red front door, and earlier in the
summer she’d found a solid wood panel door at a yard sale. Seventyfive dollars, and Leo helped her haul it home. It was perched on two
sawhorses, under a tarp, ready for primer. Allison found the paint color
she loved, and following Leo’s advice, bought the premium outdoor
latex brand. “You won’t regret it, even though it seems expensive, Al. It
will save you hours by going on smoothly.” Same with two high-quality
brushes, one for the primer and one for the cover coats. “Invest in your
tools,” Leo said. She’d chuckled at that, as most of his tools were in some
state of disrepair, just waiting for the moment when he had the time and
parts to fix them.
That was one of the things that she loved about Leo: he didn’t throw
stuff away. Or people. He didn’t cast people off, either, just because they
were dinged or dented or missing something.
David was her prime example. Most of the summer, she knew, David
had been scheming up something to do with Leo and Franny. But Leo
still greeted David with a smile, shook his hand, told him a joke.
Allison had tried to caution Leo, but he wouldn’t have it. “I know
David’s a good person. That’s all I need to know,” Leo would say.
She walked to the back room, and noticed a box on the Will-Call shelf.
Customized stationery of some sort, she realized, and then she saw
the name on the order.
Douglas, David’s father.
They looked like wedding invitations.
Through the spring, Douglas and Louise, Penelope’s sister, spent more
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and more time together. When the first real heat wave of summer struck,
Louise took off for a week somewhere cooler. “I’ve got moss between
my toes,” Louise joked. “It dries out fast in this summer heat. I just need
a week or so on the damp side of the mountains and I’ll be rejuvenated.”
Douglas found himself missing her in a way he hadn’t felt since
Marilyn. He tried to call her only once a day, to avoid frightening her, or
himself.
It didn’t work.
A hard, small knot of fear lived in his stomach for the hours between
phone conversations. He couldn’t untie it, no matter how hard he tried,
except by hearing Louise’s voice.
Douglas stretched his lanky frame on his bed, window open, trying
to grab a few hours of sleep after this very hot day, waiting for the air
outside to sigh itself into the coolness that followed sundown by an hour
or two. He’d talked to Louise at dinner time. He faced another eighteen
hours before he would allow himself to call her again.
The sky glowed a deep blue on the western horizon. Nearly ten
o’clock at night, and still that lingering bit of reflected light: the joy of
living in the northern hemisphere in midsummer.
A mosquito buzzed somewhere in the room. It’s the females that bite,
and the males that buzz, Douglas mused. Or is it the other way around? Or
is the whole thing an old wives’ tale? His brain was too muddled by hot,
sticky, sleeplessness to recall, and his body was too heavy to move
toward his computer to Google it.
Is life just a series of hot nights, filled with buzzing mosquitoes and
loneliness, an endurance test, offering brief cool breezes to keep us from
giving up?
Or is life truly itself in the cool moments of comfort and
companionship, with a few mosquito bites just to remind us to be
grateful for its loveliness?
Pondering this philosophical dilemma, Douglas fell into a fitful sleep.
When he awoke, he called Louise and asked her to marry him.
Everyone on Pine Street was pleased for Douglas, as they learned of his
impending marriage to Louise. For all of them, Marilyn’s memory lived
on, in vivid color: a bright magenta pulsing her spirit’s approval that
Douglas should find new happiness.
They agreed Louise was lovely. They considered her part of the Pine
Street family. They appreciated the light she brought for Douglas, who
had been through so much.
Kassandra, whose artistic expression had been fostered by Marilyn’s
encouragement, cleared the exterior wall of her studio at Marilyn’s old
house. Douglas’s house now, and he’d been the one to tell Kassandra of
Marilyn’s wish to have her use the garage as a studio. To welcome this
new phase of Douglas’s life, Kassandra decided to paint a mural.
A sculptor at heart, Kassandra risked stretching her skills as a painter.
She knew her colors well enough, she thought, and would create
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something vivid, letting colors do the work, so she would not have to
venture into figurative painting.
She started with that magenta, the color that captured Marilyn’s
devotion to the blood and joy of life itself. Kassandra sprayed an eight
by twelve section of wall, not bothering to smooth out any of the spray
patterns left by the nozzle. If a bit of the wall’s faded green paint peeked
through, that was all right with her. Love, and life, always show a few
cracks, after all.
She did not plan to imitate Marilyn’s mural motif, the giant squid. But
Kassandra loved the idea of curves and swirls, tentacle-like, covering
the wall. She layered curls of turquoise blue on the magenta base, and
touched them with highlights of sunshine yellow. Shadows of charcoal
gray added depth to the swirls, and grounded the exuberance of colors.
In the center of the wall, at a point halfway between the Douglas’s eye
level and Louise’s, Kassandra hung a sculpture she’d made of welded
steel: a life-like heart encircled with clasped hands. On the back, where
no one would see it once placed on the wall, Kassandra etched:
May your love be a
Circle without end.
As she perched on an old wooden apple picking ladder leaned
against the garage wall, installing the heart, a voice startled her.
“Hey there.”
Kassandra did not need to turn to know who it was. Sasha, her old
friend from teenage summers at the lake, had come to Pine Street.
Kassandra’s kind heart leapt at the sound of her old friend’s voice.
Despite the way they had parted, despite all the years since, the
intervening episodes of life, loss, and growing up, despite Sasha’s
involvement in David’s life, Kassandra could be nothing but happy that
their reunion had finally come to pass.
Damp with sweat from working on her mural all day, she stepped
down from her old apple ladder and wrapped Sasha in a muscular hug.
“Hello, friend,” Kassandra offered quietly. She released Sasha and
stepped back, maintaining a gentle hold on her friend’s thin arms. “You
are as beautiful as I remember.”
“I don’t think so. But it’s kind of you to say it, anyway.” Sasha loosed
an arm from Kassandra’s grip, and pushed a strand of hair out of her
eyes. Kassandra saw a strain in her friend’s gesture. “How are you, K.?”
“Great Sasha, just great. I’m glad you’re here. I want to have a long
catch up session, and soon.” Sasha smiled, but looked away, toward the
street. “Tonight?” Kassandra continued. “I’ve got to clean up and get to
work now, but I get off at seven. Let me make you a late dinner?”
“I don’t know. I just got here - not sure what the plan is for tonight.”
Something in Sasha’s tone told Kassandra her friend had a precise plan
for that evening. “If I’m free, I’ll meet you at your work at seven, how
about?”
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“Sure,” Kassandra answered, trying to keep her voice easy. “It’s the
coffee shop, just three blocks down that way, on the right. I’ll give you
my cell number. Text me if you’re running late.”
Sasha shook her head, and smiled again. The gesture reminded
Kassandra of how they’d looked like sisters, back in the day. “No
worries, K. If I’m not there at seven, just assume something else came
up. I’ll find you again before I leave town, I’m sure.” She offered another
brief hug, and headed off down the sidewalk.
Kassandra watched Sasha walk away, hair swinging in the afternoon
sunshine. Only then did it occur to her to wonder why her encounter
with Sasha had taken place at Marilyn’s old house - Douglas’s place.
David. Sasha had been looking for David.
In a glimmer of heat rising from the sidewalk, Kassandra glimpsed
that carefree teenager she’d loved and lost. She wondered if anyone
would mistake them for sisters now.
As she walked away from Kassandra, Sasha pondered the same
question from a different perspective.
Are we still sisters, even after all these years apart? Or could we be,
again?
Sasha felt sure that Kassandra would welcome any overture of
renewed friendship with open arms. That’s how she’d been as a
teenager, heart on her sleeve, no concern about being hurt or betrayed.
Sasha wondered how such a creature could exist in this world. How
could any human being not be hardened by life’s disappointments?
And yet, Kassandra still had that open face, that smile, that softness.
For a moment, just a moment, Sasha wished to return to that soft core of
herself.
She longed to turn back, run to Kassandra’s welcoming hug, and tell
her old friend the truth.
Knowing that she’d be accepted anyway, even after telling Kassandra
about her inner coldness, her scheming, and her desperately lonely
pursuit of the man she convinced herself she loved, seemed worse, in a
way, than finally provoking Kassandra into rejection.
Sasha recalled her time with David, when things were good between
them. She remembered what it was like to be the focus of his attention,
the trigger for his smile, the reason he would leave work on time. She
felt the warmth of his hand in the small of her back, the smell of his neck
when she put her head on his shoulder in bed. A warm mix, like leather
and soap and safety. She pushed away the memories of David’s slow
distancing, the evenings he did not call, the long sleepless nights of
waiting for him to return.
That slow, torturous departure, the way it didn’t seem to matter that
much to him, as if he didn’t need to explain or apologize or even
acknowledge their time together, the beauty of it, was over. David had
to recognize that. He had to be made to understand, and then, to return.
Kassandra, with her warm open heart, would understand Sasha’s
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pain, and pity her for it.
Sasha kept walking into the heat of the evening, eyes forward, and
hardened herself just a bit more.
“Come to the wedding with me. It’ll be fun, and you can meet
everyone.”
Sasha read the text from Kassandra. She considered how to reply. On
the one hand, it would be an easy introduction to the group. On the
other, it would raise several dilemmas.
Her phone alerted her; part two of Kassandra’s message arrived.
“I’ll help run interference with David, if that would help.”
Oh, K. Sasha smiled. Your kindness is genuine, even if you are a bit out of
the loop. As if I wouldn’t want to see David, or as if it would be me who would
be uncomfortable. Bless your heart.
She typed her answer “Thank you, K. Would love to.”
The response popped up immediately. “Yay!” accompanied by
several happy face emoticons.
Sasha sent a smiley face back. Why not? She had nothing to lose by
keeping Kassandra on her side. She went to the bathroom of the little
house she’d rented for her stay. “House” was generous - it was a
converted garden shed, with a tiny bathroom, but it was comfortable
and private. On the back of the bathroom door hung a full-length mirror,
and Sasha posed in front of it. She imagined herself in a killer little black
dress, one that would show off her long legs, and the look on David’s
face when he would see her at the wedding.
Should that be his first glimpse? She pondered. So far, she had not
succeeded in “running into” David, and maybe that was for the best. If
he did not know she was in town, and then she made an entrance at his
father’s wedding, she might catch him in a vulnerable state. She knew
David well enough to believe he would not be completely happy for his
father. There would be some niggling reluctance, some personal agenda,
some old hurt sitting in his heart like a shard of ice, ready to chill any
temptation to be happy for Douglas.
Sold on this plan, Sasha grabbed her bag and car keys. No way a town
like this one would have the dress she needed. It was time for a little
road trip.
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“Do you think it’s kind of fast?” Louise asked, gazing at her reflection
in the full-length mirror her sister Penelope had set up in her bedroom.
Louise wore her wedding dress, a simple, sleeveless sheath of lavendercolored lace, lined with lime green. She turned, posed, pondered,
straightened a seam, lifted a wide shoulder strap, pulled the knee-length
skirt down.
“Sister dearest, you couldn’t look fast if you tried. Did that come from
the mother-of-the-bride rack?” Penelope snorted a little laugh at her
own joke. Louise let her sister’s dig drift into the warm summer air. She
knew Penelope was a bit envious, despite her commitment to a single
lifestyle. And, most likely, she’d already had a glass of wine. Or two.
Louise turned again, keeping her eyes toward the mirror. “Not the
dress, silly. The wedding. The marriage. Saying yes to Douglas. Doing
all this. We’ve known one another less than a year.”
“Douglas is as good a man as they come,” Penelope answered.
“You’ve got nothing to worry about there. And he’s abso-posi-lutely
smitten with you.”
Yes, he is, Louise considered. Smitten. And I with him. How odd, at this
stage of life, to wake up the butterflies in one’s heart, to feel them flutter when
a man makes his attentions known.
“I’m glad of it,” Louise said out loud, with a final pat of her dress,
smoothing it down over the little soft protrusion of her belly. “I suppose,
after all, we might as well give it a try. Grab the brass ring as it goes by,
never knowing when it might be within reach again.”
Penelope rose from her unsteady perch on the edge of the bed, and
came to stand behind Louise, making eye contact in the mirror. Louise
noticed for the millionth time that they had the same nose, broad
between the eyes, turned up just a bit at the end. Their father’s nose.
Even at my age, she thought, after all that’s happened, I wish he was
here to see me happy.
“Sister dearest,” Penelope said, placing her hands gently on Louise’s
lavender-lace covered shoulders, “you deserve every chance at the brass
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ring that comes your way. This one especially. Go for it, darling, and
don’t look back.”
The two women embraced, their sniffling quickly turning to laughter,
and another round of what Louise decided to call “preening” as they
tugged and smoothed her lace dress back into place.
Two summers before, the back garden at Marilyn’s house had hosted
very nearly the same group of friends, for very nearly the same purpose:
a wedding to Douglas.
Louise had asked him, very seriously, just once. “Are you sure this is
where you want to hold the ceremony?”
His response had been to kiss Louise, lovingly, slowly, tenderly. “It
just seems right to do it here. I can’t explain it. But if it’s too much for
you, or doesn’t feel right -”
Louise placed a finger on his lips. “We both have pasts. We can’t run
from them, or pretend they never happened. I respect your past,
Douglas, and your love for Marilyn. If you would like to marry here,
again, in the house she gave you, I would love that. I would love for her
spirit to join us in celebrating that life goes on.”
Douglas recalled that moment with Louise, and so many moments
with Marilyn, as he buttoned his loose white linen shirt, and brushed an
imaginary piece of lint off his grey trousers. A smile played across his
lips, even as his heart felt full to the breaking point.
“All set?” David asked from the doorway to the bedroom. Douglas
looked at his son, tall and lanky, handsome in his own way, with that
coldness at his core that made his good looks sharp, prickly, instead of
inviting. Douglas longed to warm up his son’s heart enough for David
to find his own true happiness, instead of continually chasing what he
could never possess.
“How do I look?” Douglas asked his grown son, asking David to
approve his appearance, and his life choice, he thought.
“Like a happy old cat about to snag the canary,” David answered, a
harsh note in his voice. “Like a lucky old dog about to, you know.”
“David, don’t be coarse. Be happy for me, son, if you can.” Douglas
turned back to the mirror.
“I’m here, aren’t I? I wouldn’t be here if it wasn’t to support you,
Dad.”
Douglas looked at their two faces in the mirror, and wondered if he
would ever know how to make this son of his into a truly happy man.
We can picture them gathered, again, in the back garden of Marilyn’s
old house. We (and they) know it is now Douglas’s house; we (and they)
understand that’s how Marilyn wanted it. And yet, her spirit grows
there as surely as the roses and hydrangeas and lavender and that one
odd shrub with showy, ruffly, beautiful purple flowers, the one no one
remembers the name of, ever. It’s a conversation starter, blooming all
summer, prompting old friends and new acquaintances to ask one
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another: what is that called, again? It is on the tip of my tongue.
They, the Pine Street denizens, and we continue to call it Marilyn’s
old house. Douglas does not mind, and, to her credit, neither does
Louise.
We picture them all together, each person’s attention split between
the ceremony occurring in the present and their memories, feelings,
hopes, and fears.
Franny and Leo are there, of course. Leo is the beaming best man,
having arrived just a bit later than promised, and therefore wearing a
unique ensemble of pressed blue dress shirt and silver tie, along with
paint-stained cargo work shorts and dusty tennis shoes. Leo is neither
embarrassed nor self-conscious. He knows this moment is about
Douglas and Louise.
Franny stands in the front row, near Leo, shifting her gaze from him
to her friend Douglas, smiling at them both. Her heart beats achingly, a
muscle that knows all love is both abiding and fleeting.
Allison has never looked more elfin, wearing a simple summer dress
trimmed in yellow embroidery, hair pulled into a sleek ponytail,
remembering when she said farewell to her boyfriend, wondering if
love will visit her again, realizing she is, right now, indifferent to the
decision of the universe in this regard. If love comes, she will embrace
it. If it does not, she has every intention of living a full and happy life.
The peace this realization brings to Allison shines through her eyes.
Kassandra is elated. Her mind’s eye overlays the happy couple before
her with the outline of a sculpture she will begin the next day, a twisting
graceful shape she imagines as the scaffolding of a happy marriage. She
knows Sasha will arrive for the reception, but feels no anxiety about this.
Kassandra is one of those simple souls who mostly experiences one
emotion at a time, and is all the happier for it.
Penelope stands behind her sister. Her eyes are wet with happy tears.
She hopes she will not drink too much, and fears she already has. David
stands by Leo, his heart full for his father, his envy and inner hurt
battling for his attention. He tries not to look at Franny looking at Leo.
Louise and Douglas repeat their vows, eyes only for one another,
hands clasped, speaking love into being for themselves and all their
friends, for Marilyn’s roses and lavender, for all the world.
After the wedding ceremony, Douglas and Louise asked everyone to
stay in the garden to celebrate. More friends arrived, friends of friends,
even the neighbor’s cat, drawn by the drifts of songbirds attracted to the
nodding heads of sunflowers on the south side of the house.
Out came the cake, the champagne, the canapés, the crackers and
cheese, the hearty appetizers. Voices clamored, forks clinked on little
china plates, a soft jazz soundtrack played from the house.
Although Leo had been asked to play the role of best man, Douglas
asked David, to give the traditional toast. Douglas knew Leo hated to
speak in front of crowds; he wanted to give David a chance to participate
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in the events of the day; and he was curious as to what his son would
come up with. Would David speak from the bitter side of his heart, or
would his inner generosity emerge?
This was the sole element of the day Douglas and Louise had argued
about. Louise expressed her fear that David would, indeed, offer a bitter,
acrid toast, leaving the crowd with the taste of sarcasm instead of lemon
cake. Douglas reaffirmed his faith that David would rise to the occasion.
Louise finally agreed, more to keep peace with her beloved than from
being convinced.
Now that the garden was full of people and noise, David positioned
himself on the step from the door. He clinked his fork against his
champagne glass, waiting for the clamor to die down to a murmur.
“Thank you all for being here,” he began. “My father and Louise
appreciate your loving support for their new adventure. Marriage, at
their age, can be nothing but an adventure, of course.”
The crowd chuckled. Louise moved close to Douglas, squeezed his
hand, willing David to take the high road, as the young man went on.
“At any age, in fact, love is not to be taken for granted. I am tempted
to tell my father and Louise, to ask them, what they think they are up
to. Haven’t they all they could need or want, on their own? Why join
themselves in a legal compact, binding their estates, when it is
unnecessary?” David paused. “But that’s what makes it wonderful, isn’t
it. This wedding is unnecessary, and they did it anyway. I suppose this
is their gift to us, to remind us that love lifts us far beyond the necessities
of life; if we hang on to it, like a kite, it will fly us to the moon and back.”
The crowd applauded. Louise relaxed. Then she saw David’s face,
pale and stricken. She followed his gaze to the garden gate, and to the
woman standing there who had captured David’s attention.
Sasha had arrived.
Unlike a movie, perhaps, Sasha’s arrival in the garden did not still the
celebration. People kept talking and laughing, birds continued to chirp,
glasses clinked. Honeybees hummed in the last dusty beams of sunlight.
Only three people observed the moment of Sasha’s entry, in fact.
David, of course, positioned facing the crowd for his toast. Louise,
whose gaze followed David’s.
And Kassandra, whose emotional radar had begun to ping a few
minutes before. She’d wondered what Sasha had up her sleeve when
she’d read the text Sasha sent to warn Kassandra of a late arrival. As
David began his toast, Kassandra’s spine had tingled a warning. She’d
turned away from David, scanning the crowd for her friend.
She saw Sasha enter, and turned to see David turn pale. Kassandra
herself needed to concentrate on her knees for a moment to prevent
them from buckling.
Sasha was stunning. That word leapt to Kassandra’s lips. It wasn’t
just the little black dress, simple and elegant, fitting her athletic body
closely. In fact, Kassandra would reflect later, the dress was the least of
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it. The effect wasn’t created by clothes, shoes, makeup. These things
decorated Sasha’s entrance, but did not catalyze it.
Afterwards, Kassandra would describe it as a kind of profound focus,
a laser-like beam of concentrated energy, aimed at David. The way a
hitter at the plate stares at the baseball coming from the pitcher’s hand;
the way a thoroughbred thunders toward the finish line; the way a ballet
dancer imagines landing a powerful leap on the single ball of her foot;
all these images flashed through Kassandra’s mind as Sasha stood at the
edge of the celebrating crowd.
She admired this ability her old friend demonstrated, even as it
terrified her. If Sasha could manage this kind of focus, even for a
moment, in the service of her ambitions, what could possibly stop her?
Kassandra watched David move toward Sasha, drawn by an invisible
tow rope. She sent a silent prayer: may they both be happy tonight,
whatever happens.
Sasha felt David’s eyes on her as she took a step into the crowd
celebrating Douglas and Louise’s wedding. She knew David was
heading her way, but she wanted to draw out the anticipation before he
could connect with her. She saw Franny and moved to position herself
near her imagined rival for David’s attentions, as if to draw out the
contrasts.
Leo, as always, intervened. He smiled at Sasha, reached out a hand in
welcome. “You must be a friend of Louise’s?” he asked, not making any
connection between the lovely young woman in black and Kassandra’s
stories. “The ceremony was wonderful, wasn’t it. Ah, tonight would be
such a night to fall in love.”
Franny turned toward them, did not register recognition either,
smiled, and turned back to conversing with Allison and Douglas.
Sasha shook Leo’s hand. “No, I’m here with Kassandra, actually,” she
said, a little loudly, knowing David had drawn close enough to overhear.
“An old friend.”
“Oh, well, old friends are the best,” Leo said. “Did you get something
to eat? There’s so much food here, and it’s all amazing.”
“Thank you, I’m fine,” Sasha said. “I should really find Kassandra.
Check in with my date, you know.” Again, the message was for David.
Let him wonder, just a little.
And let him compare her to Franny, who wore a flowing top with blue
birds on it, over a long stretchy skirt, and looked, to Sasha’s eyes, a little
dowdy. Dowdy. Now there’s a good old-fashioned word, she thought, suitable
for this small-town crowd.
Leo turned to Franny at that moment, taking her hand in his, with
such tenderness that Sasha nearly allowed her plan to be derailed.
Is that love, then, that tenderness toward someone who didn’t travel out of
the county to purchase her dress, whose hair is falling out of place, whose cheeks
are flushed only with excitement? Sasha shook the thought away, squared
her shoulders, and turned to David.
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Of course, Sasha’s entrance to the wedding party had caught David’s
attention. Of course, his heart fluttered at her physical beauty. Of course,
visions flashed through his mind of the two of them engaged in
lovemaking.
David’s efforts all summer to unsettle the now-established romance
between Leo and Franny had yielded little. To tell the truth, he’d become
a bit bored with his machinations, a bit tired of manipulating, a bit sick
of himself. Escaping into Sasha’s waiting embrace tempted him deeply.
He could, for a few hours, experience the pleasure of being desired,
something that it appeared only Sasha could offer.
Their history told him those few hours would, indeed, be pleasurable.
Sasha knew him well, and was a willing and capable partner. And her
willingness brought out the generous lover in himself, as well,
something he could not explain, but being able to give pleasure added
to his enjoyment. No reason, really, to turn Sasha’s invitation down.
Except.
Something new grew small tendrils inside David. Observing his
father find a new life partner, watching Franny and Leo establish their
identity as a couple, David found himself craving not just adoration, not
just attraction, but something his history had never allowed him to
experience fully.
He craved honesty.
David made up his mind in that moment, the moment when the
notion of honesty came to him so strongly that he nearly lost his breath.
It was the same moment Sasha turned to him, her face shining with
triumph at her impact, her beauty never more powerful.
“David,” she said. “It’s good to see you. I’m here with Kassandra, but
I can’t seem to find her.”
We will never know what might have happened between these two
past lovers if, in that moment, Sasha had also chosen honesty. If she’d
said, “David, I’m here because I love you, and I want you in my life.” If
she’d said, “I know we’ve had our issues in the past, but maybe if we
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start over, we can get there.”
These words, or something like them, spoken out loud in a lovely
garden full of people celebrating love and commitment, might have had
an incantatory effect. They might have spoken a relationship into being.
Instead, Sasha chose to stay with her cover story, and David’s heart
enclosed its new, fragile tendrils of honesty inside a wall.
He turned away from Sasha without a word of response.
Douglas and Louise’s wedding fell into the past as all beautiful events
do: softly, with whispers of nostalgia for its various aspects emerging
even as people put on their coats, tidied up their areas, and headed out
the door.
“It was a wonderful day,” they said. “What a lovely celebration.”
“Everything was perfect, just perfect,” they said.
For Sasha, the evening had been far from wonderful, lovely, perfect.
David had rejected her coldly, without a word. All her efforts, the dress,
the makeup, the attitude of carelessness, had backfired brutally.
Anger simmered in her belly for days, a heat that prickled its way into
every interaction. She agreed to stay with Kassandra “for now,”
unrolling a sleeping bag on the inflatable bed, just uncomfortable
enough to ensure wakeful nights full of rumination on revenge.
David would pay for his behavior, she knew, but she could not
determine precisely how. Would she poison his newly loving
relationship with his father? Would she find a way to tempt him into
bed, after all, then reject him? Would she disrupt his work, or kill him
with kindness, letting the worm of guilt destroy him from the inside
out?
Nothing felt right. Sasha stewed, snapping at Kassandra when she
tried to help her friend out of the foul mood she carried everywhere with
her. Her own guilt-worm pricked her about this. Kassandra offered
much kindness, and kindness was an abrasive element in Sasha’s
determination to keep her anger alive.
As autumn weather took hold of Pine Street, and chats among its
denizens turned away from recollections of the lovely, beautiful, perfect
wedding, toward their small daily challenges and trials, their moments
of joy and relaxation, Sasha could only decide one thing.
One chilly, drizzly morning, Sasha rose early, made coffee and toast
for Kassandra, and asked her about getting a gig at the coffee shop.
She could not leave until David had seen the error of his ways, and
the inflatable bed was not a long-term home. Time to find a job, a place
of her own, and settle in on Pine Street for the duration.
“Living well is the best revenge.” We have all heard this saying, repeated
it, either as a mantra of letting go or a way of focusing our hurt and
anger.
For Sasha, “living well” meant finding a place to live on or near Pine
Street, one that she could afford on a coffee-shop worker’s wages, and
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yet feel respectable in. She sought this unicorn during the back-tocollege rush that threatened to fill every apartment in town with a
student (or two or three or four) whose rent would be paid by helicopter
parents. Sasha spent more nights in her sleeping bag on Kassandra’s
inflatable mattress than intended. Her friend was kind and gave her
plenty of space to live her life; but the discomfort Sasha felt wasn’t about
sharing a bathroom with Kassandra.
Sasha’s discomfort grew from the knot of pain in her belly, the one
that was fed and watered by every perceived slight or rejection, the one
that had blossomed when David turned away from her.
Every once in a while, as she walked from one already-rented
apartment to another too-gross-for-words basement flat, Sasha turned
her face to the early autumn sun and let the knot in her belly relax, just
for a moment. She let the warmth wash through her, and caught a
glimpse of a life driven by pleasure rather than pain.
In these moments, she often remembered those early days with
Kassandra, vacationing at the lake, lounging on beach towels and
comparing their flourishing tans.
If only she’d realized then how simple her life was: sun, water, family,
a dear friend. Instead of constantly seeking something new, different,
distracting.
In these moments, Sasha recognized the deep difference that drove
her need for distraction. Certainly, she knew the world now was far
more accepting of all variations of sexuality. Certainly, she knew that her
particular sexual self could even be considered a new kind of cool.
And yet, Sasha had never talked with anyone about it. Her full self
had never been allowed out in company.
Like so many of the others who had found their way to Pine Street,
Sasha was seeking more than a change in venue. She beat the pavement
hunting more than a suitable adult apartment.
Sasha, like all of us, needed a place to belong. Living well meant more
than revenge. It meant finding home.
As Sasha struggled to settle in on Pine Street, David experienced
something he was not used to.
A sense of peace.
Watching his father remarry late in life, watching Leo and Franny
express their tender confidence in their love, even watching Kassandra
being content with art and coffee-making, watching all this had made
its mark on David.
He considered how much of his life he’d spent disrupting the lives of
others, trying, in a perverse way, to settle his own life that way. He
considered how his jealousy and envy had pushed him into many
dramas, many ugly scenes, and had kept everyone at a distance.
He wondered what it would be like to give up on all his schemes, to
stop chasing the lives of others, and to, instead, make a life for himself.
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Who would he be, he wondered, if he was no longer the disruptor,
the wild card, the bad guy?
Pondering all this as he took a walk after dinner with his father and
Louise, David found himself heading toward Allison’s house. The
project house, the one that would never be done, which had been a
target of David’s derision. Leo still held the basement apartment,
though he spent most nights with Franny. A selfish waste of space,
David would have thought, or a sign that Leo was not fully committed,
that David could still split them apart.
But on this early autumn evening, dark falling around him, David
tried on the notion that Leo’s decisions were none of his business.
What if, he thought, all these lives happening around him had their
own emotional logic, a through line that had nothing to do with him?
What if his own through line was his only concern, the only thing he
could control was his next step?
If he could only control his next step, where should it lead?
The question paralyzed him. He pulled his jacket close around him in
the sudden gust of a chilly wind and stood on the sidewalk, unable to
move in any direction.
“Hey there,” a voice called out. “You look cold. Want to come in and
warm up?”
David turned to Leo, and surprised himself by saying, “Sounds good.
Thanks.”
David stepped inside Leo’s basement apartment. As promised, it was
warm. The chill that clung to David from the fall evening slipped away.
And, as David anticipated, the place was a mess. Every surface had a
precariously balanced pile of something on top of it: CDs, old repair
manuals, bits of paper with scribbled notes, mismatched screws. Leo
moved one pile off a chair, offering the newly empty surface to David.
“I just made some coffee. Would you like a cup?” Leo asked.
David thought about the time; it was already dark outside. “No,
thank you. It would keep me awake. I’m surprised you can drink it.”
Leo smiled. “I can’t explain it, but I never have trouble sleeping these
days. How about a beer, then?” David nodded his assent, and Leo bent
to search the bottom shelf of his refrigerator. “Here’s one,” Leo said,
handing David a cold bottle.
“Thanks.” David wondered how this conversation would go. His
curiosity was as much about himself as about Leo. Would this newly
discovered sense of peace, of letting other people live their lives, survive
a beer with the man who he’d considered an enemy for most of the last
year or more?
Leo took a sip from his mug. “Ah, now that’s a strict cup of joe. No
point in weak coffee, right? Are you warming up? I’m really glad you
stopped by.”
David nodded. He was tempted to point out that he hadn’t “stopped
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by” at all but had been lured in by Leo. But he said nothing, letting Leo
lead, for a change.
“I’m glad you stopped by, really. Because, you know, I want to make
sure you know I forgive you.”
“Forgive me? What for?” David felt his pulse rise.
“The whole thing, with the Jeep, and the crosswalk. And everything.
I don’t think you tried to hit me, but even if you did, I forgive you.” Leo
paused, sat back in his chair. “You know, I love Franny. I adore her. I get
that other people will too. I can’t blame you at all for being in love with
her.”
“I’m not, you know,” David began.
“It’s okay. You’re a good person, and you deserve to be happy. We all
do.”
“No, I mean, I’m not. In love with Franny. I was, I think. But you can’t
really be in love with someone you don’t know. I think it was the
pursuit.” Is this the beer talking, or am I dreaming, David wondered, or am
I really saying this to Leo? Is it true?
“Hey, man, I’ve been there,” Leo said. “We all have. But it’s time to
find someone who can really appreciate you, don’t you think?”
David stood. “Thanks for the beer. I have to go.”
Back on the sidewalk, in the cold, David began to cry.
Kassandra worried about her friend Sasha. She could see the quality of
frantic searching underneath Sasha’s quest for an apartment, and for
David’s attention. Although Sasha had been staying with Kassandra,
they had not really talked about anything important. Every time
Kassandra reached out, suggesting a long chat over coffee or a meal,
Sasha begged off, or came up with an excuse at the last minute.
It prompted Kassandra to a deeper level of gratitude for her own life.
Although she was saddened and challenged to accept how little her
parents understood her, and although she could occasionally be
blindsided by a wave of panic about her long-term future, most of her
days were filled with things and people she loved: her art, her friends,
her customers at the coffee shop.
A story came on the news as Kassandra prepared for another shift. A
reporter told an agonizing tale of people forced to flee their homes due
to horrific violence, their trek across hostile lands, their struggles to keep
their families together, often carrying small children for hundreds of
miles, and the uncertainty they faced of ever finding a truly safe place
to live.
The story brought Kassandra to tears. But for the grace of the place in
which she was born, but for the universe’s random assignment of
parents with means to raise her in a safe environment, such a story could
be her own. How would she behave if she found herself on the run?
How would she survive? Would she?
Kassandra pictured Sasha as a refugee from her own emotional life.
Her old friend was on a different kind of agonizing journey, seeking
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safety and comfort, failing to find it. Sasha trekked across the hostile
land of her inner terrors, and without trivializing the plight of refugees
from war and violence, Kassandra saw how Sasha’s journey mirrored
that awful feeling of being homeless.
I’ve found my place where I belong, Kassandra thought, in a world where
so many people are still searching for theirs.
David walked slowly back to his father’s house, in the cold. This was
the coldest night so far this autumn, temperatures dipping far below
freezing. Somehow, the work of huddling against the chill comforted
him. It was as if the cold was his penance.
Could it be, after all he’d been through, that simple words of
forgiveness would change everything he believed about the world,
about himself?
For many years, David had allowed the world to be his enemy. He
had attempted many times, in many ways, to extract his revenge for the
world’s early betrayal, ripping him away from family, from warmth,
from love.
Now, in the freezing cold, David saw reality in stark relief.
Lashing out at others, scheming, manipulating, bullying, menacing.
All these tactics had left him exactly where he was: alone, out in the cold.
Oddly, David experienced no sense of judgment or shame about this.
He did not view his reality with regret or disdain. He did not look down
on himself for the choices he had made.
Grief, yes. A deep and old grief, long hidden under his schemes and
bullying, arose with a long, silent wail. David kept walking past the
house, kept walking without deciding where to go, walking until the
wail finally subsided of its own accord.
And as it subsided, in its place welled up a sense of acceptance
profound enough to stop David short.
This is who I am, he realized, a person with this story, of love and loss
and revenge and loneliness and rejection and grief.
Exactly like every other person. I am no different, not better, not worse. I
don’t have to keep working to prove how different I am, because I’m not. I’m the
same. His shoulders dropped as he released fully the weight of the need
to be different. I’m the same.
All this passed through David’s mind and heart on a cold, cold fall
night, on a random corner in the neighborhood he used to despise, but
now found he loved.
Sasha, unlike David, was still lost in seeking her revenge on the world.
Her heart ached for all her losses, all the rejection, all the loneliness.
Anger felt like a friend, because it distracted her from that ache. It gave
her the energy to go forward.
She threw her anger about until it found a target. When it did, the
momentary satisfaction of transferring her own heart ache to someone
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else created a sense of elation. For that wonderful, lovely moment,
Sasha’s lungs could expand and take in the oxygen her soul needed to
survive.
This frosty late autumn morning, the target of Sasha’s anger was her
friend Kassandra. As it had been many years ago, when Sasha had
walked out on her friend after that horrible night at the lake. The loving
kindness of Kassandra’s presence served as a constant rub of irritation,
and this morning was no exception.
It is, perhaps, a universal truth that the broken heart, using anger as
its lifeline, finds itself attracted to the warmest, most loving hearts.
Craving that love, unable to admit its longing, the broken heart tries to
move closer to the source of warmth by using a poisoned spear.
Sasha sent her spear forward this way: asking Kassandra about the
progress of her artistic projects, feigning support, until deep into
Kassandra’s description of her love for metalwork and welding, Sasha
saw her opportunity.
“Oh, that sounds cool, Kass. Really wonderful. I really admire you,
you know, for moving forward with your passion when it is ultimately
pointless. I mean, art, right? It’s not a living. It’s a hobby. But you just
keep at it as if it’s the most important thing in the world. I admire your
ability to stay in denial. I wish I could do the same.”
The wounded look in Kassandra’s eyes fed Sasha’s broken heart the
quick dose of superiority she needed. She turned back to her work at the
coffee shop, picking up a bag of beans to throw into the grinder, and
whistled softly.
Kassandra, however, was not wounded for herself. She’d glimpsed
her old friend’s broken heart in the sneak attack, and wanted nothing
more than to wrap Sasha in a big hug. How, Kassandra thought, how can
I help her? She is broken.
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Allison’s days were filled with working at the office supply store and
her evenings and weekends filled with working on her house. Leo
helped as often as he could, and worked hard to honor Allison’s request
to teach her how to do stuff rather than just doing it for her.
“Just remember, I’m not a carpenter. I’m more of a carpenter,” Leo
would say, and then give her a simple, effective, hands-on lesson with a
power drill, or table saw, or tile cutter.
The current project was the master bath, or what she hoped would
become the master bath. They’d yarded out the old tub, its pale pink
ceramic coating chipped and stained. Luckily, the floor and surround
under the old tile (also pale pink, with alternate squares painted over in
a sort of dingy gray, which must have seemed quite trendy at the time,
or else why would anyone have done it?) was in good shape. No
obvious water damage or softness. They did not have to rip out and
replace the backer board or subfloor.
In went the new tub, a crisp white, and a lucky find at the salvage
store. Someone had changed their mind before even installing it, so it
was pristine. Allison wondered at the sort of lifestyle that would allow
someone to discard a brand new tub based on a simple change of mind.
Who has that kind of money, she pondered, and what would that feel like?
Would it be glorious, or the most boring life ever?
This crisp autumn weekend, Allison allowed thoughts such as that
one to drift in and out of her mind as she worked on the tile surround
for her new tub. The salvage store had had piles of beautifully glazed
tiles, all the same size, but in multiple rich colors of olive green,
burgundy, ochre, and midnight blue. Allison had invited Kassandra to
arrange them in an artistic pattern, but after several hours of playing
with the tiles, Kassandra had turned to her friend with a smile.
“You know,” the artist-barista had said, “honestly I think you’ll get
the best results if you mix these randomly. Just put them in a big pile
and pull each one without thinking about it too much. Colors like this,
they will sort themselves into something beautiful if you trust them.”
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Maybe life is like that, too, Allison thought as she placed the next tile,
midnight blue next to warm ochre. It arranges itself into beauty, if we let it.
“Allison, you have to see this.” Leo waved his friend over to the exterior
door to his basement apartment in her old green house.
She’d stepped outside on this chilly, sunny fall afternoon, to stretch
her legs and back, freeing them from the cramps of tiling work, and to
fill her lungs with fresh air.
For a moment, she considered putting Leo off. She loved him, and all
the help he’d given her, but she clung to her solitude, sometimes a bit
too much for her own good. She pasted on a smile and walked over.
“Sure, what is it?”
“Come in here,” Leo said, and stepped through the door into the
basement. “Back this way.”
He led her to the door to a little storage area under the oldest part of
the house. “Have you ever looked in here?” he asked.
“Um, not really,” Allison answered. She had bought the old house on
a whim, and Leo had moved in shortly after. Mostly, she let him have
the privacy of the basement space.
“Me either, until today. Look what I found.” Leo opened the door, and
stooped to enter the old space. “Don’t come all the way in - it’s dirty,
and there’s probably spiders.” Allison smiled. All the work she’d done
on this old place, she had never given Leo cause to believe that a spider
or two would freak her out. And dirt? Good lord, she thought, I’m
usually dirtier than he is.
“There,” Leo said, and shone a flashlight beam toward the back
corner.
Allison saw what looked like an old wine barrel, covered in dust and
spider webs. “Wow,” she said, unsure as to what kind of reaction Leo
wanted.
“I know,” he said. “Let’s go back outside.”
Out in the fresh air once again, Allison could see Leo’s huge grin. She
was curious. “What? Is it worth something, do you think?”
“Oh, I have no idea. Probably not, given that it’s full of concrete.” He
cackled. “It looks like it’s been there for decades, and its full of hardened
concrete. I tried to move it. Couldn’t budge it, even an inch.”
“Why would someone fill a barrel with concrete and leave it in the
cellar?” Allison asked.
“Exactly!” Leo’s expression was that of an eager little boy. “It’s a
mystery!” His enthusiasm was contagious, and Allison joined him in
laughing.
“Well then,” she said, “Leo, let’s solve it.”
Allison waited at the counter of the city permitting office. The office took
up a retail space that had, over the decades, housed a doughnut shop, a
fast-food sandwich vendor, and a non-profit that supported physically
challenged artists. The linoleum was worn and the harsh florescent
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lighting illuminated every scuff and stain.
She’d put in her request to see the ownership history of her house.
When she’d bought the place, Allison had cared not one whit about the
people who had lived in it before her. She only knew that it called to her,
insisting she move in, settle in, and devote her spare time to making it
beautiful again. The house’s age rooted her to the past, and that was
enough. She’d focused only on its future as her safe, warm, home base.
Now, though, the mysterious barrel of concrete awoke her curiosity.
Who would pour concrete into a barrel in a corner of a basement, and
why? Since Leo had shown her the barrel, Allison had let the puzzle take
over her late-night musings. She’d shared her fascination with
Kassandra at the coffee shop, as the barista joined her on a quick break.
“Maybe it’s a dead body,” Allison said.
Kassandra’s eyes widened. “Do you think so? That would be awful.”
“No, I don’t really think so,” Allison reassured her friend. “I think it’s
far more likely someone had leftover concrete, and dumped it in a barrel
just to get it out of the way.”
“Oh. Well, that’s nicer. But not as interesting.” Kassandra grinned. “I
think it’s buried treasure. Like gold, or something. And the person was
hiding it from horrible relatives who wanted to steal it. They put it in an
old barrel, covered it with concrete, and figured they’d go back and get
it when the coast was clear.”
“Horrible relatives, yes,” Allison picked up the thread. “They were
going to declare her as insane, just to get her fortune. Before they could
lock her in the asylum, she hid her gold away.”
“No, she got her lover to do it!” Kassandra added with a giggle. “Her
lover was the local handyman, far below her social station. That’s why
her horrible relatives wanted her locked away, before she could marry
him.”
“Yes! And all he had to help her was his strong back and his ample
supply of unused concrete.” At this, Allison and Kassandra dissolved
into gales of laughter.
“We’ve both been reading too many nineteenth century novels,”
Kassandra gasped, when she caught her breath.
Under the harsh florescent lights of the permit office, Allison giggled
to herself at the memory. “Miss? Here you go,” the clerk pushed a
bundle of papers across the long counter.
Allison flipped through them quickly, back to the original building
permit. The name on the permit caused her to gasp.
“You will never guess,” Allison said to Leo. She had a copy of the
original building permit for her old house, one the clerk had kindly
made for her, and a giddy grin.
“Okay, then tell me,” Leo said.
“No, you should guess,” Allison responded.
“You just told me I’d never guess.”
“Oh, come on, please try. It’ll be a lot more fun.”
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Leo sighed, but not with frustration. He was curious, of course, but
also loved seeing a spirit of playfulness in Allison. She was usually
serious, focused. He joined her in grinning, out of delight in this
transformation of his friend and landlord.
“Okay. The builder of this house was, um, George Washington.”
“Leo! That’s not a serious guess.” Allison frowned. “Try again. Think
about it. Who’s the least likely person, or the one you would most wish
had built this house?”
Leo pondered. “Least likely? I stand by my first guess, George
Washington.” Before Allison could protest again, he went on. “Most
wish? Oh, that’s a tough one. Give me a moment.”
They were sitting on the porch, of course, their usual place. It was an
unusually warm afternoon. Probably our last one this year, Leo had
thought. Winter will be here before we can blink.
His attention drifted as he watched a few of the last autumn leaves
skitter up the street in the breeze. Everything will be here before we can
blink. Old age, sickness, death. It all comes rushing up. A vision of his
old friend Marilyn in the hospital skittered through his mind, echoing
the leaves. She was here, and then she wasn’t, he thought, and sighed
again.
“You’re right,” Allison said, her voice carrying a note of shock. “How
did you guess?”
Confused, Leo focused on her. “Huh?”
“Marilyn. You said Marilyn.”
“I did? I was thinking about here, but I didn’t realize I’d said anything
out loud.”
“Yes, you did. And yes, it is.”
Leo stared, and then they both broke into huge smiles.
Allison confirmed his thought by handing him the piece of paper
she’d been holding. “It’s her last name. Marilyn’s. On the building
permit for this house.”
Ever since Leo invited Marilyn to that first dinner party on Pine Street,
the one when Franny served slightly gummy pasta, when Allison’s
(now ex) boyfriend brought the best bottle of wine, the one when they
all went tromping through the snow to get ice cream for dessert,
Marilyn’s spirit has hovered like a guardian angel over the group of
friends that formed on that awkward, funny, warm evening.
Her art inspired Kassandra, and her artist’s life inspired them all. Her
house offered a central, grounding place, a place of wedding
celebrations and celebrations of life and friends lost. Marilyn brought
Franny to the coffee shop, Douglas and David to Pine Street, and
Penelope’s sister, Louise, into their lives.
As soon as Allison showed him the building permit with Marilyn’s
last name on it, Leo called Franny and asked her to walk over. The three
of them sat on Allison’s porch and gazed at the paper with wonder.
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“It could be a coincidence. It’s not a totally uncommon name,” Allison
offered. Leo and Franny murmured agreement, but none of them
believed it.
It seemed far more plausible, even likely, that Marilyn’s family had
been at the heart of Pine Street and this town forever.
“Well, if there’s one thing I know how to do, it’s research,” Allison
went on. “I’ll start looking into it tomorrow.”
“It’s her,” Leo said. “Allison, you were drawn to this house from the
start. Marilyn’s spirit is here. I can feel it. Can’t you?”
“I always feel Marilyn. She’s everywhere,” Franny answered. “That
doesn’t prove her family built this place, of course. You know, it almost
doesn’t matter. I mean, it would be fun to find out she has a history here
we didn’t know about, that her roots were here, and all that. But even if
it isn’t true, it won’t change how I feel about her.”
Leo took her hand, seeing the tears on her face. Franny went on.
“Pine Street is home for me because of her. And you two. And
Kassandra, and Douglas. Even David and that poor girl Sasha. All of
you, all of us. Marilyn’s love glues us together, and together we make a
tribe.”
They sat in silence as the sun dipped below the horizon, creating an
immediate deepening of the chill in the air.
“Yeah, I’m still going to research it, though,” Allison said, sending
them laughing into the night.
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